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The era of the Weimar Republic was one of which it 

could be said that the sword proved mightier than the pen, 

for the best German writers of that period were unquestion

ably among the liberals and leftists. Some of these, like 

Bertold Brecht, Erich K!stner and Erich Marie Remarque, sur

vived the years and became well known in English speaking 

countries, particularly after World War II. Probably the 

most colorful of those whose voices were stilled was Kurt 

Tucholsky, also known under the pen names Peter Panter, Theo

bald Tiger, Kasper Hauser and Ignaz Wrobel. 1 

Kurt Tucholsky (~ronounced approximately too-KHOL-skee) 

was' virtually Wlknown in the United States until about fif'

teen ye~rs ago, when an anthology of his prose writings ap

peared in an English ~~8D8].ation by Harry Zohn, under the 

title The World Is ~ Comedy. Long before, his writings had 

once again become popular in German-speaking countries, in-

cluding both East and West Germany, and he is the subject .. 

of innumerable quotations and discussions. Only the barrier 

of language has so far prevented the rest of the world from 

learning more about this spokesman for a Germany that might 

have been. 2 

Tucholsky was born in 1890 in Berlin, the son of a 

well-to-do Jewish merchant. At the age of nine he began 

r;- Harry Zohn and Karl F. Ross. What If --? Satirical Writ
ings 2! ~ Tucholsky. Page iIi."' - -

2. ibid. Page xii. 
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attending the French Gymnasium there, a Huguenot-founded 

institution which instilled in him an abiding love of France; 

his linguistic prowess, clear reasoning and lucid style de

rive from this education.' In 1908 Tucholsky entered the 

University of Berlin; he also studied in Geneva and earned 

a doctor of laws degree from the University of Jena in 1915. 

Oonscripted into the German Army in 1915, he spent three and 

a half years of war service on Germany's eastern front and 

became an ardent pacifist. He was married two times, for 

short periods, the second time to Mary-Gerold Tucholsky, who 

today, as his literary executrix, administers the Tucholsky 

Archives in the Bavarian resort town of Rottach-Egern. Dur

ing most of his later years, from 1924 to his suicide in 

1935, Tucholsky lived outside Germany, mainly in France, 

Switzerland and Sweden. 

Tucholsky's literary career, interrupted only by his 

military service, extended over the two decades from 1912 

to 1932, ranging from his first published work (a satirical 

sally against Kaiser Wilhelm in the form of a fable) to his 

last diary entry (a drawing of a ladder with three ascend

ing steps labeled "Speech-Writing-Silence"). His first book, 

Rheinsberg = A Picture ~ for Lovers, appeared in 1912. 

In 1913 Tucholsky became associated with the SchaubUhne, 

~ibid. Page xii. 
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later called the WeltbUhne (world stage), which became one 

of the most aggresive and best-known satirical-political 

periodicals of the time. Although he freely contributed to 

other publications, the WeltbUhne remained the principal 

vehicle for his poems (a number of which were written in the 

Berlin dialect), his anecdotes and aPhorisms, his philosoph

ical essays and critical attacks upon the foibles of his 

society and the resurgent German militarism. Many of Tu

cholsky's lyrics were set to music, some of them by "Theo

bald Tiger" himself, and were widely sung at union meetings 

as well as on the cabaret stage. When the editor of the 

WeltbUhne died unexpectedly in 1926, Tucholsky briefly took 

over the management of that publication; he was succeeded 

in this task by Carl von Ossietzky, another staunch anti

militarist, who was to receive the Nobel Peace Prize in 1935 

while languishing in a Nazi concentration camp. 

Collections of Tucholsky's writings appeared in book 

form from the year 1927 on. The first of these books -

whose title Mit .2 PS could mean either "With Five Horsepower" 

or "Under Five Pseudonyms" - lifts the veil off the "gay 

schizophrenia,,4 and reveals the many facets of this prolific 

writer. Although Tucholsky today is chiefly remembered as 

a satirist, his last book, Gripsholm Castle, is not exactly 

~ibid. Page xiv. 
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a satirical work but rather, like his first one, Rheinsberg, 

blends the melancholy charm of the nineteenth century with 

the brash wit prevalent among Berlin society in the early 

years of this century and between the wars~. Tucholsky, the 

travel-book writer, is seen to good advantage in A Book 

About the Pyrenees (1927). 

Some of Tucholsky's writings, intended for publication 

in a militant periodical, were necessarily of an ephemeral 

character and are of little interest to readers three or 

four decades and a continent removed. But many sf his art

icles and nearly all his poems have these qualities which 

mark them as enduring pieces of good literature, to say noth

ing of the inSights they give into the cross-currents of an 

era about which serious scholars still ask: How could it 

have happened? This is true even though, in a few instances, 

obscure passages have to be clarified in translation or omit

ted completely.5 

The thrusts of Tucholsky's typewriter were sharp and 

well aimed, but he himself imposed certain restrictions on 

the range of his targets. In 1929 he wrote: "Satire has a 

limit at the top; Buddha is above it. It also has a limit 

at the bottom: The Fascist forces in Germany. It doesn't 

pay - one can't shoot that 10w.,,6 And so, Tucholsky -- an 

implacable foe of National Socialism and everything it stood 

~ibid. 
6. ibid. 

Page xiv. 
Page xvi. 
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for -- was less vocal in his attacks on the Hitler movement 

than he might have been if he had not, like so many others, 

underestimated its virulence. He was less restrained in 

his criticism of the German Social Democrats for their vac

illation, compromises, and alleged betrayal of the 1918 rev

olution. This endeared him to the Communists, but Tucholsky 

never joined their party or any other, except for a brief 

affil11ation with a Socialist splinter group in the early 

1920s. He opposed organized religion, but r~rely referred 

to God in an irreverant manner - especially in his later 

writings - and evidently did not consider it reactionary to 

invoke His assistance. 

When the National Socialists came to power in Germany, 

Tucholsky was safe in Sweden; only his books were burned 

publicly after the Nazi takeover, an honor he shared with 

many other prominent German writers. There are no obvious 

answers to the question of why, on a December day in 1935, 

Tucholsky ended his life by taking poison, leaving only a 

request not to be disturbed. There were no overt, direct 

military developements in 1935 that, could have been respon

sible for his suicide. The remilitarizationof the Rhine

land, the annexation of Austria and the dismemberment of 

Czechoslovakia still lay in the future. True, Tucholsky had 

been cut off from his German readership, but from his Swedish 
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sanctuary he might still have published his writings in 

Switzerland and, to a more limited extent, in Austria; 

while the original WeltbUhne had been silenced in Germany, 

a successor entitled ~ WeltbUhne had been started in 

Prague by German emigrants eager for contributions from 

Tucholsky. Yet little more was heard of him until that 

day the newspapers throughout Europe shocked their readers 

with the announcement of his voluntary death. 

Kurt Tucholsky cannot be brought back, although the 

world sorely needs his wit, his humor, his searching reve

lations and his lashing tongue. It is to be hoped, however, 

that through translation some of these assets can be re

called. 
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We can also blow the trumpets 
And blare throughout the .land; 
But we'd rather stride through the days of May, 
When the primroses bloom and the thrushes sing, 
Quietly musing on the banks of the brook. 

Storm 



Ernst Rowohlt Publishers 

Berlin W 50 

Pas sauer Strasse 8/9 

Dear Mr. Tucholsky, 

2 

1 

June 8 

thanks for your letter of June 2. We have taken note 

of your wishes but, for now, something different. 

As, you mow, in the past I've printed all types of po

litical books with which you've had much to do. Now, how

ever, I would like to get back into the "belles lettres." 

Don't you:'.have anything? How about a little love story? 

Think about it! The book shouldn't be expensive and I'll pub

lish ten thousand of them for you to begin with. Every time I 

travel, my book dealer friends tell me how much of an appeal 

things like that have for the people. How about it? 

You still have 46 Marks coming from us -- where should 

we have it transferred? 

With the best wishes 
Your'" '. 

(Wi th" fl-ourish.) ~ Ernst·-Rowohlt., " 

June 10 

Dear Mr. Rowohlt, 

Thanks for your letter of 6/8. 

A love story ••• dear chief, what makes you think of 
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that? Love, these days? Do you love? Who still loves 

nowadays? 

A little summer story would be better. 

The thing isn't easy. You know how much I hate bother

ing the public with my own personal rubbish. So that's out. 

Besides, I cheat on every woman with my typewriter and don't 

have anything romantic to show for it. Maybe I should dream 

up the story? The only people with imagination are business

men when they aren't able to pay their debts. Then they 

think of lots: of things. As for me ••• 

If I don't write about the people's secret dreams ("The 

princess snatched up her silver robe, and, without even 

glancing at the prince, fell down the palace stairs.") then 

the problem of marriage as bedroom gymnastics, the "human 

attitude" and all the stuff we don't want, still remains. 

What can we do without stealing from Villon? 

Speaking of poetry: 

How is it that in paragraph 9 of our contract you fig

ure that 15 per cent of the books should be honorarium-free? 

Never before in the world have you sent out so many revieweers 

copies! Squandering the dear sweat of your authors -- no 

wonder you sit and drink brandy in the velvet lap of luxury 

while we sit on benches and drink weak beer. But it's all 

the same. 
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I know that you're indebted to meo It thrills my heart 

to hear that you're 46 Marks in debt to meo To the old add

ress, as usual. Incidentally, I'm going on vacation next 

week. With many fine wishes 

Yours 
Tucholsky 
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Ernst Rowohlt Publishers 

Berlin W 50 

Passauer Strasse 8/9 

Dear Mr. Tucholsky, 
th many thanks for your letter of the 10 • 

June 12 

The 15% honorarium-free books are -- and you can really 

believe me -- my only means of earning money. "Dear Mr. Tu

cholsky, if you were to see our auditor's books you'd know 

that a poor publisher doesn't have it easy at all. Without 

the 15% I could not exist and would sim,ply starve. You 

surely don't want that. 

You should forget about the summer story. 

The people want something they can give to their girl-· 

friends. You wouldn't believe how much that's missing. I'm 

thinking of a little story, not too extensive, between 15 

and 16 sections, tender, in hard-back, lightly ironic with a 

colorful cover. The contents can be as free as you like. 

I might even go so far as to cut it down to 14% honorarium

free copies. 

How do you like our new catalog? 

I wish you an enjoyable vacation and remain, with many 

regards 

Your 
(With'.floUriSh) Epnst Rowtihlt 
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June 15 

Dear Mr. Rowohlt Sir, 

Gulbransson has depicted you perfectly in the new cat

alog: You sit there, quietly musing on the bank of the brook 

and catch the fat fish. The bait of 14% isntt fat enough 

12 is pretty nice. Think about it a little and give your. 

hard publisher's heart a kick. At 14% I surely can't think 

of anything -- I start writing at 12%. 

I'm writing this letter with one leg already on the 

train. I:,I-m leaving in one hour, for Sweden. I don It want 

to work at all during this vacation. I want to look at the 

trees instead, and, for once, really relax. 

When I get back we can rehash the whole thing again. 

For new, however, I tip my hat, greet you heartily and wish 

you a good summer. And don't forget: 12%. 

With many good wishes 
Your faithful Tucholsky. 

Signed - sealed - stamped - it was exactly eight-ten. 

The train from Berlin to Copenhagen left at nine~twenty. 

And now to pick up the Princess. 

2 

She had an alto voice and was called Lydia. 

Charlie and Jacob, however, called every woman that had 

anything to do with any of the three of us "the Princess," 

in order to honor the prince in question - and she, too, was 

a princess; but no one can ever be called that again.' 
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She wasn't a princess. 

She was something that encompassed everything possible, 

she was a secretary. She was a secretary to a shapelessly 

. tat fellow; I saw him once and couldn't stand him, and be

tween him and L.ydia ••• no! That almost only happens in nov

els. Between him and Lydia there was that remarkable rela

tionship of affection, nervous toleration and trust on the 

one side and dislike and tolerating nervousness on the other; 

she was his secretary. The man held the title of Consul

General and dealt, otherwise, in soap. The packages were 

always lying around the office, so the big fellow at least 

had an excuse when his hands were gr~asy. 

In a fit of sovereign generosity the Consul-General had 

reserved five weeks of vacation for her; he went to Abbazia. 

He left last night - may he rest in his pullman in peace. 

His brother-in-law took over the office and, for Lydia, a 

substitute. What was soap to me - Lydia was something to me. 

She was already standing there with her luggage in front 

of the house, "Hello!" 

"Ye be here alrady?" said the Princess - to the complete 

astonishment of the taxi driver, who thought it was East

Chinese. It was, however, "missingsch." 

"Missingsch" is what happens when a Platt- or Low-German 

tries to speak High German. He scrambles up the highly pol

ished steps of German grammer only to fall back, face first, 
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into his beloved Plat~. Lydia came from Rostock, and had 

mastered the idiom perfectly. It isn't farmer's Platt, it's 

much more refined. The High German part of it seems almost 

like sarcasm or charicature, it's like a farmer going into 

the field in tails and top hat to plow. The top hat is a 

right showy hat, if ye don grow op with i', i' be allus fal

len off, that it does •••• All of the humor of the North 

Germans is contained in Platt; their good-natured mockery 

when someone acts too ridiculous, their striking amusement 

when they suspect a false lustre, and they suspect it in

fallibly. Lydia was able to speak it at any opportunity. 

Here was the opportunity. 

"1 can't wonder enough that ye havn't slept the time 

away!" she said and began, with slow, deliberate movements 

to help the driver and me. We loaded up. "Here, take the 

dachshund." The dachshund was a fat, almost absurdly long 

handbag. And she was very punctual! A spot of powder clung 

to her nose. We were moving. 

"Mrs. Kremser said," began Lydia, "that 1 should take 

along my fur and lots of warm coats, since there is no such 

thing as summer in Sweden, Mrs. Kremser said. It's always 

winter. T'aint possible." Mrs. Kremser was the Princess's 

landlady, chambermaid, cleaning lady and Keeper of the Seal. 

After such a long time she still had a snooping mistrust of 

me - the lady had good instincts. "Say ••• , is it really so 

cold up there?" 
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"It's really remarkable," I said. "When the people in 

Germany think of Sweden they think: Swedish punch, horribly 

cold, Ivar Kreuger, matches, horribly cold, blond girls and 

horribly cold. It's really not that cold at all." - "Well, 

how cold is it then?" - nAIl women are pedantic,'1I I said. 

"Besides you!" said Lydia. "I'm ho woman." - "But ped~tic!" -

"Excuse me ••• ," I said, "there is a basic mistake in logic 

here. One must determine exactly whether pro primo ••• " -

"Put a kiss on Lydia," said the lady. I did it and the driver 

slowly shook his head, his window was reflecting. And then 

the car stopped, where all of the better stories begin: At 

the train station. 

3 

It turned out that Porter # 47 came from WarnemUnde, and 

the fun and small talk had no end until I, keeping track of 

the time, interrupted the compatriotic idyll. "Is the por

ter coming with us? If so, you can probably continue on the 

train •••• " - "01 dummell. Don' make such a fuss!" said the 

Princess. And, "We stull ha plenty time!" - the porter. 

Then I shut up, outvoted, and the two of them started up 

a busy pow-wow about whether Karl DU.~;g,still lived on the 

"stt'ean', - do you know: Dtlsig - neh ••• , the 01 man! So, he 

still lived there, thank God. And had, once again, produced 

a child; the man was seventy-eight years old, and I, here 
~ . 
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at:the baggage check, envied him very much. It was his six

teenth child. »ut now there were only eight minutes left 

before the train left, and •••• "Do you want newspapers, Lydia?" 

No, she didn't want any. She brought something to read with 

her - neither of us were subject to this sickness of suddenly 

buying two pounds of what one already-knows to be wasted 

printed paper at the train station - so we bought newspapers. 

And then we left - alone in the compartment - through 

Copenhagen to Sweden. For the moment we were still in Mark 

Brandenburg. 

"Ye like th' area here, Peter?" said the Princ~ss. 

Among other things we decided on Peter - God knows why. 

The area? It was a bright, windy June day - pretty 

cool and the countryside looked clean and cheerful - it was 

waiting for summer and said:- I'm sterile. "Well ••• " said 

I. "The area ••• " - "For my money you could at least have 

come up with something shrewd," she said. "For example: 

The countryside is like torpid poetry, or, it reminds me of 

Fiume except that the vegetation is more Catholic - or 

something like that." - "I'm not from Vienna," I said. "Thank 

God," she said. And we traveled. 

The Princess slept. I thought a little to myself. 

The Princess maintained that to every woman I fell in 

love with, to every woman, I said: "How nice that you're 

there." That was a terrible lie - many times I said, or 
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thought, "'How nice that you're there ••• , and not here!" but 

when I saw Lydia so near me, I really said it. Why-? 

Naturally bec:ause of that. In the first place ••• ? I 

don't know. We only knew this: One of the deepest words 

in the German language, said of two people, is that they 

couldn't stand each other. We could, and, when it las;ts, it's 

no small thing. For me she was everything rolled into one: 

Lover, comic opera, mother and friend. What I meant to her 

I ney,er have been able to figure out. 

And then the alto voice. I woke her up once at night, 

and, as she jumped up asked her, "Say something." - "You 

dummy!" And went back to sleep smiling. But I'd' ,heard. the 

-voice, I'd heard her deep voice. 

And the third thing was the "miss:ingsch. If To many peo

ple Platt German seems coarse, and they don't care for it. 

I've always loved the language; my father spoke it like High 

German, it's the "more perfect of two sisters," as Klaus 

Groth called it. It's; the language of the sea. Platt German 

can be everything: Tender and coarse, humorous and affectionate, 

clear and sober and, above all, gloriously sloshed. The 

Princess mingled this language with High German, when she 

wanted - because there are hundreds upon hundreds of variations 

of missingsch, from Fries'land to Hamburg, all the way to Pom

erania, every little village has its own peculiarities. It's 

hard to get all of them linguisticly but with the heart it's 
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easy. That's what the Princess spoke - but not every day! 

That would have been too much. Sometimes, just to relax, and 

when she was in the mood, she spoke missingsch; then she said 

the things that really meant something to her; besides that, 

over the years she'd picked up a lot of Berliner idioms., When 
- , 

she said "Good grief!" really quickly, you could tell it for 

sure. But, now and then, she still spoke her Platt, or rath

er, that half-Platt - missingsch. 

It seems like just yesterday.... It was when we first 

met. I'd gone to tea at her house and played the discreetly 

ridiculous role of a gentleman', a' courtin:'. In that respect 

we're exceedingly comical •••• I made plush-eyes and talked 
I 

about literature ••• , she smiled. I told jokes and lit up 

all the windows of my heart. And then we talked about love. 

Just like a Bavarian brawl - they brawl first with words. 

And after I'd explained everything to her, everything 

that I knew at the time, and that was no little bit, and was 

so proud of the daring things I'd said and how I'd 'presented 

them so precisely and exquisitely, and that now was just 

the right time to say: "Well, why don't we ••• " - the Prin

cess looked at me, for a long time. And said: "A well 

trahveled yung man-!" 

And it was allover. And it was only a long time after 

that that I found myself with her again, and the erotic ini

tiation never happened. But love happened. 
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The train stopped. 

The Princess got up, opened her eyes. "Where are we?" -

"It looks like Stolp or Stargard - in any case something 

with 'St',," I said. "How does it look?" she asked. "It 

looks," I said, "as if non-commissioned officers are born 

here that harass their troops. Do you want to eat lunch 

here?" The Princess immediately closed her eyes. "Lydia," 

I said, "we can eat in the dining car too, the train has 

one." - "No," she said, "the waiters in dining cars are al

ways caught by the speed of the train and everything goes 

so fast - I have a slow stomach." - "O.K. Vlha t ar'e you 

reading, by the way, old girl?" - "I've been sleeping on a 

fashionable novel for two hours. The only way you can read 

such a thing ••• " and then she closed her eyes again. And 

opened them again. "Look ••• , the lady there! Is she a mis

ogynist!" - "What is she?" - "A misogynist ••• '0 doesn tt that 

mean measly? No, I always get that mixed up with the pygmies, 

those are the people who live in trees - right?" And after 

this performance she dropped off again, and kept moving and 

moving, a long way. As far as Warnemttnde. 

There was the "stream." That's what the Warne was called 

here - was it the Warne? Peene, Swine, Dievenow ••• , or was 

the river called something els·e? It didn't say. With Char

lie and Jacob I'd halped invent a simple way, every river got 

the name of its adjoining city: Gleiwitz on the Gleiwe, 

Bitterfeld on the Bitter, and so on. 
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There were lots of simple little houses on this river, 

one just like the other, windblown and cozy. Sailboats 

stuck their masts into the gray sky and loaded barges rested 

lazily in the still water. "Look, Warnemt1nde!" 

nIl reckon I know this a might better n ye. Good Lawd, 

no ••••. Thar's 'e river, I grew up thar so to say! Karl 

DUsig live thar, 'n my 01 Meadowvill, and in that pretty 
'.' 

llitte ". house thar live the paper-hanger Kreger, they be sech 

nice people, t'aint sech no more in this busy world •••• 'N 

thars Senator Eggers 'is house, three Lime Trees. 'N jas 

look th'ol house thai' with the pretty barock gable - is haunt

ed!" - "In Platt German?" I asked. "Ye be a right scornful 

man, ye think the Warnemftnde gousts haunt in High German -

neh, t'aint but fair, thar must be order, even in th' fourth 

dimension ••• ! And ••• " Rrruum - we were on a siding. We 

fell allover each other. And then she went on and explained 

every house on the river to me, as far as we could see. 

" Thar , thar be the house whar th'ol woman Brushaber live, 

she's once so cross that I'd a better school report 'n her 

gran' chillun, they were allus so sneaky ••• 'n 'bout th' school 

director she said: If Ah'd the rascal in m'ahss Ah'd sheet 

em inne Baltic! IN th' house belonged t' th'ol Runmiller. 

Don't ye know em from world history? Th' Runmiller was allUB 

at th' throat of th' authority, who at th' time was Magistrat 

von Decken, Magistrat Ludwig von Decken. 'N to make em mad, 
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Runmiller bought hisself a dog 'n name em Lurwich,!n'.:.,as th' 

Magistrat come in sight Runmiller done called,Lurwich, fetch'e 

stick! 'n Runmiller grinned so slyly 'n Magistrat got mad ••• , 

'n cuz a that we dint have a revoluschon,in th,' yar 1918. 

True." - "Is Mr. Miller still living?" - "Oh God, no - he be 

a long time dead. 'Is last wish, he wanted t' be buried on 

th' path with 'is head right in th' way." -lIf'lhy?n - "Yah ••• , 

so so long as possible he could look up th~ skirts •••• Cus

toms!" Customs. 

Europe had customs. AI man came into the room, asked 

politely if we ••• , and we said: No we didn't. And the man 

went away. Do you understand that?" Lydia asked. "I don't 

understand it,ll I said. "It's a kind of social game, and a 

religion, the religion of the fatherlands. I can't see it. 

You see, you can only do these things with fatherlands if 

you have enemies and borders. 

one begins and the other ends. 

otherwise one never knows where 

And that just wouldn't do, 

tr~e ••• ?" The Princess thought it wouldn't do, and then we 

slid onto the ferry. 

We stood there in a small little iron tunnel, between 

the ferry walls. Thump - the cars were coupled. "I'd like 

to know," said the Princess, "why a ship floats. It weighs 

so much that it should sink. How does it work? You're a 

learned man!" - "It is ••• , the air contained in the bulk-

heads ••• , pay attention ••• , the specific weight of the water ••• , 
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it is, of course, the displacement ••• " - "My dear," said the 

Princess, "when people make such excessive use of technical 

terms something isn't right. So, you don't know either. 

Peter, it's really too bad you're so completely dumb. But 

you can't have everything." We wandered around the deck. 

The length of the ship - port - starboard ••• , the en~ 

gines worked very quietly. WarnemUnde lay behind us, im

perceptably, we moved away from the land. Over there, by the 

breakwater, lay the coast. 

There was Germany. You could only see the flat, wooded 

shoreline and houses, hotels, that got smaller and smaller, 

always farther behind, and the beach •••• Was there a soft, 

minute, hardly noticable rocking motion? I hoped not. I 

looked at the Princess. She knew immediately what I wanted. 

"If ye upchuck dear boy," she said, "that'd be a Sooksay 

foo!" - "What's that?" - "That's French," she was totally 

deflated - "'n now th' boy can't talk French, 'n learned 

good manners five years in Paris ••• Tell me, what ye really 

do th' whole time, I can imagine vividly. Allus with th' 

lutte maidens. Right? Yer a lutte libertine. How be the 

French women? Come on, tell it to me in Lydia - we'll go 

back and forth, the length of the ship and when you don't 

feel good you bend over the railing, it's always like that 

in books. Talk." 
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And I told her that the French women were reasonable 

creatures, with a slight inclination to capriciousness, al

ways calculated, however, and had, at the most, one man at 

a time, the man, their man, who could also be a friend, nat

urally - and in addition to him, maybe for propriety's sake, 

a lover, and if they cheated, th~n they che~ted with care

less consideration. Almost every second woman, however, had 

a profession. And they ruled the land w,ithoUlt,~,the.,r1ght.'::to ,:. 

:irote.:.-' not' w;J..th' their', legs but rather with their cleverness. 

And that they were lovable mathematics and had a sensible 

heart that sometimes ran away from them, but they always 

whistled it back. I didn't understand them completely. 

"They seem like women," s~id Lydia. 

The ferry didn't really shake - it only suggested it. 

I suggested something too and the Princess ordered me into 

the dining room. There, they sat and ate, and it didn't do 

me any good at all to see it - they eat a lot of rich food in 

Denmark and this was a Danish ferry. At present they ate 

smoked eel and herring, herring filet, preserved herring, then 

something they called "sild", and still more herring, and only 

herring. On dry land, one was better than the other. Along 

with it they drank a wonderful schnapps, for which the north

ern folk, all of them, will be accepted to the kingdom of 

heaven. The Princess deigned to eat. I watched respectfully, 

she could hold food. "You're not having anything?" she 



asked between two herring. I looked at the two herring, the 

tw'o herring looked at me, and all three of us were quiet. 

Only after the ferry docked did I start to live again. The 

Princess stroked my knee lightly and respectfully said: 

"Yer my lutte Klaus StBrtebeker!" and I was very ashamed. 

And we edged through Laaland; which lay there, flat as 

a pancake, and we rummaged through our newspapers, and then 

we played the book game, each of us read from our books alter

nately, and the sentences fit together nicely. The Princess 

turned the pages and I looked at her hands ••• , she had such 

trustworthy hands. Once, she stood in the aisle and looked 

out the window, then she left and I didn't see her anymore. 

I touched her purse, it was still warm from her hand. I 

caressed the warmth. And then we were on the sea again, and 

we rolled some more, and then - finally! finally! - we were 

in Copenhagen. 

"If we stay in the rear," I said in the hotel, "then 

it smells like cooking, and beSides, there'l still be a 

drunken Spaniard who composes ten hours a day on his piano. 

If we stay in the front, though, the bell in the town hall 

rings every q:uarter-hour and reminds of time passing." 

"Couldn't we $tay in the middle ••• , I mean •••• " We 

moved in close to the town hall and the bell rang and every

thing was very nice. 

"Lydia picked at her food and looked at me admiringly. 

"You gobble ••• ," she said friendly. "I've seen people that 
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eat a lot, an.d people that eat fast ••• but so much and so 

fast •.•• " - "Pure envy-" I mumbled, and started on the rad

ishes. It wasn't a good dinner, but it was a nourishing 

dinner. 

And, as she went to sleep, and the bell rang, she said 

softly, as if to herself: 

"Now, ,on the sea. And a really rolling ship. And a warm 

cup of machine oil .••• " And I had to get up and drink lots 

of selzer. 

4 

Yah, Copenhagen. 

"Shall I show you a fish restaurant that Ludendorff al

ways ate in when he was still a celebrity?" - "Show it to 

me ••• , no, let's go for a long walk instead!" We looked at 

everything: Tivoli Park and the beautiful town ·hall and 

the Thorwaldsen Mus'ewn, in which everything looked as if it 

were made of plaster. "Lydia!" I called, "Lydia! I almost 

forgot! We have to see the Polysandtion!" - "The what?" -

"The Polysandrion! You have to see it. Come on." It was 

a long walk; the little museum stood far outside the city. 

"What is it?" asked the Princess. 

"You'll see," I said. ItTwo Baltic gentlemen built a 

house there. And one of them, Polysander von Kuckers ~u Tie

senhausen, a Bal tic baron, imagines he can paint. But he .~ 
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can't." - "And because of that we've come so far?" - "No, 

not because of that. He can't paint,' but he does anyway -

and, moreover, he always paints the same thing, his child

hood dream: Young men ••• , and, above all, butterflies." -

"Really, is he allowed to do that?" asked the Princess. "Ask 

him ••• he'll be there. If he doesn't show himself his friend 

will explain the whole story. It has to be explained. It's 

wonderful." - "Is it, at least, indecent?" - "Would I take 

you there if it were, my dark happiness?" 

The little villa - it wasn't pretty and didn't fit in 

the north; one would rather have supposed it to be in the 

south, in northern Italy, or somewhere around there. We 

went in. 

The Princess made big, round eyes, and I saw the Poly

sandrion for the second time. 

Here, a dream had come true - may God save us fr.om it! 

The good Polysander had painted about fifteen square-miles of 

wall, and there the young men stood and rested, they floated 

and aanced, and it was always the same. Pale pink, blue and 

yellow, the young men were in front, and behind them, the 

perspective. 

"The butterflies!" shouted Lydia and g~abbed my hand. 

~Not so loud, please! The attendant creeps around behind 

you and tells everything to the painter later. We don't 

want to hurt him." But really, the butterflies. They flut

tered in the painted air, they sat on the round'ehqulders 
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of the young men, and, while we used to think that butter

flies preferred to sit on flowers, it turned out to be a 

mistake; thos·e here preferred to s1 t on the young men I s.~:f'an

nies. It was quite lyrical. 

"Now please ••• ," said the Princess. "Quiet," I said. 

"'The friend! n The painter fS friend appeared, an old, pleas

ant looking man, honestly dressed in middle-class style, 

and it seemed he looked down on the gray dress of our cen

tury, and the suit repayed him. He looked like a retired 

Ephebe. He presented himself w'i th a mumble and began to 

explain. In front of a young man who stood there tensely, 

with a sword and a butterfly, his right hand on his head as 

if in salute, the friend spoke with the most beautiful baltic 

intonation, liltingly, with rolling Rrrs: "What you see ,Po,; 

herrre is the fully spirrritsualized militarism!" I turned 

away - from shock. And we saw dancing boys, who wore sailor 

suits with turned-down collars, and a little lantern with 

fringe hung above their heads;. just like those that hang in 

corridors-: Furnished Elysian Fields. A paradise was unfolded 

here, a piece of which so many bosom friends of the painter 

carried in a corner of their hearts; whether it was unjust 

persecution or whatever, when they were in r~pture, they were 

in rapture in sky-blue, bluesy so to speak. And they were 

very proud of themselves for it. And on one wall hung a pic

ture of the artist from his Italian days, clothed only in 
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sandals and a Hoihotoho-spear. So, one was wearing only 

stomach in Capri. 

tt>Tha t takes your breath away!" said the Princess as soon 

as we were outside. "They can't all be like ••• ?" - nNo~ you 

can't condemn all of them because of that one. The house 

is an out-of-date, overstuffed sofa from the nineties; in 

no way are they all the same. The man could just as well 

have peopled his candied pictures with fairies and gnomes •••• 

But think of it, a whole museum of such pipe-dreams come 

true - that must be beautiful!" 

"And it's so ••• , anaemic!" said the Princess. "Well, 

to each his own abdomen! And to that we'll drink a schnapps!" 

That we did. 

City and streets ••• the big zoo, the one that belonged 

to the king and in which wild, domestic stags' run around, 

and, when they like, let you rub their necks, and such high, 

old trees •••• 

Departure. "How will it be with the language?" asked 

the Princess, as we sat in the train to ElSinore. "You've 

been there once. Do you speak good Swedish?" - "I do it like 

this," I said. "First, I speak German, and if they don't 

understand that, English, and if they don't understand that, 

Platt - and if none of that helps, I put an "as" on the end 

of German words, and they understandas this language fine." 

It was the right thing to say. It pleased her a· lot and she 
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incorporated it into her speech immediately. "Well, here 

comes Sweden. Will we experiencas something in Sweden? What 

do you think?" - "Well, what can we experience on vacation ••• ? 

Me ••• , you, hopefully." - "Know' what," said the Princess. 

"I'm still not traveling; I sit here next to you but in my 

head it's still the same, and, Good grief!" - "What is it?" -

"I forgot to call Tichauer!" "Who is Tichauer?" - "Tichauer 

is the director of the NSW - the North German Soap Works. 

And the old man said that I should call him, since he was 

leaving ••• , and the conference is on Tuesday ••• , oh, my good

ness golly, deliver our little Molly, from hunger, need and 

storm, and from the evil panty-worm. Amen." - "O.K. What 

now?" - "Now we send a telegram, when we get on the little 

ferry in Elsinore. Good grief! Daddy, Berlin is always .. '; 

there. It takes at least two weeks before you can get away 

from it, and when you've happily forgotten it you have to go 

back. It's a wonderful profession •••• " - "Profession •••• 

It seems more like an occupation." - "You're a writer - but 

you're right anyway • Divert me. Climb up on the bench and 

do something. Sing something - why did I bring you along?" 

Only patience and silence could do it •••• nLook, fowl on 

the water!" I ~ said·;, "Fowl? What kind of fowl?" - "Visual 

fowl. The naturalist Jacob differentiates two types of fowl: 

Visual fowl that one only sees, and edible fowl, that one,. 

also eats. These are visual fowl. How do you like the nature 
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here?" - "A little thin, to tell the truth. If you didn't 

know that it was Denmark and that we were going to'Sweden •••• " 

And she was right. Nothing diverts man's healthy 

judgment so much as geographical designations, filled with 

old longings and packed with thousands of memories, and when 

he gets there, everything is half as beautiful. But who'd 

dare to say that-! 

Elsinore. We telegramed Tichauer. We got on the lit

tle ferry. 

Below, in the ship's restaurant, sat three Austrians, 

old noblemen, apparently; one had a perfectly powerless voice. 

He just squeezed his eyes together in the most remarkable 

way, like someone does when he has to' pay with a cigar in 

his mouth. And then I heard him mumble:' itA caleeever boy 

(with three long, "Es" ') - but somewhat mediocre ••• ;" I am ':,j 

against the annexation. 

On deck; we stood by the ship's railing, breathed the 

pure air and looked at the two coasts - the Danish, which " 

lay behind, and the Swedish, which we were approaching. '! 

looked at the Princess from the side. Sometimes she was al

most like a strange lady, and I fell ever deeper in love with 

this stranger and always had to conquer her anew. The dis

tance between a man and a woman! But it's nice to dive into 

a woman like into a sea. Don't think of it •••• Many of them 

wear glasses, they have unlearned, in the true sense of the 
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word, how to be a woman - and have only a weak charm. May 

the devil take it. True, we do want a bit too much, clever 

conversation and logic and good looks and a little loyalty 

and the never completely repressed desire to be eaten by the 

woman like a steak, so that her jays crack •••• "Do you have 

Swedish money?" the Princess asked dreamily. "Yes, I have 

some Swedish kronor," I said. "It's pretty money - and so 

we'll be cautious spending it." - "Mlser-," said the Prin

cess. We had a common travel fund which we'd spent six 

months budgeting. And now we were in Sweden. 

Customs played customs. The Swedes s.peak a different 

kind of German than the Danes: do; the Danes aspirate it, it 

sounds very light, and the consonants sta~ about a foot and 

a half away from the mouth and disperse in the air like 

chirping. The Swedes speak the language a little farther 

back, and sing it nicely •••• I flaunted my ten Swedish words 

horribly but they were never understood. The people undoubt

edly thought of me as an 'especially awkward foreigner •••• A 

little breakfast. , "The bouillon," said the Princess, "looks 

like water in half-mourning!" - "Tastes like it too." And we 

moved toward Stockholm. 

She was asleep. 

Whoever watches another sleep feels superior to him -

a carryover from the old days, the thought probably still 

exists: He can't do anything to me, but I can, to him. This 
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woman, at least, didn't make sleeping look ridiculous, she 

breathed strongly and peacefully, with a closed mouth. She'll 

look the same when she's dead. Her head will lay on a little 

board - always, when I think of death, I see a rough board 

with little wood fibers; she'll lie there pale white, and, 

as it will seem to us, very reverentially. Once, when we 

talked about death, she said: "We all have to die - you ear

l~er, me later," there was a lot of man in this head. The 

rest, praise the Lord, was all woman. 

She woke up. "Where are we?" - "In Rtldesheim on the 

RUde." And then she did something for which I especially 

loved her, she liked to do it at the most remarkable, at 

the most psychological moments: She laid her tongue between 

her teeth and pulled it back quickly: She pretended to spit. 

And for that she got a kiss - on this trip we always seemed 

to be sitting in empty compartments - and suddenly she came 

up with a freshly learned Danish curse: "May the devil em

broider you bright pink!" and we began to sing. 

In Kokenhusen 
Sang a nightengale 
Upon the rolling sand. 
And the nightengale 
With the beautiful tail 
Laid a little ring i-in my hand! 

And just as we were Singing our best, the first houses of 

the big city appeared. Switches creaking, the train crept 
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over a narrow bridge, stopped. Get off! The luggage. The 

porter. A car. Hotel. Good day. Stockholm. 

5 

"What do we do now?" 1 asked after we'd washed. The sky lay 

blue over four chimneys - that was the next thing we saw of 

Stockholm. "1 think," said the Princess, "that we should 

get a translator first - although you do speak very good 

Swedish, very good •.• , but it must be old.Swe~ish, and the 

people here are so uncultured. We'll get a translator, go 

into the country with him and look for an inexpensive little 

cottage, and sit there, and 1 won't travel a mile farther." 

We walked through Stockholm. 

There's a beautiful town hall and pretty new houses, a 

city with water is always nice. In one square the pigeons 

cooed. The harbor didn't smell enough like coal-tar. Won

derful young ladies filled the street~. ~"., especially one 

alluring blond. They only had schnapps at certain hours, 

which made us determined to drink some - it was clear and 

pure and didn't do anything, as long as you stayed sober. 

And after one had drunk it, the waiter quickly took away the 

glasses as if he'd aided something improper. In a show-win

dow on Vasagatan, St. was the Swedish translation of the lat

est Berlin hit. Eh - and you haven't seen anything else of 

Stockholm? What? The national character ••• , huh? Oh, my 

dear friends. Our cities have gotton so uniform! Just go 
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to Melbourne - you have to bargain and argue with the ven

dors first; if you really want to get to know them you have 

to marry their daughters or do business with them, or, even 

better, inherit with them; you have to sound them out for 

what's inside them ••• you can't see it at first glance. What 

do you see? The street cars clamor everywhere, the police

men lift their white-gloved hands, the billboards for shav

ing cream and ladies hose glitter allover ••• , the world has 

put on an occidental uniform with American lapels. One can't 

just observe the world anymore - one has to live with it, or 

against it. 

The translator! The Princess had a suggestion and we 

went to the office of an tourist agency. Yes, they did have 

a translator. Maybe. Sure. Yes. 

Things move deliberately in Sweden very deliberately. 

There are two types of people in Sweden: The agreeable 

Swede, a friendly, quiet man - and the disagreeable. This 

last is a completely proud man, you can pound his obstinacy 

into his skull with tiny hammers and he doesn't notice it. 

We:'d~:happene.d' upQn the : agreeable type. A translator t they 

had one, and would send him to our hotel early'tomorrow. 

And then we went to eat. 

The Princess understood a lot about eating, and here 

in Sweden they ate well, as long as it was cold dishes -

the Smorgasbrot. Incomparable. Their warm cooking was average, 
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and they didn't know anything about red wine, which made me 

sad. The Princess drank little red wine. Instead, she loved, 

the only such woman I've ever met - whisky, which women usu

ally say tastes .. like the dentist. It tastes, however, when 

it's good, like smoke. 

The' next day the translator came. 

A big man appeared, a mountain of a man - and he was 

called Bengtsson. He could speak Spanish and very good 

English and German too. That is: I listened once ••• , I 

listened twice ••• , he must have learned his German in AAmer

ica, it had the most beautiful, most colorful and funniest 

American accent. He spoke German like a circus clown. But 

he was what the Berliners call "all right," he understood 

immediately what we wanted, lost himself in his maps, time

tables and prospectus and, in the afternoon, we took off 

from there. 

We went to Dalarne. We rode around the vicinity of 

Stockholm. We waited for train connections.and rumbled over 

dusty country roads in out of the way villages. We saw 

grouchy spruces and silly pines and beautiful old broad

leaved trees and a blue summer sky with many white cotton 

clouds, but we never found what we were looking for. What 

did we want? We wanted a nice, quiet little house, out of 

the way, comfortable, peaceful, with a little garden ••• , we 

imagined such a beautiful thing. Maybe there was no such 

thing? 
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The big man was untiring. While we were traveling a

round looking we asked him the details of his profession. 

Well, he led foreigners through Sweden. Did he really know 

everything he told them. No clue - he'd lived in America 

for a long time and knew his Americans. Numbers! For the 

most part he called everything by numbers: Year-numbers 

and size-numbers and prices and numbers, numbers, numbers •••• 

They could be wrong. Bach day he spoke better German with 

us, but it always got more American. "'Fourteen days ago,'" 

really meant "Fearscene days back," and everything was that 

way. "Three weeks back," he said as we came back from yet 

another unfruitful expedition and ate dinner, "Three weeks. 

back - there was an American family in Stockhoam. I told 

them that if one's only in AAmerica once then he thinks that 

the whole world is a colony of AAmerica. Right. After that 

the people like me very much. Prost!" Prost? We were here 

in Sweden, the man should have said "Skol!" "Skol n really 

means "shell." And, since the Princess was only a poor for

eigner who didn't understand us Swedes so well, I said "Shells 

to you!" and all three of us understood. The big man or

dered another schnapps. Looked dreamily into his glass. 

"There's a man who lives in G6teborg who has a big celler -

and he has everything in it, whisky and brandy and cognac 

and red wine and white wine and champagne. And he doesn't 

drink it all - he saves it all! I think it's terrrific-!" 

Said it and drained his own. 
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But now, on.e day after the other was·ted,. and we heard 

manY,a conversation, had understood many times, how the 

people say, as the Swedes always say, in every situation in 

human life:. "Jasso ••• " and also their, "Nado" and what peo

ple say when they have nothi~g to say.. ADd the big man took 

us to many nice areas, through wonderful, rich forests -

"Look at the pretty leaveses!" he said, and that was the 

plural of "leaves" - and the Princess began to come alive. 

"He like 'to laugh hisself silly," she said. "My dear good 

Daddy! We surely haint Rockefellers'! Now let's fin 'lY~·' put .:. 

some order in this here deal, so we know where and when we're 

going!" 

What now-? The big man moved pensively, but at peace 

with the world, before us; he pounded his stick against the 

pavement and thought busily; you could tell how he thought 

by looking at his broad shoulders. Then he muttered he'd 

found something. "We're going to Mariefred," he said. "It's 

a tiny place ••• it'a 'all right'! We leave tomorrow." The 

Princess looked at me pitifully. "If we don't find anything 

there, Daddy, I'll put ye inna lutte nursery-school 'n go to 

my 01. man in Abbazia. That I promise ye." 

But the next day we found something. 

Mariefred is a very tiny city on Lake MAler. It was 

a still and peaceful nature, tree and meadow, field and for

est - no one, however, would ever have noticed the place i£ 
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one of the oldest castles in Sweden hadn't been here~')" . 

Gr.1pshol~ Castle. 

It was a bright sunny day. The castle, built of red 

brick, stood there shining, its rounded domes bursting in 

the blue sky - the structure was solid, signoral, a self

composed citadel. Bengtssol1l. sent the guide away, he was, 

himself, the guide. And we went into the castle. 

There were many pretty paintings. They didn't mean a 

thing to me. I can't see. There are eye people and there 

are ear people, I can only hear. A quaver in tone in a re

cital; I still remember it four years later. A painting? 

It's colorful. I don't know anything about the style of 

the castle - I only know: If I build one for myself I'll 

build one like this. 

Mr. Bengtsson explained the castle to us, just as he 

would have explained it to his Americans, the spirits sang 

from him, and after every year-number he said: "But I don't 

know it exactly," and we looked it up in Baedeker, and every

thing was completely wrong - and we were terribly happy. 

There was a prison there in which Gustav the Constipated 

locked Adolf the Unshaven for years, and the castle had such 

thick walls, and there was a round cage for the prisoners and 

a horrible dungeon or some kind of well ••• , men have always 

tortured men, it just looks different today. But the most 

beautiful of all was the theater. They had a small theater 
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in the castle - maybe so the sieges wouldn't get so boring. 

I sat down on one of the benches in the gallery and directed 

a little pastoral comedy for myself, there was love and mur

der, good taste and elegant sloshing - and the Princess 

was now very energetic. "Now or never!" she said. "Well, 

Mr. Bengtsson!" 

Like all good-natured men, the big man had a fear of 

women - he hunched his soul, like a hiker hunches his back 

against a rain shower, and he made an enormous effort and 

went right to work. He telephoned for a long time and dis

appeared. 

After lunch he came back happily, his fat rolling with 

contentment. "Come with me," he said. 

The castle had an annex - in answer to a question the 

big man would probably have answered: From the twenty-first 

century ••• , it was a new addition, elongated, a flat fa9ade, 

pretty. We went inside. Inside, a very friendly old woman 

greeted us. It turned out that there were two rooms to rent 

here in the annex, and a smaller one too. Here in the castle? 

I looked at Mr. Bengtsson suspiciously. Here, in the castle. 

And she would cook for us too. But wouldn't the innumerable 

tourists who come to see the paintings and torture chamber 

disturb us? They only came on Sundays, and they never came 

this way, they went around behind •••• 
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We inspected the rooms. They were big and nice; old 

pieces of furniture from the castle in heavy, but cozy, 

style stood there; I didn't see anything particular with my 

blind eyes - but it spoke to me. And it said - yes. 

From one window you could wee the water and from the 

other, a quiet little park. The Princess, who had all the 

cleverness of her sex, in the meantime found out where we 

could wash and how the facilities were ••• , and came back 

happily. The price was astonishingly cheap. "Why is that?" 

I asked the big man; we are always distrustful of luck. 

The castle hostess did it for him out of friendliness, she 

knew him, and people rarely came here who wanted to stay 

for long. Mariefred was known as a small excursion place, 

one knows how such a designation go't attached to the place. 

We rented it. 

And after we'd rented it I said the golden words of my 

life: "\Ve should have ••• ," and got a box on the ear from 

the Princess: "01 crosspatch!" And then we toasted the 

rental with a big brandy; all three of us. "Do you know the 

lady in the castle well? She's really so nice to us," I 

asked Mr. Bengtsson. "You know," said he, thoughtfully, 

"everyone know the monkey but the monkey knows no one." And 

then we understood why too. And then the big man took his 

leave. The luggage came, we unpacked, moved the furniture 

around until it was all back in the same place it started ••• , 
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the Princess took a trial bath, and I was very happy at how 

she went through the room naked just like a princess. No, 

not at all like a princess: Like a woman who knows that she 

has a beautiful body. "Lydia," I said, "in Paris there was 

a Dutch lady who had a tatoo put on her thigh where she most 

liked to be kissed. May I ask ••• " She answered. And now 

the paragraph starts again. 

6 

We lay in the meadow and dangled our souls in it. 

The sky was spotted with white; just as you were thor

oughly fried by the sun a cloud came by, a gentle wind came 

up and it was a little cool. A dog trotted across the grass 

behind us. "What kind is that?" I asked. "It's: a bull

dachshund," said the Princess. And then we let the wind 

blow over us again and said nothing. It's beautiful to be 

able to be silent with someone. 

"Boy," she said suddenly. "It's horrible, but I'm 

still not here. God bless this Berlin work. It keeps go

ing - Rrrumm-rrrum, in my head.... The old man and all 

those things •••• 

"How is the old man now, anyway?" I asked lazily. 

"Well, like always •••• He's fat, inquisitive, cowardly 

and malicious. But, besides that, he's a nice man. Fat-

I can put up with that. I like fat men a lot." I made a 

motion. "Don't be conceited •••• Your little fat!" 
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"You think that just because you're called Lydia you're 

something special! Let me tell you •••• " After the conver

sation settled down again: 

"All right, fat. But his inquisitiveness ••• , he'd 

really like it if every day I'd give him some new business 

gossip. He's an emotional voyeur. He never really takes 

part in most things, but he wants to know exactly what the 

others are doing and how they do it and with whom, and how 

much they earn - that above all! And what they live on ••• 

Huh? How does he earn his money? He does that with his 

inconsiderate impudence. Daddy, we'll never learn that. 

I've watched it for four years now; the way the Oonsul-Gen

eral avoids paying, when he should pay •••• We can't do it, 

and because of that we never make 'any money. You have to 

sit by and just watch! Let come who may, this iron head 

with which he twists contracts, disclaims them, suddenly 

doesn't remember how he's made disclaimers ••• , no, Daddy, 

you'll never learn. You'll always want to learn it though. 

You won't learn it!" 

"Do the people stand for this?" 

"What should they do? If it doesn't please you, he 

says, the go ahead and complain! But I'll have nothi~g 

more to do with you! And he sticks to it. The people know 

this for sure, and they finally give in. We just recently 

had the whole office renovated - the way he drove::thbse ~ 
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workmen! But that's the way one gets to Abbazia, and the 

workers are lucky if they get to a show on weekends. Every

thing in life equals out." 

"And how is he malicious?" 

"It must be a congenital defect - many generations must 

have conspired for such maliciousness. One person alone 

couldn't have done it. I think that if his best friend want

ed to do him' a favor he'd have to break his leg on the boss's 

birthday. I've never seen anything like it. The man looks 

forward to opportunities where he can delight in the mis

fortune of others •••• It might be to prove his superiority 

to himself; when he's rude he thinks he's very superior. 

That must be it. He's so unsure •••• " 

"Almost all of them are. Didn't it ever occur to you 

how much rudeness is explained by unsureness?" 

"yah.... That's a delightful state. But what should 

I do? They all say: A woman like you! When I hear that! 

Marry any clod •••• You laugh. Daddy, I can't live with 

this kind of people. Oh, yeah, the money. But the worst 

part isn't the pullman and the big car; the worst part's 

when they talk! And when they first begin to let them

selves go •••• Come on, it's getting cool." 

According to the clock it was slowly getting to be 

evening; everything here was still bright though, these were 

the nights of the unsetting sun; although Gripsholm wasn't 
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so far north, it would only be dark for a few hours, and nev

er completely dark. We walked over the meadow and looked at 

the grass. 

"Let's go to dinneras," said the Princess in Swedish. 

We ate, and I very devoutly drank water with dinner. 

When one goes to a foreign country one has to get some of 

the foreign water into oneself, that gives one the true 

taste of the foreign land. There we sat, and smoked. So

and now the vacation began, the real vacation. 

The bedroom curtains were tightly drawn together and 

pinned. Men can only sleep in complete darkness; the Prin

cess believes it's a masculine characteristic. I read. 

"Don't rustle your newspaper so viciously!" she said. 

Tonight the Princess turned over and slept like a log. 

She hardly breathed; I didn't hear her. I read. 

It had happened that during the night, in a wild night

mare, I jumped up and grabbed the Princess - how ridiculous! 

"Do you want to save me?" she asked laughingly. That's hap

pened two or three times - I often didn't know it. "You 

saved me again last night ••• ," she'd say the next morning. 

But now it was vacation time; I surely wouldn't save her 

tonight. I lay my hand down, on the sleeper. She sighed 

softly and changed her position. It's nice to be together. 

The skin doesn't get cold. Everything's quiet and nice. 

The heart beats peacefully. Good night, Princess. 
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SECOND CHAPTER 

1 

To my health said th' boy - 'n 
they broke th' rod on 'is back. 

The Child stood at the window and thought something like: 

When will this end? This will never end. When will this 

end? 

It had leaned both arms on the window sill, it w~sn't 

allowed to do that - but it was, for a moment, for the small

est stolen moment, alone. The others would come right away: 

One felt that first with the back, which was now turned to

ward the door; the back twitched expectantly. If the others 

come now it's allover. Because then ~ comes. 

The little one shuddered: It was like the swift, soft 

movement of a dog shaking off water. What was tormenting the 

Child did not have to be thought about: She sat in the mid

dle of her small suffering as if on a lotus leaf, among other 

lotus leaves, and all round leaves looked at her - the Child 

in the middle. And she knew all of them, all of her leaves 

of suffering. 

The other children - her nickname "the Child" - this 

children's-home in Sweden - the dead Will, and, now the curve 

of fear climbed, boiling-red, upwards: Mrs. Adriani, the 

red-hatred Mrs. Adriani - and, then, in back of it all, the 

saddest: Mommy in Zurich. It was too much. The Ohild was 
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nine - it was too much for nine years. Now she cried the 

bitterest crying that children can cry, the kind that's in

si.de and no one :c&,n . hear •.. 

Footsteps. Rustling. Door closing. No word; a silent 

band came closer. She was there. Good Lord -

The door opened majestically, as if by itself. In the 

doorway stood the Head Mistress, the "thorough scamp, tl the 

Adriani. She got her other name-from~er :favorite term of 

abuse. 

She was not very big; a sturdy, thick-set person, with 

reddish hair, gray-green eyes and almost imperceptable eye 

brows. She spoke quickly and had a way of looking at peo~ 

pIe that did no one any good •••• 

"What are you doing here?" The Child ducked. "What 

are you doing here?" She went over to the little one and 

gave her a kind of a cuff on the head - it was not even a 

box on the ear; the cuff ignored the fact that there was a 

head there: It simply disposed of the material at hand. It 

just happened to be a head. "I have ••. , I ••• , I am ••• ," -

"You are a thorough scamp," Adriani said. "Fooling around 

up here while gymnastics go on downstairs! No food tonight! 

Go back to the group now!" The Child slunk back to the others; 

they made room for her arrogantly and with artful aversion. 

This was a children's-home, L!gesta, there were many 

German children here and also some Swedish and Danish. Mrs. 
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Adrian! put her property on Lake MAler to good use this way. 

Two nieces helped her with the work; one of them, like an 

off-shoot of the aunt, was as hated and feared as she was, 

the other, tender but repressed and fearful; she tried, where 

possible, to temper things, she seldom succeeded in doing it. 

When the old one had her days the two nieces were not to be 

seen. She had forty children. She had no children. And 

the forty did not have it good. The woman worried a lot a

bout the childrenr. but she was hard on them, she hit them. 

Did she like to hit ••• ? She liked to reign. Every child 

that left the hame ahead of time was, in her eyes, a deser

ter; she could not say how come; everyone that came in., a 

welcome addition of material~ which she regulated. If many 

children complained and were taken-: She had lots' of orph

ans in reserve, and new girls' always. came. 

To command •••• It was not easy for her to do that now. 

When the Swedes bow, they bow politely, because they want 

it that way. They only obey when they've realized that it's 

important,' useful or honorable to obey, here and now ••• , but 

otherwise one who wanted to reign in this land had little 

opportunity to do so. No one understood him, people laughed 

at him and went their way. 

Mrs. Adriani changed her personnel often and frequently 

brought employees with her from Germany, where she s'ometimes 

traveled. In the winter she sat up here almost alone, only 
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a few children stayed here then - the little Ada, for exam

pIe. Her husband ••• , when lYirs;. Adr iani thought of her hus

band-i~;was like when she had to catch a fly. This man ••• , 

she did not even shrug her shoulders anymore. He sat in his 

room and arranged his stamp collection. She earned the money. 

She did. And in winter she waited for summer - since summer 

was her time. In summer she could thunder through the corri

dors of the countryhouse and order and forbid and arrange, 

and 'everything around her wondered mutually about her mood 

and shivered with fear, and she enjoyed this fear to the 

tips of her hair. To feel other's spirits beneath her - that 

was like ••• , that'was life. 

"Now everyone stays up here until the bell rings: for 

dinner. Whoever talks gets no food. Sonya! Your hair 

band!" A girl~ with a bright red face, tore off the loose 

band and tied it up again. It was so quiet - one could hear 

fo·rty little!.;girlstb~eathing •... .:~Mi:s.: .. Adr;i~i : enjoyed ~:the sit

uation with a cold glance of her gray-green eyes and went 

out. Behind her there was a two-fold hissing: There were 

those who wanted to speak very softly and those who wanted 

to hinder the whispers with a "Shh!" The Child was all by 

herself. Little girls can be very cruel. No one else was 

punished today - the majority had silently decided to forget 

about the Child. The Child was called "the Child" because, 

one time ,. in answer to Adriani' s question: "Vlha t are you?" 
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she had answered: "I am a child." No one noticed it now. 

When will this end? thought the Child. This will never 

end. And then the tears ran; and now she cried, because she 

cried. 

2 

The trees rustled outside our windows and they rustled me 

out of a dream, and even as I was awakening I could no longer 

say what it was about. I rolled over in the pillows; they 

were still heavy with dream. Forgot ••• , why did I wake up? 

A knock. 

" The mail ! Daddy, the mai.l! Go to the door! n The 

Princess, who had just been asleep, was awake, without tran

sition. 

I went. Between bed and door I thought about how there 

were moments in the morning when love had run out. Very de

cisive moments - if they go well then everything goes well. 

From the quaver ing ttWha t time is it ?tt to the "Hup - well, 

get up" ••• the little clock on the night-stand pecks off 

much time, the day is. awake, the night sleeps now, the sub

terranean hemispheres sleep ••• , with most women at least, un

fortunately ••• , I was at the door. A hand stuck letters '.-: 

through the slot. 

The Princess had half raised herself in bed and knocked 

around all the pillows excitedly. liMy letters! Those are 

my letters! You cabbage-head. Give 'em to me. Raht dis 
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minute:; or ••• ,.",. She got her 'letter.' ; It was' from.:,·her substi

t~te at the office, and there it was written that there was 

nothing to write. The deal with Tichauer was in order. She 

was at "C" in the little inventory book. It calmed me a lot 

to hear that. What sorts of troubles these people had! What 

kind of trouble did they have? Their own, remarkably. 

"Go boil some water," said the Princess. "You have'to 

shave. The way you are you can't give anyone a kiss. What 

kind of letter did you get?" I grinned and held the letter 

hidden behind my back. The Princess struggled, incensed, 

with the pillows. "Probably from some woman ••• , one of 

~hose old aristocrats you love so much •••• Show it to me. 

Show it to me, I say." I didn't show it. "I won't show it," 

I said. "I'll read it - I swear it. Then you can see it." 

A pillow fell, exhausted and beat to death, from the bed. 

"Who is it from?" - "It's from my aunt Emmy. We've had words. 

Now she 'wants something from me. That's why she wrote. Sbe 

writes: 

'My dear boy, Shortly before my cremation I pick up 

the pen ••• '" 

"Thatts not ,true,!" yelled the Princess. "That's ••• , 

give it here. It's terrific, as Bengtsson would say. Go 

shave and don't bother the people here with your cremated 

aunts." 

And then we went into the country. 
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Gripsholm Castle beamed in the sky, it lay there sooth

ing and voluminous and took care of i ts:elf • The sea rolled 

very softly and played - splash, splash - on the shore. The 

ship to Stockholm was already gOP;E;; one sus.pected a thread 

of smoke b:f!hind the trees. We went right across the country. 

"The lady in the castle," said the Princess, "speaks 

a personal kind of German. She just asked me if it was 

warm enough for us at night - I was surely a freezing-cook

ie •••• " - "That's nic e , " I said. "You never know wi th 

northern people if they translate word for word from their 

own language or whether they create something new unknow

ingly. I once knew one in Copenhagen who said - her voice 

bass with rage: This Copenhagen is no main city - it's a 

main hole! I wonder if she made that up?" - "You know so 

many people, Daddy!" the Princess said. "That must be 

nice •••• " - "Wo, I don't know as many people now as I used 

to. Why should I?" - ttl want t' tell ye a thing, my boy," 

said the Princess who was on a Platt-German kick today. 

"If ye ever met a person 'n ye don rightly know what's with 

'em, ask yerself fust: Will he gev me love or money? If 

neither then let 'em go 'n don stay with 'em! Despite all 

that ye needn't walk in this cow dung!" - "By God!" - It You 

shouldn't curse, Peter," the Princess said unctuously. "That 

doesn't do you any good. And now let's lay down on this lawn 

a little." 
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We lay there •••• 

The forest rustled. The wind blew upward through the 

trees and a very fragrant scent rose from the earth, a lit

tle sour and fresh, mossy, and a bit of resin mixed in. 

"What would Arnold have said now?" I asked carefully. 

Arnold was her first one; if the Princess was in a good mood 

you could remind her of him. She was in ~ good mood now. 

"He wouldn't have said anything," she answered. "Besides, 

he had nothing to say, but I didn't discover that until very 

late." - "So, not very bright?" - "There's more order in my 

waste basket than in his head! He spoke little. At first 

I thought this silence was full of meaning; he was really a 

s.tingy lover. There are such things." Footsteps on the 

soft moss; a little guy came stumbling down the forest path, 

he mumbled something ••• , when he saw us, he became silent; 

he looked at the trees and began to run. 

ItThat would pe something for the public prosecutor," I 

said. "With his cunning he could build a case from that. 

The boy wasppobably only saying numbers and was ashamed 

when he saw us •••• " - "No, it was like ·this," said the Prin

cess. She lay on her back and said to the clouds: 

itA boy was suposse go t' th' store 'n buy zoap and zalt. 

So he says t'imself: Zoap and zalt ••• Zoap and zalt •••• He 

never looked t' his feet In fell over a bean stalk. Sonuva

bitch! Blubber 'n pitch! said he - 'n stuck with just blubber 
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'n pitch 'n bought blubber 'n pitch ••• Peter. Peter! How 

is it 'with life? Tell me quickly how it is with life. No, 

don't give me more of your indecent words ••• , I know them 

myself. How is it? I want to know it now." I sucked the 

bitter taste from a little twig with pine needles. 

"I first noticed," I said, "how it is. And then I un

derstood, why it's so - and then I caught on to why it can't 

be any different. And yet I wanted it to be different. It's 

a ques;tion of power. If one remains true to oneself ••• It 

With her deepest alto: "After you swore you'd be true 

to me ••• !" 

"Is it really possible to discuss something seriously 

with a woman. It's not possible. And such things now have 

the right to vote." 

"The boss is always saying that too. Wonder what he's 

doing now?" 

"He's probably bored, ,but very proud, to be in Abbazia. 

Your Consul-General ••• " 

"Daddy ••• , your literary pride isn't the real thing ei

ther. You know - sometimes I think ••• , but the man became 

something nevertheless. They didn't just lay the Consulate

General and the soap and the safe in the cradle for him -

and the cradle dear Daddy ••• , the man is always streSSing to 

meme that he's lived in good circumstances for his whole life -

he hasn't. He probably swallowed all sorts of sour stuff 
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until they let him at the sweet. Now he smacks •••• What? 

Naturally he's forgotten that, the sour part. Oh, they all 

do it. Memories - my boy, memories ••• , that's an old hurdy

gurdy. The people today have their grammophones! If one· 

could only find out how such a man slowly came into being -

someone like the boss - how such a thing takes place •••• 

He's not married •.• , and if he had a wife she couldn't tell 

anyone because she whouldn't have noticed anything. She'd 

have thought it natural, and none of them want to hear about 

promotion because then they'd be forced. to admi t that their 

ancestors'd run around without armor. Promotion ••• , they 

only say that when they don't want to give someone a raise." 

Thus spoke the clever Princess Lydia and ended her speech 

with a delightful -

Here the Princess had the hiccups. 

Then she wanted to be picked up from the gr.ound; then 

she got up by herself, with a pretty gymnastic swing - and 

then we slowly crept back through the forest. We stood home

ward; at every little lane we stopped and had big talks; 

eaah pretended they listened to the other, and they did listen, 

and each pretended to admire the forest, and they did admire 

it - but at bottom, if someone had asked us: We were no 

longer in the big city and yet not in Sweden. But we were 

with each other. 

There was the first house of Mariefred. A grammophone 

scratched away. nIt's here to relax, the grammophone," said 
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the Princess respectfully. "Do you hear - it's still very 

hoarse. But the air here 'II do him good." - "Are you hungry 

Lydia?" - ItI'd like •.• , Peter. Daddy. Good grie.f! I'd 

like something smorgasbrotas. 

"What are we doing after dinner?" - "What kind of ques-

tion is that? After dinner we go to sleep. Charlie always 

says: There's so much weariness in clothes ••• , one must take 

them conipletelY'off and sleep. Then one can really sleep. 

And that's truly relaxing." - "Tel] me ••• , does your friend 

Charlie still sit on,the Internal Revenue Board in the Rhine-

land?" I said that he sat. "And what sort of man be he real~ 

ly?" - "Dear sir," I said to the Princess, "that's truly a 

man! But you can't tell him that or. else peacock feathers 

grow out of his ears from pride •••• He's ••• , Charlie's just 

Charlie." - "No explanation. My Consul babbles the same way 

when he doesn't want to say something. As for me, I'm going 

to bed, to sleepas." I still heard her singing, to the tune 

of Tararaboomdia:' 

And the little horse then 
turned suddenly again 
and with his tail flurryin' 
sent the flies scur-ry-in' 

Then the trees rustled us to sleep. 

3 

In the afternoon we stood in front of the castle - tourists 

came and went. 
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We wandered in the "inner-castle garden"; there was an 

elegant fountain in the middle, little alcoves clung to the 

walls - they'd restored parts of the castle ••• , too bad. 

But maybe the whole thing would've fallen otherwise; it was 

already that old. 

A big tour bus 'cwn:e by. 

A young man climbed out of it, followed by two women, 

an older and a younger, and then a fat man was scraped out 

of the back seat. They spoke German and stood around the 

bus~ somewhat bewildered, as if they had fallen from the moon. 

Then the fat one spoke hastily, and loudly, wi th the chauf-" r!) . 

feur. Luckily the latter didn't understand him. 

They bought tickets for the castle. The guide had al

ready gone home, and left them to wander alone. "Lydia ••• ," 

I said. We followed. 

"What do you want to do?" asked Lydia, and she lowered 

her voice, she'd understood me so well. "I still don't know," 

I said. "Something'11 come to me soon.... Come on." The 

tourists stood in the big Empire Room, they looked at paneled 

ceilings, and a woman said, so loud that it echoed: "Pretty 

nice!" - "Obviously Swedish style!" said the fat man. They 

mUmbled. "If they now ask if it's all built here •••• Quick!~ '

"Where to?" - "Come, over there, where the big fountain is. 

We have to start something there." 
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You could hear them shuffling and coughing - we were 

out of lis.:tening range. We wen t quietly and qU:ii..ckly. 

There was a big round room with a wooden gallery, and 

in the middle of the packed earth floor lay a round wooden 

cover: The entrance to the dungeon. And there we found a 

ladder. Lydia helped, we set the ladder down •••• Hurrah! 

It stood. So, it couldn't be very deep. I climbed down, 

followed by the dumbfounded gaze of the Princess. "Say 'Hi' 

to the bats! It - nShut your trap!" I said. I climbed - a 

pretty long way ••• , an American comedian mimics a fireman, 

that'g how it looked, and it didn't feel all that funny to 

me. Where did this lead? 

a joke. Darkness and dust. 

But nothing's too expensive for 

Only the round glow from above •••• 

"Matches, please. From your purse." The pack came down and 

hit me in the foot. I looked for it and hit my head on the 

ladder - then I had them. A little flame ••• , so, it was a 

big room, on one side there were rings attached to the wall; 

apparant1y they didn't have three degrees of torture for pri

soner improvement but rather just one. And there was also 

a second well. 

"Lydia?" - "Yah?" - "Pull the ladder up - can you? I'll 

help you. I'll lift - and up! So ••• , do you have it?" The 

ladder was up. "Put it away." I listened to how Lydia man

age& with the ladder. "Put the round piece back on, can 

you? And hide." Now it was completely dark. ..Black. 
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It's remarkable when you're not used to something like 

that. At the moment that you're stuck into total darkness 

the darkness comes alive. No, one suspects it to be alive; 

one fears it and yearns for some life in it. I softly clear

ed my throat to show that I was still there but with no hos

tile -intentions ••.• I!felt my way. around. There was a nail 

on the wall; we don't want to go away from that •••• Huh? 

There they were. One could hear the voices clearly; the 

wooden boards were thin. 

"There's nothing here," said a voice. "Probably a well 

for sieges or such. Very interesting. Well, let's go on. 

There's nothing here." 

There soon will be something here. 

tlHuuuuuuuu- lI - me. 

Upstairs it was quiet as death. The s~uffling footsteps: 

were silenced. ttWhat was that?" someone s:aid. "Did you hear 

that?" - "Yah, me too - probably just a sound." 

"Huuuuuuuu-aa-huuuuuuuu-! n - me, once again. 

"Adolf, for God's sake - maybe there's an animal trapped 

here, a dog, come away!" -·"Huh, allow me, that cannot be! 

Is - yo-hoo - is s·omeone here?tt I stayed quiet. "An illu

sion," said a man's voice. "Come - there wasn't anything," 

said the other one of the men. And I thought of the lions 

in the Zoological Gardens before feeding, took a deep breath 

and began to roar: 
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tlRuuuuuuuu-bru-aa-huuuuuuuuah!" 

That was too much. "Yi!" screamed a woman upstairs. 

and then there were hurried footsteps, in addition to that 

someone said hurriedly: "But that's ••• , that has to be clar

ified .... e' ,: I tIl ask downstairs immediately.... Unheard of -

it's ••• " - "Let's go! Why do we have to go to every castle ••• ?" 

They were gone. There I stood in my darkness. Quiet as a 

mouse. 

Very softly: "Lydia?" ••• nothing. A little plaster 

fell from the wall. Hm •••• A sound? Everything here's 

wood and stone; that doesn't make any sound. I listened. 

My heart beat at a faster speed, as I allowed it to. Nothing. 

One shouldn't ~righten people, do you see, one shouldn't 

frighten people.... "Lydia! II Louder: "'Hello! Reh I Old 

girl!" Nothing. 

Through my head flickered: "A joke never goes amiss. 

It serves you right. Stand still or else you'll get your

self dirty. Have fear. Have no fear. It's nonsense. Lyd

ia'll come soon. If she· sudd enly becom,es unconscious or 

dies suddenly then no one '11 know you're standing here. No

vels, movie ideas. Path~ once made something like this. A 

mean trick, to put people in lightless confinement. During 

the war I once saw one come out of it who reeled when he saw 

the light. Then he started to cry. He hadn't made war prop

erly and because of it they imprisoned him, they shouldn't 
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do that. Let the judges tryout the punishments they impose. 

It wouldn't work though, because they'd know: It's just a 

test. That's the madne·ss of the death penalty, whose work

ings no one knows. Now the heart beat quietly, I had to re

flect and let my thoughts run •••• The wooden board moved, 

was taken away. Light. Lydia. The ladder. 

I climbed up. The Princess's whole face was laughing. 

"How 'd that happen so suddenly?' Come over here. -··Well now, 

straight home! For God's sake, how you do look!" I was gray 

with dirt, hung with spider webs, hand decorated with black 

stripes and the rest matching. '''What'd they say? What've 

you done? Man alive, now just look in the mirror once!" I 

preferred not to look in the mirror. "Where were you so 

long? Letting one languish down there! That's love!" - .:.'" 

"I ••• ," said the Princess and I>ut the mirror away again; "I 

was looking for a pot but they don't have one. The old cas

tle princes apparantly lived in chronic constipation." -

"Wrong," I taught, "wrong and uneducated. For this purpose 

they went into little areas, which, naturally, also existed 

here, and the areas emptied into the castle moat; if, however, 

they were besieged, and the evil enemy came, then ••• " - "Now 

it's about time we wash you. You piglet~ 'you!" And we walked 

to our quarters, past the immeasurably astonished hostess who 

certainly thought I'd fallen into the brandy. Brushing, wash

ing, fresh collar, inspecting looks of the Princess, back 
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three times because something always stuck. ttWho do we both

er now?" - "Now ye come out to me. This guy has nothing but 

silliness in 'is head. 'N he wants t' be a serious man!" -

"Not wants to ••• , must. Must." We stepped outside. 

Farther back was a small pavillion; inside, the bus en

tourage sat and drank coffee. We sauntered over and spoke 

cheerfully wi th each other. The younger man stood up and .. 

came toward us. "The lady and gentleman are German ••• ?" -

"Yah," we said. "So ••• , maybe ••. , if you'd like to take a 

place at our table?" The fat one got up. "Pondman," he 

said. "Director Pondman. My wife. My niece, Miss Pope. 

Mr. Shipclearer." Now I had to say something too, it's the 

way of our land. nBurntlard," I said. "And my wife." 

Whereupon we sat down and the princess gave me a kick in the 

shins under the table. Coffee slurping. Plate clinking. 

Cake. 

Very nice here - you surely are here for sightseeing 

too?" - "Yah." - "Charming. Very interesting." Pause. 

tlTell me ••• , is the castle inhabited?" The Princess 

kicked hard. tlNo," I said. til don't think so. No. Cer

tainly not." - uS o ••• , we thought •••• " - "Why do you ask?" 

The entourage exchanged meaningful glances. We only thought ••• , 

we'd heard someone speaking upstairs - but so peculiarly, 

more like a dog or a wild animal •••• " - uNo," I said, "accord

ing to what I know animals don't live in the castle at all. 

Almost not at all." Pause. 
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"In general ••• ," said Director Pondman, and looked a

round him, "nothing's happening here. Don't you find that 

true?" - We confirmed that nothing was happening here. "Do 

you know," said the director, "if you really want to amuse 

yourself there's only Berlin. Or Paris. But really only 

Berlin. It's really another culture. Right?" - "Hh-hm," 

we said. flI dontt find it at all elegant here, said Mrs. 

Director Pondman. And Miss Pope: "I imagined something 

completely different." And Mr. Shipclearer: "Where are we 

going tonight in Stockholm?" Mrs. Director Pondman, how

ever, didn't want to go anywhere else; she had gotten so ex

cited before, in the castle •••• In the meantime the Prin

cess had twisted a ring off me, undone a cufflink, all under 

the table - and I thought it was now enough. Who knows what 

else she •••• And we took our leave, because we had an ap

pointment in town. "Are you also going on to Stockholm la

ter?" No, we regretted. 

We still regretted when we stood outside in the meadows 

and we·re happy we didn't have to go to .Stockholm, that we 

were in Sweden, that we were on vacation •••• "What's coming 

over there?" said the Princess, who had eyes like a hawk. 

Through the meadows moved a thin row of small shapes, on a 

small path. "What is that-?" 

It came nearer. 
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They were children, little girls, in well behaved rows, 

like pearls on a string, alwaya two by two. A dictatorial 

looking person was at the front, looking around often - no 

one spoke. Now they were upon us, we stepped aside to let 

the convoy by. The leading person threw us a lightning 

glance. The children trotted behind. We did not speak as 

they went by. At the very end came one lone child; it walked 

as if it was pulled by someone, it had red, teary eyes, gulped 

a few times, but did not cry. Its face was not swollen ei

ther, as bawling children's are ••• , it looked more cryed-out 

and a golden shimmer lay in the brown hair. It looked at us, 

as tiredly and indifferently as it would look at a tree. In 

a fit of high spirits and love for children the Princess 

stuck two little bluebells that we had picked in its hand. 

The child twitched, then it looked up, its lips moved; maybe 

it wanted to say something, thanks ••• , when the person in 

front turned around, the little one hastened its steps and 

jumped along fearfully after the group. Dust and the no.ise 

of marching children's feet. Then the whole thing was over. 

"Remarkable little girl," said the Princess. "What 

kind of children are those? We'll ask about it later ••• , 

Peter, my son, are there really northern lights here. I 

want so much to see northern lights!" 

"No," I said. "Yes, of course. But everything one 

wants to see, my daughter, always takes place in the month 
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when one isn't there •••• It's like that in life. But you 

won't get that until the next grade. Northern lights -

yah ••.• " 

ItI think they'd be wonderful. Once, as a child, I saw 

them in an encyclopeJia - that was really a world in itself, 

the encyclopedia, with the little tissue paper pages •••• 

And they were pictured there, the northern lights, all col

orful and big, they are supposed to c'over half the sky. I 

believe I'd be terribly frightened if I ever saw it. Imagine 

it, big, colorful lights in the sky. If they were to come 

down here! And fell on your head! But I would like to see 

them once •••• " 

Pale blue, the sky arched above us; at one place on 

the horizon it went to dark blue, and there, where the sun 

had gone down a while ago, it was orange, it still shimmered 

and glittered a little. "Lydia," I said, "'shall we make our

selves some northern lights?" - "\fe11 •••• " - "Look," I said, 

and pointed upwards with my finger, "do you see, do you see, 

there - there they are!" 

We both looked steadily upward - we held hands, pulse 

and blood flow went from one to the other. At this moment 

I loved her more than ever before. And we saw our northern 

lights." 

"Yah-tl said the Princess, softly so she wouldn't scare 

them away. "That's wonderful. So bright green - and there -
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pink! And spherical stripes - and that there, pointed and 

high •••• Do you see, see!" Now she dared to speak louder, 

now the lights were lit for us as if for real. "It looks 

like a little sun," I said. "And there, like curdled milk, 

and there, white little cirrus clouds, blue ••• , such bright 

blue!" - "Look, and on the horizon it must go farther -

everything there is silver-gray. Daddy, is that nice!" 

We stood still and looked upward. A cart clattered by 

and shocked us back. The farmer, who sat on the box and 

greeted us friendly, looked up now too, what was really up 

there. We looked first at him, then at the meadow that lay 

there a little cold and gray. We smiled as if ashamed. Then 

we looked at the sky again. Nothing there. It lay flat, 

blue and half-bright. There was nothing there. 

"Peter ••• ," said the Princess. "Peter ...... 

4 

"Tell us please, Mrs. Andersson," I said to' the hostess of 

the castle, who bid us a very pleasant good evening, and I 

said her name "Onderschown" correctly - "What kind of child

ren could those have been, that we met before? There ••• , 

back there in the meadow?" - "Yes, there are many children. 

Most likely farm children, they play many actions there •••• " -

"No, no. They were little girls, they walked orderly, like 

an academy, a school, something like that •••• " - itA school?" 
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Mrs. Andersson thought about it. "That would be those from 

Mrs. Adriani. From L!ggesta." And she pointed over the 

lake where, far, far .. away, in a clearing, very indistinctly, 

one could see a big building. "That's a boarding-school, a 

children's-home. Yes." She made a face to go with it that 

I~d never seen her make before. I became curious. One 

should never ask anyone about that which one wants to know, 

that's old wisdom. Then he won't say it. "There must be 

lots of children there ••• , huh?" - "Yes, an unscathed mas~," 

said Mrs. Andersson; one often had to guess what she really 

meant since she was probably translating word for word from 

Swedish. "In this boarding-school there are many children, 

but not many Swedish children. Let the God be thanked!" -

"Why thank God, Mrs. Andersson?" - "Yaha," she said, and took 

a zig-zag course with her soul, like a rabbit, "there are '" 

not"many Swedish children, ne-do!" - "Too bad," I said, and 

thought I was mighty diplomatic. "It must be pretty there ... ·~" 

Mrs. Andersson was quiet a moment. Then she bravely took a 

running start at it. She dropped her voice, 

"That is ••• , that is not a dear lady, that is there. 

But I don't want to say anything evil ••• , understand. It's 

a German lady. But she is no good lady. The folk from 

Germany are such comfortable people - right •••• Do so good, 

don't take that evil of"me!n - "You mean the directress of 

the boarding school?" - "Yes," said Mrs. Andersson. "The 
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detectress. The de.tectress, that's a nasty pers,on. That 

is ••• , everyone feels her here. We do not have a taste on 

her. She isn't good against children." - "So," I said and 

looked at the trees, that lightly quivered along with thei~ 

leaves, as if they shivered, "so - not a nice lady? Well, 

what does: she do? Does she yell at them?" - ttl want to tell 

you something," said Mrs. Andersson, and she moved toward 

the Princess as if this affair aould only be handled between 

women; ttshe is hard to the children. The detectress ••• , she 

hits the children." Tha t hit the Princess. "Doesn't anyone 

say anything?" - "Yaha ••• ," said Mrs. Andersson. "So she 

doesn't hit them. The police can't say anything on it. So 

she doesn't hit them so they get sick. But she's wrong in 

it, the children are very afraid for her." She pointed to a 

castle-like building that lay behind Mariefred on a hill. 

"I would rather be there than by the detectress. tt - "What's 

that over there?tt I asked. "That's the inane institute,." 

said Mrs. Andersson. "So, and the insane have it better 

than the children there?" - "Yes," sai.d Mrs. Andersson. 

"But now I want to see if the evening meal's ready ••• , one 

moment." And she went, hastily, as if she'd said too much. 

\Ve looked at each other. "Funny, huh?" - "Yep ••• , 

thos:e things happen," I said. "Probably some devil of a 

woman that reigns there with the rod •••• " - "Peter, playa 

little piano Until dinner's ready." 
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And we went into the castle-hostess's music room, she'd 

given us permission, and I sat down at the little piano and 

let sound pious cantos. I played mostly on the black keys; 

one can take better care there. I played: 

and: 

Sometimes when I think of you, 
A th ing f or me, tha t doe an 't do ••• 
because the next day I'm so tired 

When at dusk the hedgehogs go a-hunting 
silently to stalk their mice, 
as I found mys:elf your lips confrontingt 

~d then we sang old folk songs and then American songs, and 

then we sang a riding song that we made up ourael ves and 

which was totally and completely ridiculous, from the first 

line to the last, and then dinner was ready. 

We had hunted up a bottle of whisky. That wasn't easy 

since we didn't have a tlMotbok," this little book that en-

titles Swedes to purchase liquor. But we had the bottle. 

An4 it was not too expensive. Brown and blond ••• , "'Black 

and Whi te "' ••• , long may they live • 

. We sat in front of the house at a little wooden table 

and looked over at the '.castle. Now and then we took a sip. 

It struck ten in the oldchurch'tower - ten o'clock. 

The wind stood still: The trees didn't move a leaf - everything 

~ranslated by Harry Zohn and Karl F. Ross, in What If --? 
Satirical Works of Kurt Tucholsky. 
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became still. Bright nights. It was a motionless calm, as 

if something was jammed and nature held its breath. Bright. 

It wasn't bright. It just wasn't dark. The boughs threat

ened so blackly, they were waiting. As if one had torn off 

all the skin: Unashamed, without darkness, it stood around, 

deprived of the black. One would've liked to have conjured 

up the black dress of night and covered everything, so that 

nothing more would be visible. The castle had suffer~d the 

loss of its burning red and looked sallow brown, then dusky. 

The sky was gray. It was night, wi thout being night. 

"'As still as i t is now, that's how i t everywhere and 

always should be, Lydia - why is it so loud in human life?" -

t'My dear boy, you won't find that anymore today - I already 

know what you mean. No, that is surely gone fer once 'n fer 

all •••• " - "Why isn't it that way," I persisted. "There's 

always something. They always knock, or make music, a dog 

howls, someone marches aroUnd above your head in your room, 

slam windows, telephones ring - God send us ear lids. We're 

unsuitably endowed." - "Don't chatter," said the Princess. 

"Listen, instead, to the stillness." 

It was so quiet you could hear the carbonation singing 

in the glasses. They stood there brownly, very softly the 

alohohol moved into the bloOd. Whisky ends all troubles. 

I can imagine that someone is ruined by it. 
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Far in the distance a clock sounded, as if shocked from 

sleep, then everything was still again. Our house lay gray

ish-white; all lights there were out. The stillness arched 

itself over us like an endless sp~ere. 

At this moment each of us was totally alone, she sat 

on her woman-star and I on my man-planet. Not hostile ••• , 

but far, far away from one another. 

Three or four red thoughts rose through my blood from 

the brown whisky ••• , indecent, vulgar, bas:e. It came, hur

ried by and was gone again. With understanding I copied 

what feeling had already painted. You old pig, I said to 

myself. You have this wonderful woman for yourself ••• , 

you're an old pig. No house without a cellar, said the pig. 

Don't kid yourself! You shouldn't do that, I said to the 

pig. You've already caused too much sadness and misery, so 

many evil hours ••• , to say nothing of the fear that I'd 

caught something. Drop this underground adventure. It's 

not really so nice - you only tnink so. Hoho, grunted the 

pig, you say it's n'ot so nice. Imagine. • • • Quiet, I said, 

quiet! I don't want to. Qui, oui, said the pig and rooted 

maliciously; imagine, if you now had •••• I knocked it dead. 

Let's say - for the time being I knocked it dead: I closed 

the pigsty •. I heard it rummaging angrily ••• , then the glasses 

sang on, very, very softly like when a mosquito buzzes. "Daddy," 
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said the Princess, "is it alright to wear the blue dress-suit 

here that I brought with me?" 

I was with her again; we sat on the same satellite again 

and rolled together through the universe. "Yah ••• ," I said. 

nyou can." - "Will it fit in?" - "Of course. It's discreet 

and delicate in color, it'll fit in well." - "You shouldn't 

smoke so much," said her deep voice; "it'll make you sick to 

your stomach again, and who gets it then? Me. Put the pipe 

away." I, the son, put the pipe away, because the mother 

wanted it so. Softly I laid my hand on hers. 

5 

Brick-layers had built the big house in L#J.ggesta - who else. 

Craftsmen; quiet, slow men who looked around three times be

fore they made a move, it's the same allover the world •. When 

everything was finished they roughcast the wall, they painted 

some rooms, wallpapered many, quite differently, all according 

to plan. Then they all went calmly away, the house was fin

ished, now anything could happen there. It wasn't their af

fair anymore, they were only hand-laborers. The court room, 

in which someone will be tortured, was, when it was born, a 

brick walled quadrangle, flat and painted white, the painter 

had stood up on his ladder, whistling happily~ and-had patnted 

the.-gray.·:.stri·p.; arOllnd···the- wall as .·told; it·~waa,.'~\piece of~:work 

he did there. and now it was suddenly a court room. So 
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indifferently do people build the showroom of the future 

scenes; they build the background and scaffolding, they put 

the whole theater together, and then others come and play 

out their sad comedies. 

The Child lay in bed and thought. 

Thinking •••• A long time ago, when it still had a fa

ther, it used to always play "thinking" with him. And the 

father had always laughed so hard, he could laugh so wonder

fully.... "\¥hat are you doing?" the Child had asked. "I'm 

thinking," the father answered. "I want to think too." -

ttGood ••• , think too." And he walked seriously up and down 

the room., the Child always behind him, it imi ta ted the fa

ther's posture exactly, it held its hands behind its back 

very dignified, wrinkled its forehead like he did •••• "What 

are you thinking?" asked the father. "I~lm thinking: Lion," 

the Child answered. And the father laughed. 

Nearby, Inga was smoring and throwing herself back and 

forth. The Ohild was suddenly there again, where it really 

was: In Sweden. In L!gges:ta. Mommy was in Switzerland, so 

far away •••• The Child felt it getting hot inside her. It 

had written so many imploring letters, three, actually only 

three - then the thorough scamp discovered that one of the 

cleaning girls had secretly taken the letters to the mail

box. The girl was fired, the Child pulled by the hair, and 

the letters that now wnet to Switzerland were perfect. We~, 
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maybe it all had to be that way. Maybe the mother had no 

money to keep the Child with her, and up here it was cheaper. 

That's how the mother had explained it to her. 

It was so alone here. Among the thirty-nine little 

girls it was so alone - and it was afraid. Its whole life 

actually consisted of nothing but fear. Fear of the thorough 

scamp-and'fear_of ,ithe 'next day and fear of the day before, 

what might still come to light from it, fear of everything, 

of everything. The Child did not sleep - it bored holes 

into the darkness with its eyes. 

That the mother had sent it here! They were here once, 

years ago, three, four years - at that time brother Will had 

died. He lay buried in the churchyard in Mariefred, and the 

Child was sometimes' allowed to visit the grave when the 

thorough scamp allowed it, or ordered it. Mostly she ordered 

it. Then it stood at the small child's grave, right, four

teenth row, that one with the little gray marker, on which 

the letters still shimmered so newly. But it never cried 

there. It only cried sometimes at home over Will - over the 

fat, little Will, who was younger than the Child, younger, 

more wild at play, and a good boy. Here and there he got a 

smack, but the mother never hurt him, and he laughed under 

his child's tears and was, once again, a good little young

ster. As if of wool. And then he got sick. The flu people 

said, and four days later he was dead. The Child s~ill 
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smelled the doctor smell , it did not hapl)en here, that was 

in Taxinge-N~sby, it would never forget the name. The sour 

doctor smell, the "5hhh! n - everything went quiet, on tip~:. 

toes, and then he died. How that went exactly, the Child 

had forgotten. Will was no longer there. 

No brother. No mother. Father gone, where •••• No 

one was there. The Child was alone. It did not think the 

word - much worse: It felt the solitude, as only children 

are able to feel it. 

The little girls rustled in the pillows. One whispered 

in her sleep. This was now the second summer up here. It 

would never be any different. Never. Mommy has to come, 

the Child thought. But she had to take it away from here, 

since even Mommy could not cope with Mrs. Adriani. No one 

could cope with her. Steps? Would she come now? Once 

Gertie was sick; then Mrs. Adriani came up five times during 

the night - five times she came to see about the sick child, 

she fought almost jealously with the sickness. And, in the 

end, she had defeated the fever. Would she come now? Noth

ing - one of the eight beds had creaked. That was Lisa Wedi

gen, she always slept so restlessly. If only someone ••• , if 

only someone ••• , if only someone ••• , Tomorrow they had swim

ming in the lake. The girls alwayssp~ashed her with so much 

water then. If only someone -
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The hands of the Child gro'ped carefully under the pil

low, searched in the sheets, disarranged everything. Gone? 

No. They were still there. 

Under the pillow lay, withered and crushed, two little 

bluebells. 
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THIRD CHAPTER 

1 

Eggs is eggs, he said -
and took the biggest. 

We both bent over the letter and read together: 

Dear Friend, 

,I still have eight days of vacation left this year 

and would like very much to spend them with you and your 

dear Mrs. Girlfriend. I hear that you're in Sweden. Dear 

friend, would you like to accomodate your old war buddy, who, 

in so many shell holes, held the stirrups for you? Dear 
I 

friend, I'll pay for the trip for myself; it hurts me very 

much to have to pay, for something for myself, it really isn't 

my way, as you know. Write me, please, SiO I know how to get 

to you, dear friend. 

Can I live there? 'Do you live? Are there many girls 

there? Would you rather that I not come? Shall we get 

drunk on the first night? Do you love me? 

Enclosed you'll find a picture of my Miss Daughter. 

She'll be as beautiful as I am. 

Dear friend, I'll be very happy to see you, and am, 

your good 
Charlie. 

Underneath, in red ink, like a memo: 

"'Right away! Yesterday already! Tremendous rush! It 
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It·s 0, tt I said. It There he is. Shall he come?" 

The Princess' was brown and fresh. "Yes, n she said. 

"Now he can came. I'm rested and if he's leaving in eight 

days. anyway? A change is always good." I wrote him accord

ingly. 

We were in the middle of vacation. 

Swimming in the lake; lying naked on the shore, in a 

hidden place; soaking up the sun, so that nicely half-asleep 

and drunk from light~ air and water one rolls home in the 

afiernoon; quiet; eating; drinking; sleep; silence - Vacation. 

And then it was time. "Do you want to pick him up?" -

"Let's p'!ck tim up." 

It was a shiny day - weather, as the Princess; says, 

weather to lay eggs in. We went to the train station. Such 

a tiny station it was; actually it was only a little house 

that pretended to be serious and, as a result, forgot that 

it was a house. There were also two sets of tracks there, 

because" of course, they belong to one train station, and 

in the back the car cam~ wheezing in. There was no train 

there, only a motorcar. It had put on a littl~ ch~ey~so 

that you'd believe it was a train. Arrival. Hissing. 

Charlie. 

As always, when we hadn't seen each other for a long 

t~e, he made a calm-friendly-dumb face, and: "Well ••• , so 

there you are •••• tt He came toward us, the sha.dow of the 
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coming greeting already on his face, in his hand he 'carried 

a little overnight bag. The fellow had grown well, and his 

lightly furrowed face looked "young and alert," as he called 

it. 

Hello - and this is - and that is ••• , shake hands ••• , 

and: Where do you have your b£g luggage? - After the pre

liminaries were over: 

"Well, Charlie, how was the trip?" 

.He'd fluttered to Stockholm in an airplane, and he ar

rived this afternoon. "Was it good?tt - "Well ••• ," said Char

lie and, an old habit of hiS, bared his teeth - "There was 

an old lady who was airsick. Give me a Cigarette. Thanks. 

And they have thes:e Ii ttle bags.... She'd already used two 

and she didn't get the third one quick enough~ and the man 

next to her now has' to buy a new summer overcoa t or have 

the old one washed. Unfortunately I wasn't slitting next to 

her. Besides that the view was very beautiful. And how does 

your grace like it here?" 

When Charlie said "your grace,,;' and he himself didn't 

believe it, then he made himself very stiff and bent the top 

half of his body elegantly forward, at.the same time he had 

a charming movement, thrusting out his forearm and pulling 

it back in with pointed elbows, as if he wanted to take a 

look at his cuffs •••• 
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If it pleased her grace? "If he weJ1en't here," said 

her ladyship, "then I td relax very well. But,·of course, you 

know him - he b.abbles so much and never lets you have any 

peace •••• " - "Yea, hets always done that. How nice," he 

said suddenly, "I've left my umbrella in the train." And we 

went back and got it. Nothing gets lost in Sweden. The two 

of them agreed with each other immediately and at once - re

markable, how with people the first minutes often decide all 

their later relationships. Here it was immediately noticable 

that'the two of them understood each other at once: The 

,whole thing wasn't taken seriously. And I wasn't at all. 

Charlie was still the same as a year ago, as two years 

ago" ,as':t~ree years ago : JUgt :likehe always was. Ife jus t 

lifted his head and sniffed around somewhat suspiciously in 

the air. " There's ••• , some thing ••• ~ There's s orne thing / 

here ••• , true?" He said it out of the blue, pronounced the 

consonents sharply and sometimes muddied the "A," the way 

they say it in Hanneverisch. Just the same way we walked 

along the banks of the Danube during the war and had found 

that something had to be· there ••• , but there wasn't any

thing. 

I hopped along beside the two who were deep in a stim

ulating discussion over Sweden and over the countryside, over 

aViation, and over Stockholm, we had taken the Princess between 
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us, sometimes we spoke over her, and I bathed in a deep 

bathtub of friendship. 

To be able to rely on someone. One time to be with 

someone who doesn't look at you mistrustfully from the side 

when you say something that might hurt his vanity, disguised 

as business interests, someone who"'s not ready every minute 

to pull on his helmet and go for life or death ••• , oh, peo

ple will never get to that point - they quarrel over twenty

-five cents ••• , over an .old hat ••• , over gossip.... I know 

two men in this world who, if I knocked on their door at 

night and said: Gentlemen, such and such ••• , I have to go 

to America - what now? They'd help me. Two of them, 

Charlie was one. Friendship, that's like a native country. 

We never spoke about that, and light touches of feeling 

were choked off in a cold jet of colorful invective, unless 

serious evening discussions took place. It was very nice. 

We placed him in a hotel since there was no more place 

with us these days. He looked at his room and declared 

that it a~elled like the bedroom of Ludwig the Unbearable, 

it was, in any case, "a little skinny" ••• he said that a

bout everything, and I'd picked it up from him; then he had 

to wash himself, and then we sat under the trees and drank 

coffee. 

"Well, Fritzie ••• ?" he said to me. No one will ever 

be able to figure out why he named me Fritzie. "Can one go 
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swimming at your place? How is the lake?" - "It's usually 

about sixty-one degrees Fahrenheit or twenty Reaumuraheit," 

I said. "It depends on the value." He understood that. 

"And what are we doing tonight?" - "Well," said the Prin

cess, "today we want to spend a nice quiet evening •••• " -

"Can you get red wine here?" - I related the gloomy facts 

about red wine and reported that in the "Sprit-Zentrale" a 

young man looked for Chablis among the red wines. Charlie 

sorrowfully shut his eyes. t'But you may pay for the wine, 

Charlie - that's the so-called initiation fee that strangers 

pay here." Unfortunately he didn't hear that. A girl went 

by - not even an especially beautiful one. "Hmmm?" said 

Charlie, "what ••• ?" And went on speaking as if nothing had 

happened. Nothing peally had happened. But he had to say 

that - otherwise he'd have burst. And then we began slowly 

to behave like rational people. 

we 'd traveled together quite a while and between 

us we spoke a cablecode that shortened quite a bit. The 

Princess adapted herself to it surprisingly fast - it really 

wasn't all that secret, it was actually only the agreement 

on the basic questions of existence. We both knew that 

"everything wasn't so fantastic" ••• and had cooked up a 

b~iQr for ourselves that let us remain quiet when others 

were buzzing around wildly. The best qualities of this man, 
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beside his reliability, lay in the negative: All that he 

didn't say, what he didn't do, didn't undertake'. There 

were no elegant digestive talks in which the gentlemen 

paid an atrocious tribute to the "Spirit of their Times," 

without really changing their lives one bit in the end. No 

literary culture was tapped and no Viennese aphorisms about 

death, love, life and music like the journalists in Austria 

and their relations use ••• , it really scares you when you 

hear that, and, at first, you believe the ready-for-the 

press rumors, and all of it, all of it's not true. As far 

as Charlie W~B concerned, he was a quiet man. He blew: 

smoke,.in the face of the world, wasn't surprised about 

anything at all, was an. upright worker in God's garden of 

files and brought up two children at home without, himself, 

becoming a prosaic fellow. Here and there he fell in love 

and sin, and when someone asked what he'd newly undertaken, 

he bared his teeth and said: "She's led me over the thresh

hold of youth," and then it was okay for awhile. 

NoW' he sat there and meditated. 

"We have to Yrite to Jacob," he said. Jacob was the 

other one - there were ~hree of us. With the Princess, four. 

ttV/hat do we want to write him?" I asked. "Have you seen him? 

You surely came by way of Hamburg?" Yes, Charlie had come 

via Hamburg, and he'd seen him. Jacob was the most original 

of us, employed at the Hamburg water works, an orderly man, 
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and because of it loved dahlias above all - "Dahlias, the 

orderly flowers," he said - a fellow of colorful playful

ness and with four-hundred-forty-four fixed ideas in his 

head. We fit together well. 

"Where did the Princess go all of a sudden?" Charlie 

asked. The Princess had gone into the village, "Buying but

tons. It We never bought bu ttons together ,:;'and by this was· 

understood every type of shopping - if we did it nevertheless, 

we always quarreled. Now she was gone. We were silent .. for 

a while. 

"Well, and what else, Charlie?" - "Besides. that, Jacob 

bought himself some lo~enges, because he smokes so mu~h. 

And when he smokes he coughs a lot. You know how it is -

it looks horrible. And now he's got himself a remedy' 

for smoking: Fumasolan, the things are called. Hh-hm."

"Well? Do ~hey help?" - "No, of course not. But he says 

that since he's been taking them he's felt an increase in 

his virility. That bothers him a lot. Do you think they 

gave him the wrong lozenges." - That's the way everything 

in Jacob's life went, and we enjoyed it a lot. 

"Give me a form, please. What shall we write ••• ?" I 

finally got it. We'd send him a night-letter since the 

daily telegram, which would disturb and infuriate him quite 

a bit would have been too expensive. Prom then on we sent 

him telegrams about disturbingly urgent things, today this: 
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landed Charlie just almost totally arrived 
cable immediately if want immediately to 
cable stop grandma unfortunately fell out 
of the swing grandpa 

We had this hard work behind us ••• , now we rested and 

said nothing for a while. Then, the Princess came. 

She'd bought lots of buttons; it's puzzling how much 

merchandise women can discover in even the tiniest villages. 

And she didn't have any 'more money either, and, with a fur

rowed brow, I pulled out my wallet and bragged about it. 

And then we lay down in the grass. 

"Is it the same for you," said Charlie, who already felt 

complet~ly at home, "that it's hard for you to relax here? 

Relaxing's work, I think. YqUL try and try, even when you 

don't do anything - and you only notice it later, true ••• ?" -

"Hm," we said; we were too lazy to answer. Somethi~g rust

led. "Put the newspapers away!" I said. "Did you read ••• ?" 

he said. And there it was. 

There was time. 

We'd thought we could run away from time. You can't 

do it, it follows you. I looked at the Princess, pointed 

to the newspaper:, and she nodded: We td talked about it 

last night, about it and about, ·time and about this time •••• 

One often thinks love's stronger than 'time. But time's al

ways stronger than love. 
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"I read it ••• , I read it ••• ," I said. 

~ind of newspaper do you read 7" - He named 

"Charlie, what 

one. "One "- : . 

shouldn't read just one," I taught wisely. "That's nothing. 

One must read at least four and a major English or French 

one bes:ides:; everything looks· completely different from out

Side." - "I always have to wonder," said the Princess, "about 

what they put down there for us. Look - there really aren't 

any newspapers for us. They always pretand we had who knows 

how much money - no, as if there's no money in the world at 

all ••• , they know at the same time that we only have a~j.li t

tIe - but they do it that way. What they tell us there ••• , 

and: what they portray!" - "Curdled daydreams. You should 

sleep, you should sleep, you should sleep, dear child." -

"No, I don't mean that," said the Princess. "I mean: They 

are all so damned elegant. Even when they show skid row, 

it's an elegant skid row. They float an arms length above 

the earth. If only a paper showed the way things really are: 

That one begins to be stingy on the twentieth and that it's 

sometimes miserable and petty, and that one can't afford a 

car so often, not to mention buying a car at all, and their 

ridiculous house culture ••• , do we have presentable houses?" 

"People eat you up," I said. "The worst part is: They 

ask the questions and they describe circles and they pull 

the strings ••• , and you have to answer, you have to trace 

over them and you have to jump ••• , you can't choose anything 
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for yourself. We don't exist to choose an:tthing but rather 

to put up with ever ything - I know that already. But that 

we get nothing but crossword puzzles: Rome gives you one 

and Russia one and America and fashion and business and lit-

erature - it's a bit too much for one single person. I 

think." 

"If one really thinks about it," said Charlie, "we 

haven't really had any peace since nineteen-fourteen. A 

bourgeois wish? I donf·t .know. One thrives better when one 

has one's peace. And it all follows you ••• , it all has its 

after-effect •••• Do you still remember the overall insanity 

in people's eyes when the money vanished and you could buy 

all of Germany for a 'thousand dollars'? At that time we 

all wanted to be cowboys. A beautiful time!" 

"Dear man, we have the bad luck not to believe in that 

which the savages call problems - they comfort themselves 

with it. It's a party game." - "Work. Work helps," said 

the Princess. 

"Dear Princess," said Charlie, "you woman take what you 

do quite seriously - that's your indisputable advantage over 

the rest of us. If you can't do it, however •••• Nevertheless, 

such a beautiful young lady ••• " 

"You'll be thrown out if you talk like that," said the 

Princess. "Do ye unnerstand Platt-Joyman?" - Charlie beamed: 

He spoke Platt like a hannoverian farmer, and now they gossiped 
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for a while in foreign tongues. What did she just say? I 

pricked up my ear~. "You've never told me that before, have 

you?" 

"No ••• ? Haven't I?" The Princess played perfectly in

nocent. She usually lied well - but now she lied miserably. 

"Go ahead." 

The Consul-General had chased after her. When? Two 

months ago. "Explain please." 

"He wanted to - Well, you all want to. Excuse me, Char

lie, except for you naturally. One evening he ••• , O.K., it 

was like this. One evening he asked me if I could stay long

er, he had a long report to dictate. That happens sometimes·

I didn't think anything of it; naturally I stayed." - "Natur

ally ••• ," I said. "You have an eight hour day anyway." -

"Don't be silly, Daddy.- of course we don't have it, I don't 

have it. In my position ••• " - "We'll never agree on that, 

old girl. You don't have it because you haven't fought for 

it. And you don't fight for it - oh, it's my vacation." -

"Do you get a vacation for it?" asked Charlie. "Anyway," 

the Princess continued, "Report. When it was finished he 

stops in the middle of the room - you know, Charlie, my boss 

is, of course, very fat - stands in the middle of the room, 

looks at me with strange eyes and says: Do you have a boy

friend? Yes, I say. Oh, he says, you see, and I thought 

you didn't have one. \Vby not, I say. You don't look like 
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it, I mean •••• Well, and then he slowly came out with it ••• , 

at the time he had no one at all, and he'd once had a girl

friend for many years, who'd cheated him-" Charlie shook 

his head so gravely, that such a thing was really possible. 

"Well, and what did you say?" - "You old monkey - I said no." -

"Yea?" - "Yea! Maybe I should have said yes?" - "Well, who 

knows. A good posi tion.... Listen, I once saw a movie-" -

"That's how he gets, his: culture, Charlie. Would you start 

something with your boss?" - Charlie said hetd never start 

something with his boss. "That's all nonsense for sure," 

said the Princess. "Men don't understand it. What do you 

get from it? I'd have had to share his sorrows like his 

wife, work like his secretary, and, when the stocks are 

stable, one evening he'd stand in the middle of the room 

with another and ask her if maybe she had a boyfriend •••• Ah, 

don't give me that!" - "And you didn't think of me at all?" 

I said. "No," said the Princess. "I'll begin to think of 

you when there's a real possibility." And then we stood up 

and went to the lake shore. 

The castle slept, big and still; it smelled everywhere 

of water and wood which have b.€en exposed to the sun for a 

long time, of fish and of ducks. We walked along the lake. 

And I enjoyed these two; this was a friend, no there 

were two friends - I didn't betray the woman for the, man, 

like I'd almost always done; when there was a man there with 
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whom there was something to talk about, I left the woman 

alone, as if I'd never slept with her, I gave her up, didn't 

bother myself with her and, like a coward, betrayed her for 

the first man to come along. Then she let go. And. then I 

wondered about it. 

The two discussed their home, in their dialects. They 

discussed where one has to pronounce the "Rtf and where not; 

they increased their list of invectives; they both knew what 

it is: Low German. It' a the way that the German language 

unfortunately didn't go, how much more powerful everything 

ia, more graphic, more simple, more clear - and the most 

beautiful love poems that the Germans have are on these kind 

of pages. And the peopI.e ••• , the kind of houses they had 

there in the old 'low'lands of Germany, especially on the 

Baltic Sea, a dream world of peculiarities, goodness and 

music, an ins.ect collection of people, that only come along 

once •••• Many things from that time have now fallen into 

the hands of dumb "homeland" poets, may the devil take them -

seemingly good-natured citizens, under whose beards, pregnant 

with smoke, the grog steams, and who have unjustly changed 

the powerful manliness of their old language with an annoy

ing mish-mash of geniality-: Headforester of the sea. Many 

have had their beards cut and believe now that they look 

like old carvings - but it doesn't help them at all; no for

est rustles for them, no sea rustles for them, for them, 
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beards rustle. Their good-naturedness disappears the moment 

they stare, somewhat bewfideced, into the new age and bump 

against a political opponent; then out into the light crawls 

what's inside them: The petty bourgeois. Beneath their 

net shirts beats a heart, in march rhythm. 

That's not our Platt-German, not that. 

The 'low'lands aren't withering, however; they live and 

will live eternally as long as this country stands. The 

same thing has happened, outs,ide of Germany, only one time, 

but there on the back of a servile, ill-treated caste: In 

Courland. But the Low-German is different. He uses his 

words discreetly and they're good. And that's what the two 

talked about. And I knew, the bes;t part of the Princess. 

came from this soil. And I loved in her a part of the land 

that made it hard for someone to love it. Whose perplexed 

spirits feel it an honor to be hated. There was time, 

there it was again. No, for us there was surely no vacation. 

The two went on staunchly gOSSiping, though. Each ex

alted hi! Platt German as the only true and beautiful one, 

the other's was completely false. Now they were involved 

in stories. 

The Princess told the story of cobbler Hagan, to whom 

the mayor had shouted his New Year's: toast: "I wish ye mutch 

luck in th' new year, Master!" - And the other'd bellowed 
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reverantly over the whole marketplace: liOn the contrary! 

On the contrary, Mr. Administrator!" And the one about 

Lord Mayor Hacher, who took his oxen to the exhibition and 

said: "I don do it fer the money. I do all this only fer 

tht blemish." 

And Charlie again: How Dorthea, Mathilde and Zophie, 

the most curious girls in all of CelIe, had asked him who 

the young man was who was always going down the street in 

the morning. He couldn't tell them. And then he woke them 

at night, it was easy since they lived on the ground floor -

and, as they came, quite shocked,,· to tl1e window.', all thre e : 

"I only wanted to tell the ladies: The gentleman of this 

morning sold religious books." 

And then they sang beautiful songs, always on.e after 

the other. The Princess: 

"On top of the Mount Sinai, there sits the mother 
Pietschen, 

and when there's nothing more to eat, she ••• , 

"Charlie, how about a little nap this afternoon?" she 

asked suddenly. Charlie just sang: 

"She wore a brightly checkered hood 
and even now I don't feel good -

"No," he said. "This afternoon we're taking a nice walk. 

That's good for the fatty, and we'll sleep better at night." 

The fatty was me. He looked at me benevolently. "When one 

sees you young people like that •.• , well relaxed you are!" 
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And that's how we felt too. I waddled alnog silently 

next to the two; one shouldn't disturb young happiness. 

Did he desire her-? 

Naturally, he desired her. But that was an unwritten 

law between us: Forbidden and taboo •••• Under what sign 

we were born we didn't know, but it must have been the same 

one. And the other's woman: Never. We did it rationally: 

"Your brides ••• , alright, you ~just have to look at them -

congratulations!" And once again, for the hundredth time in 

many years, I felt the unspoken part of this friendship, the 

foundation on which it rested. I knew the primal basis of 

his attitude. I knew because I, too, had seen all that the 

man had experienced (itA little too much has washed over me!" 

he liked to say); I saw his absolute self-control, when things 

went awry, he could keep a stiff upper lip. Often, when I 

didn't know what to do next, I thought: What would Charlie 

do now? And things were alright for a while. A true man

friendship ••• , that's; like an iceberg: Only the last quar

ter of it's above the water. The rest swims underneath; one 

can't seoe it. Silliness - silliness ia only nice when it 

rests on seriousness. 

"Preach in Platt German," ro just heard Charlie say, 

"no - no." - "That's really nonsense, :Mr. Charlie," said the 

Princess. "Why not then? The farmers do understand it much 

better. Of course, your Platt ••• , but our Platt German •••• " -
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"Beautiful young lady," said Charlie, "that's not it. The 

farmers understand it for sure - and for exactly that reason 

they don't like it. In the church they don't want their 

e.veryday language; they don't have any respect for it - how 

much can something mean that you speak in the barn? They 

want the other, the unusual, the solemn. Otherwise they're 

disappointed and don't take the pastor seriously. So, and 

now we're undoubtedly going to the Chantant ••• , do you re

member, Fritzie?" 

And how I remembered! That came from Mr. Petkoff, from 

Rumania, from the Rumanian war theater, that we populated 

together. Mr. Petkoff liked to tell stories that were con

spicuously pointless, but they all ended in brothels. "So he 

says to me: Petkoff, you peeg, come we're going to the 

Chantant!" And the Princess wanted to know what happened 

there. Charlie demonstrated: "Petkoff said, slapping his 

thighs: Here a laidy and there a laidy ••• " - "But Charlie," 

said the Princess, "You'll make me turn red!" - "He had a 

girlfriend, Petkoff did. Before him she'd had thirteen 

lovers." - "Thirteen lovers," the Princess commended. "And 

how many fast men-?" 

The two of us walked away. 

The Princess stayed behind, to powder herself. "I 

don't understand how in God's. free nature one can powder 
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oneself," I said. "The air surely has ••• , the complexion 

is ••• " - "Go win the nobel prize and shut your trap," she 

said. "Listen, I'll tell you something honestly ••• " - "Dad

dy, men'll never understand it - and we 'really understand 

each other well. To each his own, Daddy. You don't put on 

make-up and I enjoy the benefit of powder. That's the way 

it is!" Now we sat on a bench. I grumbled: It 'They are all 

the same •••• tI' This sentence of Byron's made up half my 

English vocabulary. "Be nice to her onc'e," said Charlie, 

and the Princess became enthusiastic and cheerfully nodded 

agreement: "All right?" - ttHe, who makes his fianc~e his 

wife," said Charlie, "should also make his wife his fianc~e!" -

"Now give each other a kiSS:," I said. That they did. "Real

ly, be nice to her," said Charlie once again. He was a pass

erby. The passerby is always charitable and wise, has good 

and clever words for everything and passes by. We, who 

stay •••• But this little cloud was quickly gone. Because 

Charlie said the intelligent words: "At home they always 

say: There's more to marriage than four naked legs in bed." 

"Charlie," I said abruptly, "what will become of us? I 

mean ••• , later ••• , in our old age ••• ?" 

He didn't answer right away. Instead, the Princess did: 

"Daddy, do ·you still r.emember' Villa twas'. written on the. old 

clock we saw together in LUbeck and couldn't buy at the 

time?" -'''Yes,'' I said. "There it was written: Let the 

years speak." 
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I looked at her and she gave the look back, with our 

eyes we held each other by the hand. She was with me. She 

was a part of me. She cared for me. 

But when we came home there was a big bouquet of carrots, 

celery and parsley. It was from Charlie, that's the way he 

loved, when he loved. 

2 

"Jus:t let the Mistress Director see that! It said the chamber

maid Emma. ttToday she's in just the right mood!" 

The laughter of the four little girls was suddenly si

lenced. One bent over bashfully for her books which they 

had just been throwing at each other. Hanne, the fat Hanne 

from East Prussia, started to ask a question. "What is it? 

Is Mistress Director ••• ?" - uWell, go ahead!'.' said the maid, 

and laughed maliciously. "You'll see!" And left quickly. 

The four stood together for an instant, then disappeared 

s·peedily in the corridor. Hanne was the last. 

She had just opened the door to her room, where the 

others, who tried to get their swimming things' together, 

already were, when the shrill voice of Mrs. Adriani-was dis

tinguishable from the floor below - how loud she must speak 

that\ one· can hear so clearly! The girls s:tood like wax 

figures .• 

"So? Ah-ha! You didn't know that! The good little 

Lisa didntt know that! Haven't I told you a thousand times 
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that one should not leave the closet door open? What? 

Right?" - One heard, as if from insi.de a box of cotton, a 

very soft whining. Upstairs, they looked at each other and 

breathed, they shuddered with fear. "youtre a real mess!" 

said the far away voice. "A dirty mess! What? The closet 

opened by itself? Oh, come on now.... And - what 's this 

here? Well? Since when do you keep food in your laundry? 

Well? You thorough scamp! Itll give you-It 

Wow the whining became louder~ so loud that one could 

hear it c'learly! They could not hear any slaps-: . Mrs. Ad

riani did not use slaps, she cuffed. "Here - and there -

an~ now ••• , I'll give you all ...... Fortissimo: "Everyone 

downstairs! To the dining hall!" 

Life came into the wax figures upstairs; they threw 

their swimming things on the beds, they suddenly had bright 

red heads, and one, the eternally pale Gertie t' had tears in 

her eyes. One heard, quickly uttered: "Come on! Hurry!"', 

then they went down, they almost ran~ silently. 

The girls came out of every door; they had shocked 

faces, one asked so,ftly: "What's the matter ••• ?" and was 

immediately banished to silence; when it thunders it's bet

ter not to speak. There was t~ampling on the steps, foot

steps, rumbling, door slamming ••• , now the dining hall was 

full. The last one was Mrs. Adriani, a red cloud, with the 

crying Lisa Wedigen in hand. 
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The face of the woman was reddened, her life motor ran 

at capacity; she lived twice as intensely when she was so 

agitated. "Everybody here-?" She looked over the girls, 

with the glance which everyone believes is meant for him. 

Hard: "Lisa Wedigen stole food!"- ttl ••• ,tI what the little 

one wanted to say -a.tuck in her throat. "Lisa Wedigen steals. 

She stole from our food," said Mrs. Adriani with emphaSiS, 

"Stolen, and she hid it in her closet. The closet was in 

horrible disorder, of course, as always with thieves; the 

laundry was soiled with food, the closet door was open. Pay 

attention or take the consequences. You know, as I told you 

at the very beginning, when one does something wrong, then 

everybody suffers. That's justice. I'll give you all ••• ! 

Alright: 

~Lisa gets no food tonight. She may not go walking 

with us for the next eight days, but, rather, stays in her 

room. Tomorrow she only gets a half-portion of food. No 

swimming today. You will all do writing exercises. Lisa 

es}pecially; she'll copy four chapters from the Bible. You 

are a totally disgraceful bunch! March - to your rooms!" 

Silent and uneasy, the crowd trooped out through both 

doors, some looked at each other meaningfully, the hardened 

swung their arms in a carelessly defiant manner; two cried. 

Lisa Wedigen was sobbing, she looked at no one and no one 

looked at her. The Child looked up -
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The big pad-calender on the wall showed a 27, a black 

21. As the Child pushed herself through the door with the 

others a draft turned the pages of the calender ••• , so many 

pages there were t; so many pages. And when this calender was 

used up Mrs. Adriani hung up a new one. The gaze of the Child 

fell on the portrait of Gus'tav Adolf that hung in the corri

dor. He had it good. He was here and yet he was not here. 

They did nothing to him. Remarkable, that people do not do 

anything to objects. The Child thought: One more time, and 

I run away, I run away from here •••• 

In the rooms a quiet activity prevailed. The swim 

suits and towels were put away, trembling hands tore open 

drawers and rummaged around hastily inside, a whisper in

terrupted this noise. 

Downstairs, in the dining hall, stood Adriani, alone • 
• 

Her breath was fast, at first cold, she had worked her

self into a rage, for what she thought were pedagogical rea

sons and now whe was raging, because she was really raging. 

Her biting anger tempered only after she thought of the per

formance in which she had just appeared. She had had such an 

attentive audience •••• Everything depended on having an au~ 

dience. She looked around. Here was everything, to the 

plaster on the walls, the putty in the gaps of the,windows, 

the linoleum and the door hinges - everything was counted, 

controlled, written down and looked after. There was nothing 
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here that was not under rule. She felt, when she looked at 

the burning hearth - it would burn softer. Here was her em

pire. Because of that, Mrs. Adriani did not like to go out 

with the children very much; she loathed the walks as much 

as she possibly could since nature did not stand' at attention 

before her. Her will stormed through the spacious country

house that she had not looked at as just a house for a long 

time - it was a sovereign empire, a small world in itself. 

Her world. She kneaded the children. She molded forty 

children daily, the domestics and her nieces - the husband 

did not count; with so many pieces she played a lively, 

painful, delightful game. And always mated the others. And 

was always victorious. The secret of her success wasn't one: 

She believed in this victory, could work like a plow horse 

and kept her feelings to herself. 

She considered herself a unique pers.on, the Adriani did. 

And yet she had many brothers and sisters. 

3 

It was a colorful summer day - and it made us very happy. In 

the morning the clouds had disappeared quickly; and now the 

wind calmed down, and big, white pads of cotton glowed high 

on the blue sky, they left about half of it uncovered and 

dark-blue - and there stood the sun and rejoiced. 

"We won't go beddy-by today either," said Charlie, who, 

remarkably t didn't want to go to sleep after lunch. "Instead 
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we don't go to sleep and moreover we go into the fields. 

Hop-hop!" 

Up and away. Farmers passed, we greeted them and they 

said something we didn't understand. ttYust don lern Swaydish!" 

said the Princess. "When you can speak the native language 

so pahfect, then it not be so nice anymore. Th' tree of 

knowledch i' not always th' tree of life." - "Lydia," I said, 

"we did want to go by the children's-home." And we went. 

Around the lake, along the highways; once a car came 

weaving toward us, you can't call it anything else, it ~ig

zaged so much. A young man sat at the wheel, with that stu

pid and strained look, like beginners have at the wheel. He 

was completely full of attentiveness, frenzy and fear. His 

teacher sat next to him. We jumped to the side since the 

youngster would surely have rathered run over us three than 

an ant which he must have just seen •••• Then we left the 

road, into the forest. 

The paths in Sweden sometimes lead through tiny estates, 

the gate is open, and one goes on over the courtyard. There 

w·ere little houses there, quiet and clean.... "Look, that'll 

be the children:':s-home," said Charlie. 

On a little knoll lay an elongated house; that surely 

was it. We went slowly closer. It was ~otally silent. We 

stopped. "Tired?" - And we sat down on the moss and rested. 

A long, long time. 
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A door banged suddenly inside the house - it was like 

a shot. Silence. The Princess lifted her head. 

"Wonder if we'll get a chance to see the strict tea .... " 

I didn't finish. A little door on the transverse side of 

the house had opened and out of it shot a little girl. She 

ran like a blindman, no, like an animal: She did not need 

to see where her feet were stepping - instinct propelled 

her. First, she ran a little bit s~raight ahead, then she 

looked up, and, with a lightning-fast movement, took evasive 

action and ran r igh t into our arms. "Now ••• , now," I said. 

The child looked up, as if awakening from a long sleep. Her 

mouth opened, closed again, the lips trembled, she said noth

ing. Now I recognized her: We had met her on our walk, with 

the other children. "Well ••• ," said the Princess. "You're 

in a>hurry ••• , where do you want to go? To play?tt 

Then the little girl let her head drop and began to 

cry ••• , I had never heard anything like that. Women are, 

when sorrow comes, less lyrical than we men - they are, 

therefore, of more help. The Princess bent over. "What ••• , 

what's the matter-!l.'.a.nd wiped the child's tears. "What's 

wrong with you? Who did something to you?" The ,Child swal

lowed. ttl ••• , she ••• , I ran away once already today •.• , the 

Mistress Director ••• , Lisa Wedigen stole, she wants to whip 

me, she wants to whip us all, I don't get anything to eat 

today - I want my mommy! I want my mommy!" - "Where is your 
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mother?" asked the Princess. The little one did not answer; 

she stared fearfully at the house and made a movement, as if 

she wanted to run away. "Now stay here a moment - what's 

your name?" - "My name is Ada," said the little one. "And 

what else?" - "Ada Coll·in." - "And where is your mommy?" -

"Mommy ••• ," said the Child, and then something no one under

stood. "Does your mommy live here too?" The Child shook 

its head. "Where then?" - "In Switzerland. In Zurich •.•• " -

"And so?" I asked. Only men can ask such dumb questions. 

The Child did not look up; she had not comprehended the ques

tion at all. We were standing around, somewhat perplexed. 

"Why did you run away then - now tell it all exactly. Tell 

everything-" began the Princess again. 

"Mrs'. Adr iani whips us ••• , she didn' t give us any food 

today ••• , I want my mommy ••• ! I want my mommy!" Charlie, 

as usual, thought quickly and clearly. "Let's write down 

where the mother lives," he said. "Tell us,~ the Princess 

asked, "where your mother lives." - The Child hiccuped. "In 

Zurich." - "Yes, but where there ••• ?" - "Hott ••• , Hott ••• , 

she's coming, she's coming!" cried the Child and tore away. 

We held her tight and looked :up. 

In the house a door h~d opened, and out of it, quickly 

and energetically, a red-haired woman. She came toward us 

rapidly. "What are you doing with the child there?" she 

asked, without any greeting. 
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I took off my hat. "Good day," I said politely. The 

woman did not look at me once. "What do you have to do with 

the child? What is the child doing with you?" - "She ran ' 

here from the house and cried," said Charlie. 

"The Child is a deserter and a ne'er-do-well. It al

ready ran away once today. Give me the child and don't con

cern yourselves with affairs that are none of your business!" -

"Slowly, slowly," I said. "The child was crying so horribly; 

she claims you hit her .. " The woman looked me straight in 

the eye, ready for battle. "I? I did not hit it. No child 

is hit here. I have parental authority over the Child. I 

have it in writing. What do you think? In my house disci

pline and order reign ••• , don't incite the children against 

me! This is !!!I. house!" she c'ried suddenly and pointed to 

the buil~ing. "That may be," I said. "But something is not 

right here - the child ran out of there in mortal terror 

and ••• " The woman seized the child by the hand and looked 

at me angrily; a little flame stood in her green eyes. 

nyou come with me," she said to the Child. "Right now! 

And you leave! Go!" - "It would be nice," said Charlie 

slowly, "if you would speak somewhat more politely with 

us." - "With you I do not want to speak at all," said the 

woman. The Princess had bent down, she wiped the tears from 

the child, who had, turned pale. "What are you whispering 

to the Child?" cried the woman. "You have nothing to whisper! 
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You aren't responsible for the Child - I am! 1 am in charge 

here - I amI 1 am!" In her eyes, the little flame •••• 

Heat radiated from her person. 

1t'1 believe, we'll leave the ]a dy alone-It said Charlie. 

The woman snatched at the Child once more; she snatched as 

if at an article; 1 felt: She didn't mean the child, she 

meant her sovereignty over the child. The child was white 

with fear, she pulled her along behind her; no one spoke. 

Now they were at the house. I made half a motion as if I 

wanted to delay something ••• , now the two disappeared through 

the big door, the door closed, a key rattled. Over. 

There we stood. "Very pretty ••• ," said Charlie. The 

Princess put her handkerchief away. "You are both a couple 

of colQs,sal donkeys," she said energetically. "Good, It I 

said, "but why?" - "Come wi th me." 

We w~nt a bit into the forest. "You ••• ," said the Prin

cess. "We cantt make war here, I realize that. But we do 

want to help the child, don't we? So, and what's. the moth

er's name:?" - "Collin. Mrs. Collin," I said proudly. "Good

and how do you want to help?" Yes, that was; right. We did 

not know the address:. Zurich ••• , Zurich ••• , what had the 

child said about that? 

"I told her quietly,tt continued the Princess,. "that we'd 

come to the house in half an hour - she should try and smug

gle the address out to us on a slip of paper. I can't 
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imagine it'll work - th' po' child i:'· too very frightened. 

Well ••• , we can see •••• No, i' that a dragon! She really 

i' c-ross-grained! She spits fahr!" 

"A splendid woman,," said Charlie. "I should like to 

marry her. Really, I must say ••• , I must say •••• " - "Let's 

lay down in the grass for a while," said the Princess. Vie 

lay down. 

"'Did you se e that, CharI ie ,It I said, "the hair was 

really bristling on that old woman! I've never seen such a 

thing •••• " - "One can make-up the rear end as much as one 

wants," said Charlie, Ita respectable face won It come of it. 

The woman ••• n - "Quiet," said the Princess. We listened. 

From the house, that lay a little way behind us, pierced a 

voice, a high, scolding voice. One could not understand 

what was said - one could only hear that someone yelled ex

citedly. I got hot. Maybe she hit the child. 

nAy," said Charlie. The meadow disappeared,. as if 

through a fog, the al to voice of the Princess,:- "We go di

rectly to the house;.,afterwards - we have to do that." ••• a 

gigantically oval r~ng, above, under the stone arch, red, 

unfurled flags; below, the arena, then a high stone wall, 

over that, the first rows of spectators, tier by tier, thou

sands of heads, until they were lost above in brown light. 

Below, in the middle, someone hung on a c·ross; a panther 
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sprang up at him and tore off' one piece of flesh after the 

other •••• The man did not scream, his head lay laterally 

on his left shoulder, he was, surely, already unconscious. 

Dust, and the drone of the crowd •••• A little grated door 

opened, a pair of men in leather loin-clothes kicked .tremb~;. ~ 

ling people befor~ them into the big ring: Four men and a 

woman. Three of them were dressed in rags; the woman was 

half naked, and they had put make-up on one; he wore, which 

was horrible to see, a mask and a crown of gold-leaf: An 

actor of his own death. The grated door closed from the 

inside. The two men stood behind it: Spectators of their 

own profession. To the side, a pair of animals had been 

l~yiqg in the sand, a tiger and a lion. \f.hen they saw the 

people driven in they got up, lazy and mean.. One of the four 

victims oarried a weapon - a twis·ted sword. The panther at 

the cross had let up on the one up there; he lay and chewed 

on a torn-off arm. The blood ran. 

And the lion had suddenly crouched, ready to ~pring; now 

he was enraged, someone, from the protected place above the 

wall, had maliciously thrown a burning piece of wood onto his 

head. The animal roared. The gladiator stepped forward with 

a movement that was meant to be heroic but turned out pit

ifully. A tuba sounded; its timbre was red. The lion 

sprang. He jumped directly over the gladiator onto the 
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made-up one. He caught him, the mask showed the same idi

otic expression - then he dragged the s:creaming man the 

length of the arena. Two tigers had attacked the gladiator. 

He defended himself powerfully, with the courage of desper

ation; he struck out around himself, at first with some kind 

of a plan, then senselessly and without judgement. One of 

the animals prowled around him, it went back on quiet paws, 

then both were over him. Like a bang it went through the 

circus. "Rrrrhach-!" roared the crowd - it was ~ groan. 

The people had jumped up from their seats, they stared down, 

enraptured, in order not to lose one detail, they looked 

here and there; wherever they looked: Blood, -despair, groans 

and roaring - people suffered there, living flesh quivered, 

w,riggling toward death in the sand, those above in safety -

it was wonderful! The whole circus bathed in cruelty and 

delight. Only the lowest rows sat there still and a little 

haughty, they did not show a movement. They were the sen

ators and their wives, vestal virgins, the royal court, high 

military commanders and rich men ••• ~ they coolly handed each 

other candy from little jars, and one rearranged his toga. 

Cries stimultated the animals, to make them still angrier; 

cries fell on the cowardly fighter below, who had not known 

anything about defending himself ••• , persJpira tion and yell

ing, the animal mass rolled in an orgasm of lust. It brought 
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forth cruelty. What went on here was a single, big, shame-

less procreative act of destruction. It was the lust ~or 

the negative - the sweet sliding off into death, of others. 

For that, day after day: Making sandals, copying parchments, 

hauling mortar, paying visits to the nobility and waiting the 

long morning in Atrium; weaving cloth and washing linens, 

painting earthenware and selling stinking fish ••• , in order 

finally, finally to enjoy this great holiday: The one in the 

amphitheater. Everything, but everything, that the days had 

pressed into these bourgeoisie and proletariat- of hypocrisy, 

of repression, of day-dreams and unfulfilled lust -here it 

could be let out. It was like love fulfillment, only more 

furious, hotter, more sizzling. Like a pointed jet of flame 

the lust rose from the four.;.thousand people - they were ..Q!!!:. 

body that exhausted itself totally, they were the beasts of 

prey that mangled the people below, and they were the mangled. 

Cruelty opened its eyes - it had already had so many names, in 

every century another one. They breathed hurriedly, the wild

est flood was out of them, now the rest gushed forth in loud, 

blustering discussions, in shouts, and in signs they sent over 

the heads of one another, thumbs turned down; a thousand voices, 

speaking and shouting, resounding, and only here and there in 

the arena arose a warning signal of suffering. Here the 

criminal desires' of the populace were drained off - now 

they wo:uld not murder anyone soon; the animals had done it 
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for them. Afterwards they would go into the templ'es, to 

pray. No, to entreat. Below, the first warders step-ped ~;Qn

to the sand and set about putting hot irons to the bodies, 

those who lay there - were they really dead? Had they not 

defrauded the masses over a drachma of pain? In a corner, 

someone fought over his expiring minutes, the animals dis

appeared, spitting and excited - satisfied, through the lit

tle grated doors, the sand was cleaned, and above, in the 

highest rows, the last pleasure, that had found life in suf

fering, simmered down. "What's gotten into you?" asked the 

Princess. "Nothing," I said. 

"You m'ean that we're actually going back to the house 

afterwards?" asked Charlie sceptically. 

"Naturally, we're going," said the Princess. "The 

child must be helped - we have to help!" And suddenly some

thing arose in me, it was such a stifling madness that I 

had to stand up and breathe deeply - the two of them looked 

at me wonderingly. Suddenly I experienced the same lust 

for destruction, for the suffering of others; to be able 

to make this woman suffer •••• Oh, ecstacy of the good and 

righteous crusades, you laxative of the immoral! With a 

cold stream of water I extinguished it, while I breathed 

out. I knew the mechanism of this lust: It's twice as 

dangerous because it has an ethical foundation; to torment 
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in order to do a good work ••• , that's a very wide-spread 

ideal. "Shall we ~o?" We went. 

When we saw the house again we were as silent as com

mandos. tlOne left, one around back,tt said Charlie. "Some

one has to stay with the Princess, however," I said. "The 

woman's able to and does hit." - "Then you go there," he 

said. "I'll try it from the left." We sneaked closer. 

The house lay still, completely still. Was she watch

ing us from a window? Did she have a dog around? Still: 

It was a strange piece of land; we had no right to be there. 

The woman was in the right. What a Prussian thought! A 

child suffered~ Go. 

Everything was silent. One could see for miles from 

here, past the house, into the country. There lay Lake Ma
ler, there was Gripsholm Castle, red, with the thick cupola, 

and the mixed woodland, firs and birches. 

"Shh," said the Princess. Nothing. Charlie was not 

to be seen. I looked at her questiongly. We slowly went 

farther, and treaded carefully, like walking on ice. Was 

there a face behind the window - a circular pane ••• ? Illu

sion, it was a reflection. We went closer to the house. 

The Princess looked around everywhere. Suddenly she went 

forward - ttHurry!" she said - she ran toward a white spot 
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that was not far from the house, in the grass ••• , a little 

piece of paper lay there. In back of us Charlie wal~ed 

slowly by the fence. The Princess bent over, looked at the 

paper, picked it up and strode quickly on. 

We hurried up, until we were outside the enclosure. 

"Well?" said Charlie. 

The Princess stood still and reaa from the paper: 

Collin Zurich Hottinger S'tret 104. 

The back side of a:oalendar page, in shaky child's 

handwri tinge ·'stret" was wri tten wi th one "E". "We have 

that behind us!" said the Princess. "Off into battle, Tor

eador" Charlie whistled. 

4 

We ran in and out of each other, like Indians when they go 

on the warpath. All three. spoke at once. "Slow down- tf said 

the clever Charlie. "Cable ••• , you're all mixed up. First 

we write the lady a sensible letter. It should say •••• ., 

What happened now ••• , I wouldn't want to go through 

it again. It was a battle. Not one letter was written 

fourteen were wri tten, always one after th.e other, then 

three at a time, and while I hacked around on my machine, 

until it was hot, the other two filled up their sheets. It 

was like ~one:of those old-fashioned party-games ("What does 
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he do? What does she do? Where did they get to know each 

other?"), and each wanted to read his first, and each found 

his writing the very best and the very finest and that'of 

the others impossible, from top to bottom. "Impossible!" 

said the Princess. "That's all chilerns play, that is!'' -

I wanted to make a retort. ttYe be zo clever," she said. 

"Ye should go t' a poodle's wedding. Now do that out of I 

love for me ••• ," and everything began again from the beginning. 

In the end three rough copies were left - on the se

lect list. Charlie had written a legal letter, I, an ele

gant one, and the Princess, a clever. And we took that. 

In it we explained, shortly and clearly, what we'd 

seen, and that we d1dn't wan t te get mixed up in the' Collin 

family family-affairs and that she certainly shouldn't write 

to the woman since that would surely bring ill-fortune, and 

that she needn't get upset, we would check, in the meantime, 

on what we could do - but that she should allow us to speak 

with her once on the telephone. "So," said the Princess, 

and sealed the envelope. "There we have it. Away with it 

immediately. To th~ post office-I" When the letter plunked 

into the box a weight was lifted from our hearts. "Such a 

child •.• ," I said. "Such a little object-I" And the two 

of them laughed at me Violently. 
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"Heh, give me a cigarette," said Charlie who liked to 

smoke other people's cigarettes, and to use their tooth~aste. 

("One must use friendship," he liked to say.) Do you know, 

incidentally," he said in the evening stillness, as we slowly 

went through the streets of Mariefred and looked at the dis

play windows:, "that 11m leaving tomorrow evening?" Bump-

we'd forgotten that. The eight days were up -yah-

"Don ye want t' stay with us a spell longer, Chuck?" 

asked the Princess. "Your ladyship," said the handsome hoo

ligan, and stretched out his arm, "unfortunately my vacation 

has run out - I must. I must. Your lord- and ladyship, 

that was, I must say, a strenuous conference!" He stopped 

there. "Well,.~you really are an expert at conferences ••• , 

you civil servant!" - "I don't insult you with 'man of let-" 

ters' either, you ••• , rowdy. The old Eugen Ernst always said: 

When a pers"on doesn't have anything to do then he gets some 

others and they have a conference. And, at the end, when 

all have spoken, he confirms it. And then it's over. And 

now sit down to your writing plow once again and write a tel

egram card for Jacob!" That I did. 

"I think," I said to Charlie, "that it must be a one 

word telegram. Otherwise it'll be too expensive. There: 

cableimmediatelyifwantto
acquireindigenouslakemaler
forpurposeofirrigationreal-
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watergua~antiedifonlysuitablefor

swimmingpurposesalmostrespectfully
fritzieandcharliechiefwatercommissioners." 

"Well, then we want to prepare the farewell drink for 

him, right?" said Lydia. We prepared. We crept around and 

pestered our good hostess so that we got something to drink; 

we went shopping and decided everything wasn't nice enough; 

we set up and unpacked, and •••• "What is there to eat?" in

quired Charlie. "What would you like?" as,ked the Princess. 

"I would like woodchuck-tail soup best. II - "Pardon me?1t -

"Don't you know that? These young people! In my day ••• , 

O.K., wuodchuck-tail soup was acquired in the far north from 

the eskimos. They hunt the woodchucks until they lose their 

tails from fear, in this manner-It At which point we threw 

two pillows at his head and we went downstairs and ate. 

"I'd really like to go, by way of Ulm, to tell the truth," 

said Charlie. "I have a girl standing there - I ',d like to 

ignore her." - "You should be ashamed!" said the Princess. 

"Is she pretty?" I asked. "Well, how else could she be ••• , 

your women •••• " He grinned, and: Yours maybe •.• , he surely 

couldn't say now. "How do you want to ~'-by',way~"of~ :U'lm?" 

I asked. "You don't come near there." - t.,! 'm not going by 

way of Ulm either," Charlie said. "I merely wanted to •••• " -

"He's an outspoken casanova," said the Princess. "You, old 
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girl-n I said, "sometimes he lets action follow his romantic 

words, and then things get livelier." Charlie smiled, as 

if we were speaking of a completely different wildman, and 

then we uncorked the whisky with a resounding "pop," where

upon Charlie was named "Mr. Popke," and we sat and didn't 

drink much. We talked ourselves drunk. The four candles 

shimmered in the light breeze. 

"Just smoke your pipe," said Charlie. "Just smoke. 

He can't take nicotine, Princess. Maybe the pipe "is new?" -

"That's it exactly," I said. "I have to break it in. Man, 

breaking in pipes •••• " - "Can't that be done with machines?" 

asked the Princess. "I heard something like that." - "It 

can be done with machines," said Charlie. "I had a friend 

in school, in the twelfth grade, who discovered how to break 

in pipes with an air pump. I don't know how he did it any

more, but he did it. I'd given him my new pipe, a wonder

ful new pipe. And he must have worked the pump too hard ••• , 

and the pipe burned itself out, and all that was left was a 

pile of ashes. He had to buy me a new one. For me this 

story always seems symbolic .••• Yeah. But symbolic of what: 

I've forgotten." Vie became silent, deep in thought. 

itA donkey," said the Princess. We wanted to protest 

but she meant a real one that came from behind the trees. 

He doubtlessly wanted a Vlhisky too. We immediately stood 
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up and petted him, but donkeys don't like to be petted; a 

wise man found out that it's the ill-fortune of the donkey 

to be called "donkey" - since just because of that they're 

so mistreated. We treated this one well and named him Joa-

chim. And we played records for him •••• "Playa IiI bit 

from Cabmen-It said the Princess. "No! Play the thing with 

the Ii ttle gnomes ••• !" There was a piece of music that had 

a little tooting march rhythm and the Princess maintained 

a pantomime had to accompany it, in which tiny dwarves with 

little lanterns slipped hurriedly over the stage. I turned 

on the record with the gnomes, the apparatus ran, the don

key ate grass to it, we drank whisky and: "Another capfull 

forme!" said Charlie. And the Princess ate cheese and 

celery for dessert; something a big gourmet had once recom

mended to he~. "How does it taste?" Charlie asked. "It 

tastes-" the Princess sampled it slowly and carefully -

"it tastes like dirty laundry." Even Joachim shook his tail 

disapprovingly. 

And then we sang everything we knew for him, and that 

was a whole lot. 

"'King Salomen had three-hundred wives 
and that's the reason why 
he always missed his morning train 
kissing them all good-bye! '" 

- "Moo! '! said the donkey, and received a warning since 

he wasn't a cow, Charlie blew quiet melodies on ~ comb with 
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tissue paper and longed impetuously to go to the Chantant ••• , 

the Princess laughed a lot, sometimes undignifiably loud, 

and I was, like each of us, the only sober one in the bunch. 

Before we went to bed: "Lydia - he shouldn't write 

post cards again! He always writes cards." - "What kind ••• ?" 

she asked. "When he departs, completely absurd cards come 

the next day, he writes them in the train - that's his way 

of taking leave. He shouldn't do that; it bothers me so!" -

"Mr. Charlie, do you swear that you won't send us any cards 

this time?" - He gave his little word of honor. We trundled 

away to go beddy-by. 

And took him to the train station the next evening, to 

the little wheezing car, and they both gave each other a 

good-bye kiSS, that seemed rather long to me. And then he 

had to get on, and we stood by the car and gave him clever 

suggestions to carry with him on the journey, and he bared 

his: teeth at us, and as the car started up he spoke friendly: 

"Fritzie, I've taken your toothpaste with me!" and I threw 

my hat at him out of excitement and it almost rolled under 

the wheels, and then he waved, and then the little train 

disappeared around the corner, and then we didn't see any

thing more. 

And the next day four post cards arrived, one from each 

bigger station - up to Stockholm. On the last one stood the 

following: 
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"Dear Toni, 

Under no circumstances let the police callyoUl in 'about 

the false registration in the hotel - from the 15th • You 

may have to remain fas·t firm that you're my daugh ter. 

Dear friend, before I left this evening I looked at you 

from the side and must say that I was sincerely shocked. I 

believe that your hair's falling out. Dear friend! That's 

more than an omen - that's a symptom! 

Don't bother searching for the second canary - I took 

him for my dear little children. Where's the donkey? 

Dear Marie, please search immediately for my signet 

ring - it must be under your pillow. I know it for sure. 

Too bad about my wasted vacation! 

I am forever 

Your dear 

Charlie It 
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FOURTH CHAPTER 

1 

If our pastir don see it, I'll 
be at peace with th' lawd, say 
th' farmer - In raiped 'is oats 

on sunday. 

!tHow did everything happen so suddenly?" asked the Princess, 

as I fell sideways out of a shoulder stand. 

We did gymnastics. Lydia did gymnastics, I did gymnas

tics - and behind us, under the trees., Billie rolled around. 

Billie was no man, but was called Sibylle and was a girlwo-

man. "Oh boy, yah ••• ," said the Princess, and let herself 

fall to the ground, breathing hard, "if we didn't get clever 

and beautiful from it ••• " - "And thin," I said, and sat my

self down beside her. "How do you like her?" asked the 

PrinC'ess and pointeci- wi th her hand over to the trees:. 

"Fine," I said. "That's really a nice girl: Funny, 

playful, earnest when she wants - come into my arms!" - "Who?" 

"Her. " - "Daddy, with the arms ••• , this lady just >s.epera ted 

from her friend, but very correctly and nobly and in all 

friendliness." - "Who was that again?" - "The painter. A 

decent youngster - but it didn't go well anymore. Don't 

ask:her about it, she doesn't like to talk about it. That 

kind of hand has to be played alone." - "How long have you 

-
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actually known each other?" - "Well, a good ten years. 

Billie ••• , she's my Charlie, you know? I like her. And a 

man has never stood between us - I can't even imagine that. 

Look how she runs! She run like her pants afire!" 

Sibylle came over to us. 

It was beautiful to see her run; she had long legs, a 

taut torso, and her dark-blue swimsuit shone on the grassy 

green. 

"Well, you monkeys," said Billie and let herself down 

beside us. "How was it?" - "Beneficial," said the Princess. 

"The fat one did gymnastics, his knees are just about to 

come out his throat .... " he's: very well behaved. How long've 

you been skipping rope now?" - "Three minutes," I said, and 

was horribly proud. "How did you sleep~ Billie?" 

"Very well. We thought at first, when the lady cleared 

the little room out for us, that it'd be too hot because the 

sun came in the whole day •••• But it really isn't that hot 

here. No, I slept very well." We all looked attentively 

forward and swayed back and forth. 

"Nice that you came here," said the Princess and tick

led Billie on the back of the neck with a long piece of 

straw, very softly. tt~Ve 'd planned to live here like hermi ts -

but then his friend Charlie was here first, and now you -
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but it's still so quiet and peaceful ••• , no ••• , really •••• " -

"You're very indulgent, Mah Mahstress," said Billie and 

laughed. I loved her because of this laughter; sometimes 

it was silvery, but sometimes it came from a dove's throat -

then she cooed when she laughed. "What kind of pretty ring 

do you have there, Billie?" I said. "Nothing ••• , just a 

little morning ring •••• " - "Show it to me ••• , an opal? It 

brings, you know, opals bring bad luck!" - "Not to me, Mr. 

Peter, not to me. Maybe I should wear a diamond ring?" -

"Naturally. And with it you must scratch your name in the 

mirror of the chambre separee. Thatts what all of the great 

coquettes do." - "Thank you. Moreover, Walter told 

me that he was in Paris in a cabinet particulier and one 

woman had scratched something in the mirror there too. 

Guess what was written there." - "Well?" - "Vive l'anarchie! 

I found that :very~·beautiful· •. 'We were ·glad. ·:,~Shallwe .-gym

nastic some more?" I asked. "No, my ladies and gentlemen, 

what I be, I've hahd enuff of i'," said the Princess and 

stretched. liMy lesson is finished. Billie, your bathing 

suit's coming open!" She buttoned up her tights for her. 

Billie's body was brown, by nature or from the sun and 

sea from where she just came. With this tinted skin she had 

fawn co10red eyes and, strange to say, blond hair - real 
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blond hair ••. , it really didn't go with her. Billie's mama 

was a ••• , a what? From Pernambuco. No, it wasn't that 

way. The mama was German, she'd lived in Pernambuco with 

her German husband a long time, and something must have 

happened sometime ••• r Billie was, carefully appraised, a 

half-blood, a quarter-bloed •.• , something like that. A 

strange sweetness went out from her; when she sat there like 

that, legs drawn. -in, hands under her knees, then she was like 

a beautiful cat. One could look at her like ·that for-

ever. 

ttWhat kind of schnapps was. that that we drank last 

night?" asked Billie slowly and didn't take her eyes off 

something that took place within only her reach. The ques

tion was perfectly proper - but she made the wrong face 

along with it, a quiet, dreamy stare, and then this inquiry 

about the schnapps.... We la ughed. She woke up. "Well ••• ," 

she said. 

"It was Labommelschnapps schnapps," I said very ear

nestly. "No,'really ..• , what was it?" - "It was a. Swedish 

grain brandy. When oneonly~drinks one:glass; like:we did, 

it refreshes and's pleasant." - "Yes, very pleasant •.•• " 

We quieted down again and let the sun shine upon us. The 

wind breathed over us, fanned the skin and ·washed through 
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the pores in which the blood sang. I was in the minority 

but it was nice. Mostly the two formed a union - not against 

me ••. , but a little without me. With all partiality, when 

I walked along beside them I suddenly felt that very old 

child-like feeling that little boys sometimes have: Women 

are strange, other beings, that you'll never understand. 

What all do they have there, how are they under their 

skirts ••• , how is it with them? My youth fell at a time 

when the rigging of the lady was a very complicated affair -

to think of all they had to hook and button when they got 

dressed! Adultery must have been an entangling affair. To

day the men button much more than the women; if they're 

clever they can open themselves like a zipper. And some

times, when I hear women speaking with each other, then I 

think: They know the "It" of each other; they're subject 

to the same manipulation and fluctuation of their being, 

they get children in the same way •••• People always say: 

Women hate each other. Maybe because they know each other 

so well? They' know too much, one of the other, namely the 

essential. And that's the same with many. We others have 

it much more difficult. 

They sat there in the sun and chattered, and I felt 

good •. It was something like a eunuch's well-being; had. I 
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been proud, I could have said: Pasha's - but that wasn't 

it at all. I just felt so secure with them. Billie'd now 

been with us four days, and in these four days there hadn't 

been a false minute ••• , everything was all so easy and joy

ous. 

"How was he?" I heard the Princess ask. "He was a 

gentleman on top and at the bottom," said Sibylle, "in be

tween •••• " I didn't know of whom they spoke - I'd overheard 

it. nAh, wat, flim-flam!" said the Princess. "If one does 

nothing, ye should get away from tim at once. Wat this here 

lady it, this lady i' so dumb tha' as long as she - oh, well. 

Look! Shh'! sit very still - then he'll come closer.... And 

the way he twitches his little tail!" A little bird hopped 

closer, layed his head at an angle and flew away, scared by 

something that took place in his head - we hadn't moved. 

"What may that have been?" asked Billie. "That was a bull

blackbird," said the Princess. nOh, dUIIllb - that wasn't a 

blackbird ...... said Billie. "I want to tell you something," 

I said learnedly, "with such answers it doesn't matter at 

all if they're right. Just always answer. Jac0b once told 

the story of when he made a trip with his corps; there was 

always one who was the information buck. He had to know 

everything. And when he was asked: Vfuat kind of building 
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is that? - he said ~ tempo: That's the Lower Saxony Savings

Bank. He hadn't the faintest notion, but the whole world 

was satisfied" a gap was filled. That's how it is." The 

girls smiled politely, I was suddenly alone with my fun. 

Only the slightest second, and it was over. They stood up. 

"We still want to run," said Billie. "One time around 

the meadow. One, two, three - go!" We ran. Billie led; . 

she ran uniformly, well trained, the body functioned like a 

little exact machine ••• , it was a joy to run with her. Be

hind me the Princess panted now and then. "Run calmly," I 

said to IDJyself, ttyou must breathe through the nose - step 

with the whole foot - not so springy," and then we ran far

ther. With a deep breath Billie came to a stop; we were 

almost one time around the big meadow. "Huff'!" We were so 

warm. "Into the castle under the shower!" We took our 

bath robes and went slowly over the meadow; I carried my 

gym shoes in my hand, and the grass tickled my feet. It's 

nice to be together with the girls, without tension. With

out tension? 

2 

"What shall we take along for the child now?" 

"Candy," suggested Billie. "No," I said, "the old wo

man will forbid her to have it - or she'll have to distribute 
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them to the whole gang." - "We're going to buy buttons," 

the Frincess said. "I'll find something. Come on - oh 

shoot, hat. But Billie." \'e went. 

Mrs. Collin had written. She was very thankful and we 

were to go to Mrs. Adriani and talk with her and then we 

should call her. The expenses would gladly be •••• 

"Nat huddan! Ladi!" called the Princess. Billie looked 

at her thunderstruck and I had to explain that that meant 

"right" and "left" - that's how one drove donkeys in some 

plattgerman areas. God knows where these old calls could 

have originated. 

Yes, the child, the little object ••• , I thought about 

it with strength, that it would be bothered and hit; some

thing was impending here •••• As a youngster I always suf

fered from porch-fear, from that raging fear, into a strange, 

to go into a completely strange house - humbled, I finally 

went and fell, naturally, flat on my moral face. Animals 

scent fear. People scent fear. Since I learned, however, 

that everyone has to die it's ~one better. It took twenty 

years. The Platt-German expresses the matter much shorter 

and .less solemnly: ttWhat's he then? 'Is rear don't have 

but two halfs!" Yes, that's true. 
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And now I should, as' a strange man,. go to an ill-tem

pered, strange woman - for a moment I ran. through all the 

possibilities: Hansel with the gingerbread-witch, then: 

but I feel so embarassed ••• , and then it was over. It 

passed faster than one can write it. OVer. tlOne must," a 

wis:e Indian said, "kill the tiger in thought before the hunt -

the rest is then only a formality." Mrs. Adriani ••• ? I 

thought 'of my sergeant, of the beaten, c'rying child ••• , m', 

order. 

It'Be quiet," the Princes:s called into a window where a 

parrot cawed in its cage" "Be quiet. Otherwise you'll be 

stuffed!" The animal must have unders,tood German - now it 

be~me silent. Billie laughed. "You wanted to buy English 

sauce too," she said in one of those idea associations that 

only women are capable of. "Vie will - come, we're going 

to the Frutaffare, they have everything." The Swedes write 

many foreign words phonetically, it's a lot of fun. We, 

accordingly, bought "English sauce; the Princess sniffed sus

piciously at the corked bottle and, with hands and feet, 

made life hard for the sQl.es'.man; Billie threw down a jar 

of mus·tard-pickles, which, however, wi ths;tood such a thing 

well, they got off with a scare and just foamed a while in 

their vinegar •••• "Look, so much salt!" I·said. The Prin

cess looked at the barrel; "As a child I always thought: 
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If a drop of water fell into a salt storeroom it would con

sume :the whole stock." I had to think about that carefully 

and almost forgot to follow the two, they already stood on 

the street and munched raisins. "And we'll bring a doll for 

the child," said the Princess. "Come over here! Oh, stay 

there - Itll just be a ••• , no, Billie has to come with me." 

For a'\.tiny moment I was sorry, I'd have liked to stand a

lone with Billie on the street. What would we have talked 

about? Nothing, of cours,e. 

"Have you?" - "We have,tt called Billie. "Show me," 

I begged. "Not here on the street," she said. "Do you think 

the doll will catch cold?" said the Princess, and unwrapped 

the package. I peeked inside. There lay a Swedish girl, 

in the country garb of Dalarne, colorful and gay. She was 

covered up again. "'Tis~holier to wrap than to receive," 

said the Princess and tied the s·tring. "Yah, then shall 

we. • • • Will she shoot, the dear woman?" - "Just let me ••• !" -

"No, Daddy, I won't let you anything. You only lend a hand 

if she gets insolent and all goes topsy-turvy. You say the 

introduction and that we got the letter and all, and then 

I'll tlak with her." - "And I?" asked Billie. "You'll take 

a res,t in the forest for the time being, Billie; we can't 

possibly go to the woman like an army full of revenge. Then 

everything's quickly lost. It's already dumb - here it goes -
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alr~ady dumb that we're two. Two against one - that'll 

rile her from the start •••• " - "Nobody can rile more than 

she can. . What a de viI! " I'd taken Billie's arm. "Do you 

actually work here?" asked Billie. "I don't give a hoot 

about my work!" I said. "No - here we'll put in a produc-

tive pause •••• Billie, you're a nice man," I said u:mex-

pectedly. "Well, young folk~" the Princess said, and made 

a face like a well meaning aunt, who's pav:iLng the way for an 

engagement, "that's nice when you like each other!" I heard 

the undertones, in this moment I felt that they were real 

friends - there was no trace of jealousy here, the three 

of us really liked each other, in all directions. 

Now the pa t~ became familiar to me, there was: the fence, 

and there lay the little children's-home. 

Billie'd slowly gone farther on, we came to the door. 

No bell. There probably was no ringing allowed here. We 

knocked. 

After a long time footsteps came closer, a girl opened. 

"Kan Ni tala tyska?" I asked. "Good day ••• , yes, yes, what 

do you want?" she asked SIJiling. She was obviously glad to 

be able to speak German with us. "We would like to see Mrs. 

Adriani," I said. "Yes· ••. , I don't know if she has time. 

Mrs. Adriani is just now holding inspection, that is •.• , 
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she's looking after the children's articles. I will ••• , 

one moment •••• " 

We stood in a grey plastered hall, the windows were di

vided into little rectangles by wooden sticks; like bars, I 

thought. On the wall, some pictures of Swedish kings. Some

one came down the stairs. The woman. 

"Good day," we said. ttGood day," she s-aid calmly. "We 

come in behalf of Mrs. Collin in ~urich and would like to 

speak to you concerning the little one." - "Do you have ••• , 

a letter?"';she asked-, on the lookout. "Yes ma'am." - "Please." 

She went ahead and let us into a big room, a kind of 

assem:bly room, the girls probably ate here. Long tables, 

and_ many, marny chairs. In the corner, a smaller table, at 

which we sat down. We named our names. She looked at us 

questioningly and coldly. 

"Mrs. Collin wrote us that she would like 12S to check 

on her child - she, unfortunately, cannot come to Sweden 

this summer, but would like it, though, if from time to time 

someone was concerned about the child. n - ttl am concerned 

about the child," said Mrs. Adriani. "Are you ••• , acquain

tenances of Mrs. Collin?" - "Now it might be advantageous 

if we could speak with the little one; there are greetings 

from Mama to present and an instruction to carry out." -
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'tWhat kind of instruction?tI - ItI will give it to the lit

tle one myself - in your presence, naturally. May we speak 

with her?1I Mrs. Adriani stood up, called something in 

Swedish out the door and came~··back •. 

1II find your behavior more than remarkable, that I 

mus:t say. You recently conspire wi th the Child, mix your

selves into my educational methods •••• What is this? Who 

are you anyway?" - "We told you our names. Moreover ••• It -

"Mrs. Adr:iiani, ". said the Princess, "no one wants to control 

you here or interfere with your work. You certainly have 

many problems with the children - that·s clear. But we 

want to inform the mama in any case ••• " - "I'll take care 

of that alright," said Mrs. Adriani. "Positively. We want 

to let her know that we found the little one well and live-. 

ly ••• , and how it IS going for her, and ••• , here she comes." 

The child timidly neared the table at which we s~t; 

she walked uncertainly and haltingly and did not come very 

close. We looked at her; the Child looked at us. 

"Well, Ada," said the Princess, "how are you?" - The 

voice of Adriani: ttSay hello," and the Child drew itself 

together and stuttered something like hello. "Well, how 

are you?" - Mrs. Adriani did not take an eye off the child. 

The little girl spoke as if from behind a wall. "Fine ••• , 

thank you ...... 
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"Your mama sends you her best," said the Princess. 

"She says hi - and in this letter here she wants to know," 

the Princess fumbled around in her purse, tlif Will's grave 

is still in good condition. That must have been your little 

brother?" - The Child wanted to say nYes tt but it did not 

get to it. ttThe grave is in order.," said Mrs. Adriani, 

ttl take care of :that. We go every couple weeks to the cem

etery, that's a. duty, naturally. And the grave there is 

well taken care of, I watch over that, I carry the respon

sibility.1t - "Ah-ha ••• ," said the Princess. "And here, I've 

brought something for you~ a doll! Here! Do you play with 

the other girls, too?n The Child looked up fearfully and 

took the doll, her eyes darkened, she swallowed, swallowed 

again, let her head sink suddenly and began to cry. It was 

Eto pitiful. The crying changed everything. :Mrs. Adriani 

jumped up and took the Child by the hand. 

"You get out of here now and go upstairs ••• ,. that is 

nothing for you! You've heard the regards your mother sent 

now, and ••• ft - "One moment," I said. ItAda, if you ever have 

something important to report to your mother, we live in 

Gripsholm Castle." - "There will be nothing important to 

report from here," said the woman rather loudly, and went 

quickly to the door with the little one. "What is this -

now let's go - what is to be reported from here, that will 
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be reported through me - and you remember that •••• " Outside 

she spoke some more, we heard her scolding but could not un

derstand any more. "Shall I ••• " - "no quarrel," said the 

Princess. "The child will just have to bear the consequences 

of it. We'll telephone with Zurich and see about it later." 

We stood up. 

Mrs. Adriani came back, very red in the face. 

"Now I want to tell you something," she yelled, "if 

you dare show up here again I will c·all the police! You 

have absolutely nothing to do here - you hear me! That's 

unheard of! Leave my house this ins·tant. Do not cross my 

threshhold again! And do not try to go spying around here 

again. I will ••• , I have to get a dog," she said, as if to 

herself. "1 will write to Mrs. Collin, who you searched 

out - where is the letter anyway?" 

I waved the Princess away wi th my eyes:, no one answered, 

we went slowly to the house door. I felt when the woman be

came a little uncertain. "Where ••• , where is the letter?" -

We did not speak, we did not say good-bye, she had already 

taken care of that, we went out silently. Threaten? He who 

threatens is weak. We had not talked with Zurich yet. 

lNhen the woman saw that we were already at the door she 

broke down into unrestrained roaring; hurried steps were to 

be heard on the stone floor in the cellar below, all the 
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chambermaids ran together there and listened. "I forbid ••• , 

I forbid you once and for all to visit here! Get lost! And 

do not come again! Who are you anyway ••• , two different 

names! - you better get married!" she cried very~loudly. 

And then we were outside. The door closed with a bang. Slam •. 

There we stood. 

"Hm-" I said. "That was a great victory." 

1I\'ell, Daddy, there's nothing to do about it. That's 

a vixen - what do we have now?" - "We now have gotten a 

pale no;: as we Swedes say. So, we'll telephone." - "As 

soon as we get home. But if you don't tell Mrs. Collin 

exactly what's going on there ••• , how the little object 

looked. So wan ••• , and defeated! She scolds and scolds 

forever •••• She be meaner'n goose grease! Hell's bells, 

she has to be boiled in oil-!" I found that too expensive. 

We went toward the little forest in which Billie must 

have been. And grumbled horribly about Adriani. And 

looked for Billie. "Billie! Billie!" No nothing at all. 

"Wonder if this red-haired hussy is happy?" - "Daddy, you 

sometimes ask silly questions! Vfuether she's happy ••• ! 

The child's unhappy! Blast - what do we do then? We have 

to help the child! One can't stand by and watch that, and 

feel it! Dear God from Bentheim! Billie!" 

We almost stumbled over her. 
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She lay behind a little mossy rise, in a hollow; she 

lay on her stomach, the long legs stretched upwards, she 

read and, from time to time, kicked her feet together. 

"Yes? Well, wha t do you have ••• , what happened?" We told 

her, both at the same time, and now Adriani had already be

come a complete hell of little and big devils and the direc

tress of an ape dance school and positively a monster. 

Well, the woman was positively a strong number. 

I looked at the two while they discussed. How different 

they were! The Princess was.all fire 'a~d flame; the child's 

grief had enraged her, her heart was in it. Billie pitied 

the child, but it was like when a stranger says "Excuse me" 

in the subway ••• , she pitied her politely and was well bred 

and completely indifferent. Maybe because she hadn't exper

ienced all of it •••• The apathy of so many people results 

from their lack of imag~nation. 

"We still want to take a little walkas," said the Prin

cess. "Where to?" - "Are you coming with me? I'd like to 

look at the grave. Such a vixen •••• " The storm against 

the red.-haired one rumbled away slowly. W'e went, and made 

a wide detour around the childrents-home. "As soon as we 

get home - right away," said the Princess, "wetll notify 

Zurich. We just have to get the child out of the're! Mrs. 

Adriani is not without a certain special charm!" 
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Billie whistled softly to herself. I stared into a 

dark clump of trees and read from the leaves; I'd have liked 

to have Billie, I felt I wouldn't get her and now I had an 

ethical reason to put her lower than Lydia. Billie had no 

heart. Have you loved her heart you lier? She has such -: 

long legs •••• Yes, but she has no heart. 

We went slowly through the forest, the two held a con

versation - now they tittle-tattled. "Tittle-tattle," that's 

a word for gossip, to complain about someone. You couldn't 

follow it at'all, it went so fast. Hophophop ••• , too bad 

you can't be there when the others talk about you, you'd get 

the true notion of yourself, to some extent at least. No 

one believes that it's possible, so unsolemnly, so quickly, 

so indifferently-disrespectful to stick labels on people

bottles, like happens everyday. On others maybe - but on 

ourselves? 

Billie: " .•. he'd promised her and when it came time, 

nothing." - "Her stupidity," said Lydia, "upon receipt of 

the product - the money, as my papa always says. Trust! 

Trust! There's only one certainty: A man-trap. Right?" 

Remarkable the way she got that. She didn't really have such 

bad experiences behind her. 

Billie walked like a dancer, every part of her was 

flexible. She wore peculiar dress material - I didn't know 
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what it was called; it was a colorful and rough-woven thing, 

today, for example, she looked like an Indian who had cut 

herself a skirt out of her wedding tent ••• , and so many 

bracelets! Soon, I thought, she'll throw her arms in the 

air, the beautiful savage, and with a call of love, dive 

into the forest to the others •••• Too bad she doesn't have 

a heart. 

"Do you see, there's the cemetery. Sure, we'll make 

it in time for dinner - so!" We walked faster. A light 

wind had come up, then the gusts got stronger, a filmy rain 

fell. Sometimes the wind brought over something like the 

sea's breath, from the sea, the Baltic Sea. 

Now we'd arrived, there was the little wooden door, and 

above the low stone fence, old trees towered. 

It was an old cemetery; one saw that by the weather

beaten, slightly dilapidated graves on one side. On the 

other, the graves in orderly, pretty rank and file ••• , well 

taken care of. It 'was completely still; we were the only 

ones to visit the dead this afternoon - to visit whom? One 

only visits oneself when one goes to the dead. 

n\Vhich row ••• ? \Vai t a minute, she wro te it d own in 

the letter. ·7,ighteenth ••• , no, fourteenth ••• , one, two ••• 

four, five ••.• " We searched. "Here," said Billie. 

There was the grave. Such a little grave. 
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WILI~LM COLLIN 

, BORN. • • TIlED ••• 

and a couple of wind blown flowers. We stood. No one spoke. 

Whether it was the incident from before or the fact that it 

was such a tiny little grave, this contrast 'between the in

script~on Wilhelm Collin and the little knoll - that had 

not, in reality, been a Wilhelm but rather a defenceless lit

tle bundle of flesh that one had had to protect •••• I dido':t 

catch one tear, it rolled. "Don't bawl," said the Princess, 

who blinked, Itdontt bawl. The affair is much too. serious 

for crying." I was ashamed in front of Billie, who looked 

at us full of sYIupathy. Her eyes looked warm. She said 

something softly to the Princess and, when they both looked 

over at me, I felt it must have been something friendly. 

I forgot that I'd desired Billie, and fled to the Princess. 

In Gripsholm we placed a call to Zurich. 

3 

"There is, sot 0 s pe ak, moral i ty in c onflic t with the morals,~' 

said the Princess, and we were still laughing as we sat ~t 

the big table in our room. Our hostess had explained to 

Billie that it wasn't at all true that "all Swedes always 

swim nude," as one often heard it said. True, sometimes, 

in the rocks, when they were alone ••• , but generally they 
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were like all others, not at all wild in anything in par

ticular, except, maybe, that they lik to spend money when 

someone ,was watching. 

Outside the rain fell in pearly strings. 

"Thatts a happy rain," said Billie. That it was. It 

rustled powerfully above, dark-brown clouds moved quickly 

across the sky, maybe it was only us who were so happy in 

spite of everything. It was nice to sit here in the dry 

chamber and talk. What kind of perfume did Billie have? 

ttBillie, what kind of perfume do you have?" The Princess 

sniffed. "She concocted something for herself," she said. 

Billie turned a bit red - did it only look so to me? "Yes, 

I mixed. I always put something together ••• ," but she 

didn't say the names. 

"Billie, help me a minute - can you? Look!" The Prin

cess had been trying since yesterday to solve a difficult 

syllable puzzle. "I have here: Highland in Asia ••• , that 

I have. But here: Oriental name, masc •••• , Windriner? 

No, that can't be right - Catselenbows ••• ? Wrong too ••• , 

Fritzie! Say something!" - "What is actually his name?" 

asked Billie irrately. "One time you say Peter to him and 

then Daddy and now Fritzie again ••• !" - "He's called Ku-ert ••• ," 

said the Princess. "Ku-ert •.•• 's no name - if he's named 

Faredinahn or Leopold, like th' mayor!" Disdain all down 
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the line. But now Billie's cultural craving was sti~ulated; 

both heads bent over the newspaper. I sat lazily alongside 

and watched. And there, in front of the two •••• Cock-a

doodle-do, it went softly inside me, cock-a-doodle-do •••• 

They whispered and doubled up with laughter. I drew on the 

new pipe that was already broken in a little, and sat there 

with my expression that was supposed to represent good-na~ 

tured manly circumspection. Billie had just said something 

that, with licentious, imagination, could, to Borne extent, 

be taken to have a double meaning, the Princess sent me a 

look lightning-fast: It was like an underatanding between 

conspirators. Night-conspirators •••• By day almost nothing 

was s'aid about the night - but the night was in the day, and 

the day in night. "Do you still love me?" stood in the old 

stories. Only now - for the first time! 

They threw the puzzle away. "We'll try again after 

dinner," said Billie. "Do you go to sleep here well? I 

usually have to read myself to sleep - but here it goes so 

fast •••• " - "You have to do it like the Baroness Firks," 

said the Princess. "The Baroness Firks was, naturally, 

from Courland, and the Courlanders, they're Europe's phar

macists-: They're all a little touched. And when the old 

lady couldn't get to sleep at night, she got on a rocking

horse and rocked un til. • •• Ye s 7 Vlha t is i t 7ft ' Some one had 
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knocked. A head in the door. "Tele.phone? Zurich! " All 

three of us ran. 

A little battle at the phone. "Let me ••• , can't you 

get away for a minute ••• ? Dear Lord.... Let me go!" Me. 

"Hello!tt Nothing. As always wi th long-distance : At 

first nothing. One could hear a soft buzzing in the ear 

piece. These sounds are different in every coun.try from 

which one telephones; from France, for example, a silvery' 

light flood runs through the lines, and one gets a longing 

for Paris •••• Here it buzzed. They'd assuredly pu~ in new 

lines to Switzerland because of the political conferences •••• 

"Mariefred? Please answer!" - And then clearly, but softly, 

a plaintive voice. Mrs. Collin. 

"This is Mrs. Collin. You wrote me? How is Ada?" -

"I don't want to upset you - but she must get out of there." 

"Yah, how come? For God's ••• " - "No, as far as health goes 

the child's alright. But, I'll write you tonight exactly -

this Mrs. Adriani is an impossible school-mistress. The 

child seems so intimidated •••• " And I disclosed. I b:t.urted 

out everything, the whole fury and the whole sympathy and 

the rancor due to the defeat that afternoon and my aversion 

to such dominating women ••• , I disolosed:.;9verything.·- And 

the Princess rushed around madly shaking her fist. Mrs. 

Collin was silent a moment. "Hello?" - "Yes, what do we do 
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now~ •• ?" The Princess nudged me and whispered something. 

r parried with my head: Leave me alone! 

"I suggest that you write us a letter with which we 

can pick up the child. Send a check for what you probably 

owe ••• , if it's more I'll gladly advance it. And don't 

write to the woman, otherwise she won't let the child go 

right away but just pester her some more - so write to~us. 

Mrs. Adriani surely knows your writing. Alright, agreed." 

Pause of irresolution. r gave a Berlin reference. 

"Yes, if you think so. Oh ••• , but where shall I take the 

child?" - ItI have some business to take care of in SWitzer

land - I'll bring Ada to you, and we'll find something else 

for her right away; but she must get out of there. Really

it won~t work. Agreed?" 

The voice was plaintive, but seemed a little firmer. 

"It's so nice the way you help me. You don't know me at 

all!" - "I saw it there, you know, it won't work. O.K., 

done?" - "Certainly. We'll do it that way." And after that 

some small talk. Click. Hung up. Over. The two danced 

a wild dance, one time around the whole room. I held onto 

the receiver a moment. "Thankgod ••• ," r:said. - "Will she 

do it now?" asked the Princess, a little breathless. "What 

did she say?" asked Billie •. Now she was with the affair a 

little more - no longer just politely partic~pating like in 
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the afternoon. Campaign comrade Billie •.•• I r~ported. 

And then all three of us danced. 

"That's wunnerful!tt said Lydia. "When can her letter 

get here? Today is Tuesday, Wednesday ••• , Thursday •••• In 

three days, right?" We all shouted together and were so 

happy. Inside of me was something like: To do good tastes 

sweet, revenge yields interest, and love thy neighbor like 

the hammer the anvil. "May I lead the young ladies to pas

ture?" We went to eat. 

"Billiept I said. "If the old privy counselor Goethe 

saw that! Water in wine! Where did you pick up this detest

able habit! he said to Grillparzer, when the latter did that. 

Or did he say it to someone else? But he did say it." - "I 

can't take so much," said Billie, and her voice rang like 

when a silver ring falls into a goblet •••• "Can Margot, 

maybe, take more?" asked the Princess. "Mar_got •.• ," said 

Billie and laughed. ttl asked her once what she'd do if she 

was tipsy. She never was, you know. She said: Vllien I'm 

drunk I imagine to myself that I'm under the table, have a 

hat on at an angle and always say 'meow! 'If That was toasted 

with a mild red wine; Billie swallowed bravely, the Prin

cess looked at me, smacked and said: "I don't care about 

red wine. But if the holy Mr. Bordeaux knew •.• " and then 

we spoke about Zurich again and about the little object, 
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and Billie became more lively, surely because she saw us 

drinking red wine. The Princess looked at he~ pleased. 

I yawned furtively. "Well, do ya send us all t' bed?" 

asked the Princess. "I'm going to write a letter to the 

lady still. Work on your puzzle!" They worked. I wrote. 

What was wrong with the typewriter today! Sometimes 

it played its pranks and tricks, the wretch; then ·the keys 

got mixed up, nothing worked, the ribbon got stuck, soon I 

beat with my fist •••• "Ha-ha-ha!" called the Princess. 

She knew it and I went on writing ashamedly and more quiet

ly. So, it was finished. Maybe the letter·'s too heavy •••• 

Don't we have a postage scale here? "I'll take it to the 

post office." 

It was raining. It's beautiful to go through such a 

fresh rain •••• How does the old saying go? There's no bad 

we~ther, there's only goo~ cl~thes. Now, there truly is 

bad weather, there's weather :that turns: out badly, there's 

empty weather and sometimes there's no weather at all. The 

rain moistened my lips; I tasted it and breathed deeply: 

There really isn't anything here, vacatlo~, Sweden, the Prin

cess, and Billie - but this is one of these moments which 

you'll remember later with: Yes, then, then you were happy. 

And I was, and thankful in addition. 

Back. 
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"Well, did you solve it?" - No, they were still solving 

and were just getting into a bitter argument. "Father.of 

church history" •.• they must have done some nonsense since 

they had eight syllables left over for this word, among them: 

Ed-!-son, and although he'd done a whole lot in his life 

and had transformed his time he certainly didn't make church 

history •••• "Solve that afterwards," I said. "When after

wards?" asked Billie. "Then we go to'sleep." - "Billie, by 

the way, is sleeping with me today," said the Princess. 

"You can sleep alongside in the bower." - "Hurray!tt they 

both shouted. "Does it matter to you?" Billie asked me. 

"But •••• " And she ran away and got her stuff, those little 

things that every woman needs to be happy. "She likes you, 

lllY son," said the Princess. "1 know her. Isn't she really 

nice?" And the Princess began to rearrange the furniture 

and to look after Billie's room, and there was a horrible 

excitement. "Vlhere shall I put the flowers?" - "Put them 

on the bath table." 

It was no old Bordeaux, it was a heavy Bordeaux. The 

room lay in the dim lieht of the lamps, it was so warm and 

homey, and we felt cozy. 

"Already?" I asked. The ladies wanted to go to slee~. 

"But when you're in bed," I said, "leave the door open so I 

can hear what you talk about." I went and undressed. Then 
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I knocked. ttDo you mind ••. !" said the voice of the Princess. 

"Will honorable ladies be disturbed at their toilette? 

Maiden ravisher! Libertine! Bluebeard! A foolish sex-I" 

But where was my eau de cologne? My eau de cologne was in

side - that wouldn't do! One is an elegant person. I 

knocked again. Rustling. "Yes!" I entered. 

They lay in bed. Billie in mine, she had on multi

colored pajamas on which hundreds of flowers bloomed, now 

she looked like the wild favorite-wife of a maharaja ••• , 

she smiled peacefully in her puzzle page. She was almost 

beautiful. "What do you want?" asked the Princess. "My 

eau ••• " - "We used it all up!" she said. "Now doncha cry -

I'll buy you· a new one tomorrow. ,t I grumbled. "Did you 

solve it?" - "We'll call you when we need you •••• You may 

say goodnight too." I went toward them and said goodnight 

to each of them politely, with two deep bows. "Billie, what 

a beautiful perfume you have!n She said nothing; I knew 

what it was. The perfume "worked" on her skin - it wasn't 

the perfume alone, it was her. And she had chosen the right 

one for herself. 

regretful kiss. 

The Princess received a kiss, a very soft, 

Then I left. The door stayed open. 

"Semi-precious stone-" I heard Billie say. "Semi-pre

cious stone •••• Let me: Saphire ••• , no. Ruby ••• , no. 

Opal ••• , wrong too. Lydia!" - "Topaz!" I called from my 
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room. "Yes, topaz! You're a clever child!" said the Prin

cess. "No - no, it won't work that way - leave it." Now 

they scuffled, the beds rustled, paper crumpled, "Reh-!" 

called Billie in a very high tone. Something tore." "You 

dumb person!" said the Princess. "Come - now we'll write it 

on this paper ••• , something isn't right here! We just 

crossed out the wrong thing •••• " - "Doctor Parchment can 

solve syllable puzzles without a pencil!" I called. They 

didn't listen. They were probably zealously at work. Pause. 

The Princess: "Breath •••• Rave you ever seen such a 

thing? What's breath?" - "Respiration!" said Billie and I 

at once. It was like an understanding. They rustled again. 

ftThat's completely wrong! The essence of everything percept

able •••• " Now they were obviously at their wits' ends, now 

it was completely quiet. There was nothing to be heard. "I 

don't know ••. ," said the Princess. "That has to be a print

ing mistake." - "There are no printing mistakes in syllable 

puzzles," I called. "You shut your beak, you old toad!" -

"Let him •••• " - "Give it to me ••.• " - "Db you have any ad~ 

vice?" Both: "We don't know anything." - "A grownup has to 

come," I said. "Let me at it." And I stood up and we:q.t in. 

I took a chair and sat down next to the Princess. The 

chair swayed a moment in my hand; it wanted to go to Billie, 

the chair. "O.K., r;ive it to me." I read, threw the paper 
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down, picked it up again and tried with the pencil on another 

page. The two looked on scornfully. "Well?" - "It doesn't 

go so fast pr - "He doesn't know ei ther," said Billie. "We 

want to get into some red wine first!" I said. That hap

pened. 

"Very pretty," said the Princess. "Housewives like red 

wine spots a lot, especially on the sheets. You old pig

let!" That was meant for me. "They'll come out," I sulked. 

"Salt spots are cleaned when one pours red wine on them," 

the Princess taught. And then they lay on their stomachs, 

and tried to solve the puzzle. And there w~s no progress. 

Billie had swept the hair off her forehead and looked like 

a baby. Like a baby-picture of Billie. How round her face 

was, how round. "Ant ••• , antlers-I" cried Billie. "Antlers! 

For hunting trophies! You s.ee, we didn't know that before. 

But where does 'chry' belong.... 'Chry' •••• n - "Me too!" 

Now I lay half on the bed, by the Princess, and stared 

straining at the pencil scribbles. "Chrysoprase!" I said 

suddenly. "Chrysoprase! Give it here!" The two quieted 

in wonder, and I relished my lexical knowledge. We listened. 

A gust of wind drove against the panes, outside the night 

rain drummed. 

"How cold it is ••• ," I said. "Come to me," said the 

Princess. "You'll allow it, won't you Billie?" Billie 

allowed it. I lay next to the Princess, very quietly. 
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"Character from Shakespeare's Tempest ••.• n Lydia's 

warmth ran over to me by degrees. Something soft ran down 

my back. Billie smoked and looked at the ceiling. I put 

my hand out towards her - she took it and stroked me softly. 

Her ring flashed dimly. We lay still next to each other 

like young animals - contentedly, in togetherness, and happy 

that we were with each other, I in the middle, as if protect

ed. Billie began to growl in her throat. nWhat are you 

growling there?" said-:-Lydia. n I 'm growling," said Billie. 

Character'from Shakespeare's Tempest •••• Was it the word? 

The word tempest? Vfuen bees hear other bees buzzing angrily 

they get angry themselves. Was it the word tempest? It 

began above, in the shoulder blades, I expanded a tiny bit, 

and the Princess looked at me. nWhat's wrong?" No one said 

anything. Billie cracked my nails. We had let the page 

sink. It was completely quiet. 

"Give Billie a kiSS," said the Princess half-loud. My 

diaphragm lifted - is that the seat of the soul? I raised 

myself up and kissed Billie. At first she only granted it 

to me, then it was as if she drank from me. Long, long •.•• 

Then I kissed the Princess. It was like returning home from 

a foreign land. 

Tempest. 
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It began as the Zephyr - we were ~be~ide ourselves," 

each one was with the other. It was a game, childish cur

iosity, joy on a strange breast •••• I was doubled, and I 

compared; three pairs of eyes sa~. They ~folded the fan: 

Woman. And Billie was another Billie! I saw it with aston

ishment. 

Her outlines, these always somewhat foreign outlines, 

became distinguishable; the eyes were moist, her tensiqn 

disappeared and she stretched ••.• The pajamas bloomed color

fully. Nothing was planned, everything was as if usual -

as if it had to be so. And that's when we lost ourselves. 

It was like when someone's stood with his bobsled at 

the start for a long time, and now was let go - the sled 

rushed down to the valley! We gave ourselves to that which 

pushes humanity down and that which picks it up, to the 

deepest and highest points at once •••• I knew nothing more. 

Lust built on lust, then the dream became clearer, and I 

submerged in them, they in me - we fled from the solitude 

of the world to each other. A grain of evil was there, a 

spoonful of irony, nothing of yearning, very much inclination, 

very much experience and very much innocence. We whispered; 

first we spoke about each other, and about what we did, then 

nothing more. And the force that drove us to each other was not 
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reduced for a moment; not for a moment was there a crack, 

it continued, a strong sweetness filled us completely, now 

we had become aware, totally and completely aware. I've 

forgotten a lot about this hour - but one thing I still 

know: We loved each other most with our eyes. 

"Turn out the light," said Lydia. The light was ex

tinguished, first the big chandelier in the room, then the' 

little lamp on the night stand. 

We lay perfectly still. A weak light was at the win

dow. Billie's heart pounded, she breathed heavily, the 

Princess, next to me, didn't move at all. A fragrance rose 

from the hair of the ladies and mixed with something deli

cate which might have been flowers or the perfUme. Billie's 

hand softly seperated from mine. "Go," said the Princess, 

almost imperceptably. 

I stood there, close by, in Billie's room, and looked 

ahead. Cock-a-doodle-do, it went softly within me, but that 

was over very quickly, a strong feeling of affection blew 

over to them. I lay down. 

Did they speak? I couldn't hear it. I stood up again 

and crept under the shower. A sweet tiredness came over me -

and an almost impelling drive to go in there and lay roses 
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on their blanket ... , where does one get roses at night ••• , 

that truly is - Someone was at the door. 

"You can say goodnight," said the Princess. I went in. 

Billie looked at me smiling; the smile was clean. The 

Princess lay beside her, so still. ·I went to each, and 

kiss~ed each softly on the mouth. "Good night ••• ," and "'Good 

night ••.• " The trees rustled powerfully outside. I stood 

a second at the bed. 

"How did it all happen so fast?" said the Princess 

softlyo 
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FIFT~r CHAPTER 

1 

That was a lucky toss! said 
Hank - and tossed his wife 
out the attic window. 

One of those days usually found only in late summer: Color

ful, saturated and windless. We lay on the lake shore. 

A couple yards from us a boat rocked, our swimming

boat - the water gurgled softly against the wood, up and 

down, up and down •••• If you held your hand in the water 

it was a tiny hit cold, then you pulled it out again and 

the drops dried in the air. I smoked a blade of grass, the 

Princess kept her eyes closed. 

"Today is the day-before-yesterday," she said. That 

was her way.of keeping time; because we were to leave the 

day after tomorrow today was the day before yesterday. 

"Where may she be now?" I asked. The Princess looked 

at her watch: "Now she's between MalmB and Tra.lleborg," 

she said, "in one hour she'll get on the ferry." Then we 

were quiet ag~in. Billie - I thought - Billie •••• 

She had left, soft, bright, happy - and nothing had 

happened - nothing had happened. I was happy; it hadn't 

left a shadow. Thankgod no. I looked over at the Princess. 

She must have felt the glance; she opened her eyes. 
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"Where c~.n Mrs. Collin be? What d 'ya say t' that egg? 

Th' cat laid it!1t 

Mrs. Collin had not written - and we wanted to go. We 

had to go; our vacation had run out. Call again? Definitely 

and conclusively •••• "This silly person," I scolded to my

self. "Someone has to get the, goirl out of there! Blast it 

all •••• tt - ttDaddy, you represent a nation!" said the Prin

cess, dignified, as if the Swedish trees could hear us. 

"You should pay respect to propriety!" I said a four-letter 

word. Whereupon the Princess sprayed me with some of Lak-e 

M!ler. And then I wanted to throw her in the lake. And 

then I was in it. 

I blew water on her just like an elephant, she threw 

little pieces of wood on my head ••• , then it all stopped. 

I crept forward and we sat peacefUlly together again. 

"But what are we really going to do?" I asked, dripping. 

"What? We cantt wait much longer! You have to be home on 

Tuesday, they'rd lying in wait for me too. Man must go to 

work again sometime! Here I waste valuable time with you •••• " 

She lifted her arm threateningly. I pulled back a little 

way. "That was just my opinion. But do we want to call? 

"Yes?" 

"Now we want to finish swimming first," said the Prin

cess. "When we get back to Gripsholm later I'll tell you 

everything. Ally-oop!" And we swam. 
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"Just watch," I blew in between, "she won't do it, Mrs. 

Collin. She probably thought it over - I had the impression 

she really didn·t want the little object with her - maybe 

she leads a disreputable life •••. " The Princess pinched my 

leg. "Or she doesn't trust us and thinks wetll kidnap the 

child. But Mrs. Adriani she trus:ted. Well, you'll see! 
, 

These women! But I tell you this, old girl: If she doesn't 

write today! I'll never again trouble myself with strange 

children. Not for strangers! Not for yours either! Or 

mine either! For heaven's sake •.•• " - "Daddy," said the 

Princess. "As long as I've known you you've always held 

wise talks about what you'll do, 'n mos of the time every-

thing turns out lots different. But thats'just like men. 

Ye be crazy!" - "I will ••• " - ttYes:, you will. If they took 

the future away from you there wouldn't be much left." -

"Person! tI - "You too! It Huburr - the whole lake began to J 

rock because we staged a wild water battle. Then we swam 

to shore. 

On the way to the castle: 

"MyoId one hasn't written at all ••• , they certainly 

can't have sold him to a brothel in Abbazia?" - "Well, if 

there's a demand for one ••.• " - "Daddy, just where is my 

dachshund?" - nYour luggage-dachshund?tI - "Yes. n - "It must 

be ••. , it's under my bed. It barks at night." We went home. 
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The Princess whistled like a temptress. 

The letter was there - a thick letter. 

\Vha twas it? 

She ripped it 

open, and I took it away from her, then the sheets fluttered 

to the floor, we collected them and broke into a happy 

screaming. There was everything, everything we needed. 

"That's terrific. Well - but now! What now?" 

"The best thing i'" said the Princess, "we go right in 

'n pick us up th' chil from th' 01 poison head. What are we 

wai tin for?" 

"First we eat lunch, and right after eating •••• Fight

ing is good for digestion." 

We had just started on the cranberries, this mildl~ 

burning compost, when we heard outside, by the door, an up

roar, that signaled something unusual. We let our spoons 

sink and listened. Now-? 

Our hostess came in; she looked like a special edition. 

"There's a child outside," she said and looked at us 

slightly mistrustfully, "a little girl - she doesn't know 

your names but she says she wants to see the man and the 

lady that gave her the doll, and she cried the whole time 

and she are so red in the face •••• Do you know the child?" 

We stood up immediately. ItOh yes, we know the child alright." 

Outside. 

There was the little object. 
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She really looked worn to shreds, cried out, hair hang

ing in her face, maybe she had run fast. The child was not 

really all together. When she saw Lydia she ran quickly to

ward her and hid her face in her dress. "What's wrong with 

you? What's wrong?" The Princess bent down and transformed 

herself from the sportswoman of this morning into a mama, no, 

she was' both. The hostess stood there, a sponge of curios~ 

ity - she absorbed it all. \Vbat now? 

The red woman had thrashed the child and cuffed and 

yelled so loud; the child had run away. It was no longer 

to be endured. And now the child shuddered and shook and 

looked toward the door. Was she coming? Mrs. Adriani would 

get her. Mrs. Adriani would get her. \Vbat had happened was 

only to be.had from her in fragments. Finally, we knew 

everything. 

We s:tood· aro und. "I tm no t giving her back again," I 

said. "No .•• , of course not," said the Princess. The 

h.ostess: . "Aren.'t you, ,going to send the child back?" The 

little object began to cry loudly: "I don't want to go 

back! I want my mommy!" - "Another .. black coffee," I s.aid 

to the Princess, "and then we'll get going." We took the 

child inside and put cookies in front of her. She did not 

take any cookies. We drank silently; when the going gets 

wild one should always count to a hundred or' drink a coffee 

first. 
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"So, Lydia - now wash the child's tears away and. calm 

her down a little, and I'll telephone the sweet honey! 

Would you connect me with the children 's-home , please?" 

The hostess asked many questions, I ·.answered them very curs

ily, she said something Swedish into the phone; and then I 

sat there and waited. 

Someone answered, in Swedish. I spoke German on the 

off-chance. "Can I speak wi th Mrs. Adriani?" Long paus,e. 

Then. a hard, livid voice. "Here is Mrs. Adriani!" I ident

ified myself. And then it all broke loose. 

"The Child is surely with you? Yes?" - "Yes." - "Immed

iately you'll give it •.•• _ You send it back to me immediate

ly •.•• You bring the Child back this instant! I'll have 

you reported! For kidnapping! You put that in the Child's 

head! You! \Vbat? If the Child is not in a half-hour ••• , 

not with me in a half-hour •••• Did you understand me?" 

The regulator within me clicked, that which holds back the 

spring. I held myself well in control. "We'll be there in 

a half-hour." A click - she had hung up. 

I1Lydia," I said. "What now? I will speak with the old 

woman - now it's her turn. But the child's belongings .•.• 

Nothing else will work, we have to take the child with us 

otherwise we won't get everything." - "Hm'." - "And if we left 

her here in Gripsholm then the old ~oman is in the right 
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position and takes her away from here and the whole affair'll 

start allover again from the beginning. Explain that to 

the little object." That took ten minutes; I heard the lit

tle one crying nearby and crying again, then she became quieter 

and when the hostess also encouraged her she became still. 

"Will you take me for sure ..• , will you fo~ sure take me 

with you again?n she kept on asking. We persuaded her well. 

"She cried; he gave the comfort from deep inside-" said the 

Princess softly. And then we went. 

We spoke, so the child would not understand us, French. 

"I hope you spring the letter and check in her face right 

away?" - "Lydia," I said, "let's let her bluster for a lit

tle while. Just a little bit •..• I would like to see how 

that is again. Just a little while." The Princess fell 

out of the french grumbling, into her beloved Platt German. 

"Should I let a sheep bit me, when I have a dog in my pock

et?" And now we turned back to the little one, who became 

more restless with every step that brought us closer to the 

children's-home. "May I get out again? But she won't let 

me - she won't let me out!" - "We have to get your belong

ings, and you don't have to be afraid .••• " Vl:hen we saw the 

children's-home we did not say anything more. I laid my 

arm softly on her shoulders. "Come on, everything will come 
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out fine!" She let herself be pulled a little, but she came 

along quietly. We did not have to knock - the door was open. 

Mrs-. Adriani stood downstairs in the hall, she was bent 

over a trunk and had her back turned to us. Vfhen she heard 

our steps she turned around lightning-fast. "Ah, there you 

are! Well, that's lucky for you! Didn't you meet my girl? 

No? Well there's already-someone on the way in case you 

hadn't come.... Vlhere did you run to you thorough scamp!" 

she screamed at the child. "We'll talk later! Later we'll 

talk! Go now!" The child hid herself behind the Princess. 

nOne minute," I said. "It's not that easy. \Thy did the 

child run away from you?" - "That is none of your business 

at all!" screamed Mrs. Adriani. "That is of absolutely no 

concern to you at all - Come here my Child." She went to

ward the child who shrunk back fearfully. She laid her 

hand on the Ii ttl e one's head. It\Vba t a silly girl! Why 

did you run away from me? Are you afraid of me? You don't 

have to be afraid of me! I want the best for you! You 

run to strange people ••• , are these strange people closer 

to you than I am? I explained to you, didn't I, they aren't 

even properly married •..• " She spoke to the child with such 

a false impressiveness, but her voice knew itself heard, she 

spoke, to a certain extent, in profile. "Run from here •.• !" 

The Child shuddered. 
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"Can I speak with you a momen t?" I said so ftly • ttWha t •.• , 

we don't have anything to say to each other!" - "Maybe we do." 

We all went into the dining hall. 

"So, the Child ran to you! That is delightful! Lucky 

for you you brought it back according to my instructions! 

She will never run away again - that I can promise you. 

Such a creature! Just wait •••• " - "The child must have had 

a reason for running away," I said. "No. It didn't have 

any. No reason at all." - "Hm. And what will you do with 

her now?" - "I w ill punish it, n said :Mrs. Adriani, full and 

hungry at the same time. She stretched herself in the chair. 

"AlloW me one ques:tion please: How will you punish her?" -

"I don't have to answer you - I don't have to. But I will 

tell you since Mrs. Collin wants the Child to be severely 

controlled. It will, then, be confined to its room, the lit

tle house punishments, work, it won't be allowed to go walk

ing with the other children - that's how it's done here." -

"And if we asked you to release the child from punishment ••• , 

would you do it?" - nNo. I couldn't decid,e about that. There 

you could ask ••• That's what you wanted to tell me?" she 

submitted sarcastically. "Now ••• , do you treat all the child

ren like that? One has to be strong sometimes, certainly, 

but to drive the children to such despajr •••• " - "Who drives 
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the children despair? Raise your own children, do you un

derstand! If you ever have some with this lady over there! 

These here 1 raise!" - "Go tn feed the chickens 'n don't 

forget the rooster," mumbled the Princess. nVfua t did you 

say?" asked Mrs. Adriani. "Nothing." - "1 have my princi

ples. As long as I have the power over the child ••• " 

1 looked her straight in the eye •••• for a moment 1 

let her continue to wriggle in her foolish and impatient 

rage. Her nimble eyes always ran from us to the child and 

back again, she waited for the Child. 1 thought about how 

many people in the world might be under the authority of 

such a person, and how it would be if we really had to turn 

the child over to her, and what the other children would 

have to stand for •••• "O.K., now I'll bring in something 

necessary •••• " Mrs.. Adriani stood up. I set at it suddenly. 

"The child will not remain with you," 1 said. 

"Whaaat-?" she roared and put her hands on her hips. 

"We are taking the child back to her mother. Here is a let

ter from Mrs. Collin, here is a check ••• , we want to pay 

immediately •••• " 

Shock ran over the face of the woman like a wave of 

overcooked milk; you saw the way she thought inside, one 

heard her thinking, she did not believe. "That is not 
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true!" - "Yes, that is true. Now just come on - sit down 

again ••• , I will go all down the line for you prettily." -

"You go upstairs!" she addressed the child. "The child 

stays here," I said. "Here is the letter. The signature 

is authentic." Mrs. Adrian! tore it from my hand. 

Then she threw it at the Princess's feet. "That's the 

thanks!" she screamed. "That's the thanks! For that I've 

troubled myself with this degenerate urchin! For that I 

took care of it! But that ..• , that you urged on Mrs .• Collin! 

You've stirred her up! You've slandered me! I'll - Out! 

You ••• !" - "We'll just take the child with us now. You'll 

have her belongings packed at once and give the bill to me. 

In exchange for a receipt you will receive a check. It's 

issued from Stockholm." Money! Money was in question! 

The woman mellowed a little and changed her tone at once. 

She spoke much more calmly, colder - very firmly. 

"I cannot make out the bill for you at the moment. The 

Child has broken many things of mine, there are damage claims. 

Naturally it must be paid until the end of the quarter, that 

is agreed upon. Naturally. And then I have to make a list 

of everything that was broken due to this girl. That will 

take at least a week." - "You will write me a receipt for 

this check right now; it will cover the cost for the quarter 
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and there are fifty-five kronor extra ••• , you can come to an 

agreement with Mrs. Collin about the rest. The child comes 

wi th us'. tt The child had stopped crying, she continually. 

looked from one to the other and didn't let go of the Prin

cess for a moment, not for a moment. 

Mrs .• Adriani looked at the check which I held in my 

hand. "The affair is not settled with money alone!" she 

said. "Nevertheless •••• Wait a moment." She left. The 

Princess nodded, satisfied. The woman came back. 

"She ruined a closet ••• , she broke a window; the win.;. 

dow was bolted from the inside, she must have thrown some

thing out of it ••• , that makes ••• I also have a laundry 

bill •••• " - "'Tha t • s enough for now, tt I said. "\Ve tIl give 

you nothing, and we'll take the child with us, even without 

her belongings - or you write out a receipt for the check 

and deliver all of the things, tha t belong to the child to 

us. It - Mrs·. Adriani made a movement - "Everything, and then 

you get your money. Now?" 

She struggled with hers:elf; one could feel the way 

it seethed and simmered inside her ••• '0 but there was the 

check! there was the check! Psychology is sometimes very 

simple. No, so simple it really isn't. How many different 

pitches this woman had! Now she put on the last record. 
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She began to cry. The Princess stared at her, as if 

she had an exotic, mythical animal in front of her. 

Mrs. Adriani cried. It ·sounded as if someone blew on 

a little child's tr~pet, it was more a kind of squeaking 

that came out of there, very softly, with completely dry 

eyes - little rubber piggies do that when the air is squeezed 

from them and they collapse, crumpled. Close-up: I am a 

woman who has worked her whole life," sang the child's 

trumpet. "Itve made many trips and acquired knowledge. 

I have a sick husband; I have no one that helps me. I've 

managed this home for eight years - I'm like a mother to 

these children, like a mother ••• , the Child is very dear 

to me ••• , for this child I have •••• Shitty pack!" she 

growled suddenly. 

It was like a reprieve, the performance of the play 

"'The sentimental mother's heart" had been too dumb, it was 

the practicable measure of a provincial-hysteria ••• , that 

we were released f·rom a nightmare when she concluded wi th 

the swear-word and returned to reality, in her true form. 

"So," I said. "now let's go and pack up!" Her last resist

ance flared up. "I'm not packing. Go upstairs, yourselves 

and get her rags together. Everything's probably all messed 

up. I'm not packing anything!" She thumped into a chair. 
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And sprang up again atonce. "I'm naturally not going to 

let you go up alone! Senta! Anna!" Two girls appeared. 

She said something to them 'in Swedish which we didn't under

stand. We went upstairs. 

Girl's heads looked out of every door, fearful, curi

ous, exci ted faces,. None spoke; a girl curtsied confusedly, 

then others. We stood upstairs in Ada's bedroom; the four 

little girls pushed themselves shyly into a corner. We op

ened the closet, and the Princess asked about a suitcase. 

Yes, the child had brought one with her but it was in the 

attic. t',Vould you please bring it •.•• It A girl left. The 

Princess cleared out the closet. "This? This too?" The 

door opened with one movement, Mrs. Adriani scurried into 

the room. "I want to see exactly what she takes with her! 

In the end you'll appropriate otherst belongings!" She was 

a sore loser - who remains honest when he's lost his match? 

"You can watch everything for yourself, and furthermore ..•. 

Hold on!" She had gone at the child, who ~ucked. I leaped 

quickly between. We looked at each other a moment, Mrs. Ad

riani and I; in this glance there was so much bodily inti

macy that I shuddered. This battle was the opposite of love -

like 'every battle. And in this glance of the eyes a deep 

cavern was opened for me: This woman was never satisfied, 
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never. Through my brain flitted that cynical prescription: 

Rx. 

Refillable. 

Penis normalis 
dosim 

But that could not be all of it. Here raged the primal 

urge of humanity: That toward power, power, power. And 

nothing strikes such a demeanor more than an unexpected re

bellion. Then a whole world collapses •.• , Spartacus •••• 

So many children suffered here. I would have hit. She re

treated. 

The girl came back with the suitcase; we packed, silent

ly. One time the woman snatched a blouse away and threw it 

down again. The child held the Princess's hand. The girls 

in the co.rner hardly breathed. Mrs. Adriani looked over at 

them and jerked her'head, they shuffled out the door. The 

suitcase was closed. We carried it downstairs. A girl 

wanted to help us - Mrs. Adriani forbid it with a hand motion. 

The suitcase was not heavy. The child hurried along with 

us; she did not cry anymore. I heard her exhale once, 

deeply. 

"The receipt?" Mrs. Adriani went to her desk, wrote 

something on a paper and handed it to me, as if with fire 

tongs. I nearly fel t s.orry for her, but I -knew ·'how dangerous 
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this sympathy was, and how wasted. It would not have done 

her any·good at all, with this honorarium for her soul she 

would have bought herself a new backdrop and everything 

would begin again from the beginning. I gave her the check. 

I looked at her face. The curtain was let down - now nothing 

more was acted. The play was over. 

We went slowly out of the house in which the pliil~ had 

suffered so much. 

None of us looked back again. The house door was 

closed. 

2 

The last day of vacation ••• 

I was already dressed for the trip, between me and Lake 

Maler there was a slight unfamiliarity, we spoke formally 

with each other. 

The long hours, in which nothing happened; only the 

wind fanned over my body - the sun shone upon me •••• The 

long hours, in which the hazy glance l'ooked into the water, 

the leaves whispered and the lake splashed on the shore; emp

ty hours. in which the energy, intellect, power and health 

from the reservoir of not~ingness, replenished by the sec-

ret store, that someday will be empty. "Yep,!! the store

keeper will say then, "now we have absolutely nothing left •••• " 

And then I will have to lay myself down. 
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There was Gripsholm. iVhy don't we just stay here for 

good? One could, for example, rent here for a long time, 

make a contract with the hostess" that surely wouldn't be 

too expensive and then, forever-: Blue air, gray air, sun, 

lake breeze, fish and grog - eternal, eternal vacation. 

No, there's nothing in it. When one moves, sorrow moves 

after. If one's there four weeks one laughs about every

thing - even over the little inconveniences. They don't 

trouble you so much. But if one's there forever one has 

to take part. "You have a nice place here," Charles the 

Fifth once said to a prior whose cloister he was visiting. 

ttTranseuntibus!" replied the prior. "Nice? Yes, for the 

passers-through." 

Last day. Swimming was never so refreshing in all the 

weeks. The wind had never blown so mild. The sun had never 

shone so bright. Not like on the last day. Last day of 

vacation - last day of the summer freshness! Last sip of 

red wine, las t day of love! One more day" one more si p, 

one more hour! One more half •.• ! When it tastes the bes,t 

one should stop .. 

"Today is today," said the Princess - for now every

thing stood ready for departure: Suitcase, handbag, the 

dachshund, the little object and us. "How you look!" said 
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Lydia as we went to say farewell to the hostess, "Ye must 

of shaved yourself with a grater! Ye can't leave youngsters 

alone for.a moment!" I rubbed my chin ashamed, pulled out 

the mirror and put it quickly away. 

A big pow-wow with the hostess. "Tack ••• , thanks ••• ," 

and tt~any thanks ••.• Tack so mycket ••• ," and "Best wish-~ 

es ••• !" - it was a touching and friendly back and forth. 

And then we took Ada by the hand, each picked up a bag, 

there was the little motor car ...• Away. 

"Vacation jok," I said. "Jok" is Turkish and means 

gone. "You notice everything," said the Princess and combed 

the child. "Lydia, I never would have believed that you'd 

be such a good, nice child-mama! Just look at all that's 

hiding in you!" - "I'm really an onion to you!" said the 

Princess and with it she revealed, maybe without knowing it, 

the essence of all her fellow women. 

And then the child began slowly, very slowly, and halt

ingly to explain - we didn't press her, at first she didn't 

want to talk at all, but then she spoke freely, one noticed 

she wanted to explain, she wanted to tell, and she told 

everything: 

The uproar with Lisa Wedigen and the page from the cal

ender; the continuous punishments and the bluebells under 
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the pillow and her nickname "the Child;" the little Will and 

Mommy and all that the thorough scamp had invented to tyran

ize the girls and Hanne and Gertie and the food in the clos

et and everything. 

It got a little mixed up, but one could understand what 

was important anyway. And I called the little object Ada 

Confusion from then on, and the Princess mothered and fath

ered the child at the same time, and I suggested she give 

the child her breast, a wild argument broke out about it, 

which: The left or the right. And that's how we got to 

Stockholm. 

And rode back to Germany. 

Berlin stretched out its big arms and reached over the 

sea •••• "We have to telegram Mrs. Kremser," said the Prin

cess, "sure is sure. Boy, did we have a good vacation! What 

do you want?" The child hesitated a couple times, started 

and stopped ag~in. "Well ?" No, she didn't have to go 

potty. She wan ted to ask· us ·~something. And did so. 

"Are you tramps?" We looked at each other startled. 

"Mrs. Adriani said ...... It turned out that Mrs. Adriani 

represented us to the child as fanatic, professional tramps -

"these tramps out there, that aren't even married once!" -

and the child, who was thoroughly thawed now wanted to know 

everything; ·if we were tramps and what we tramped •.• , and 
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if we had ever been married and why not any more, and then 

she had to go potty, and then we took her to bed. I caught 

myself being a little jealous of the child. Who was the 

child here? I was the child here. But now she slept, and 

Lydia belonged to me alone again. 

"Are you married?" asked the Princess. "That's all I 

needed!" - "Old girl," I said. "No, we tramps, we're not 

married. And if we were ••.• For five weeks, it would gO al

right, huh? Without a cloud. No quarrel, no problems, no 

affairs. Five weeks are not five years. Where are our an

xieties?" - "We left them at the baggage check ••• , one can 

do that," said the Princess. "For five weeks," I said. 

"For five weeks a lot can work out, everything goes well. n 

Yes, intimate, but not bored, new and yet not so new, fresh 

and yet not unusual: Apparently unchanged, life passed by •••• 

The heat of the first days was gone, and the tepidity of the 

long years was not yet there. Did we fear the emotion? 

Sometimes its shape. 

And short happiness: 

here on earth. 

Everyone can take short happiness. 

There really is no other imaginable, 

We rolled into Tr~lleborg. It was late evening; the white 

arc-lamps rocked in the wind, and we watched how the car was 

pushed on to the ferry. The child was already asleep. 
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A big passenger steamer rushed through the water in the 

harbor. All lights sparkled: In front, the ships lantern, 

above, on the masts, little points, all rooms, all cabins, 

were brightly lit. There it went. Music blew over towards us. 

'Whatever you do -
my heart will still belong to you-' 

A wave of longing beat in our hearts. Foreign lighted 

happiness - there it went. And we knew: If we sat on the 

shining steamer and saw the train on the ferry we'd have 

thought the opposite-: There it goes, happiness. Colorful 

and glittering the big ship steamed by us, with the points 

of light on the masts. The sweating stewards we did not 

see, not the ship owners in their offices,' not the quarrel

some captain and the purser with ulcers ••• , of course we 

knew that there were such things - but we didn't want, at 

the moment, to know it. 

'\¥hatever you do -
my heart will still belong to you-' 

Our hearts traveled along a short way. 

Then our car was on the ferry. The ship trembled 

slightly. The lights" on the coast became" smaller and smaller, 

then they were absorbed in the blue night air. 

We stood on deck. The Princess inhaled the salty breath 

of the sea. "Daddy - I thank you very much for the summer! If -
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"No, old girl - I thank you!" She looked over the dark sea. 

n The sea ••• ," she s~id softly, "The sea •••• " Behind us was 

Sweden, Sweden and a summer. 

Later we,sat in the dining room, in a corner, and ate 

and drank. "To the vacation, old girl!n - "To what else?" 

. It To Charlie!" - "Thre e che ers ! tI 

"To Billie!" - "Three cheers!" 

"To Adriani!" - "No cheer." 

"To your Consul-General!" - "One and a half cheers! 

"Those aren't toasts at all, Daddy. Don't you know 

anything else? You know something else. Right? .. 

I'knew what she meant. 

"Martje Flor," I said. "Martje Flor!n 

That was that Frisian farmer's daughter who, during the 

Thirty-Years War, was dragged to the table by the mercenar

ies; they'd stolen everything clean; the wine cellar and the 

smoke house, the fruit trays and the linen cupboard, and the 

farmer stood beside them and wrung his hands. They'd brought 

the girl there crudely - heh! there she stood, defiant and 

not at all afraid. She was supposed to give a toast! And 

they broke a bottle on the farmer's head and pushed a full 

glass in her hand. 
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Then Martje Flor raised her voice and glass, and it 

was completely still in the little room when she said her 

words, and all North-Germans know-them. 

"To that it goes well fer us fer all our old days-!" 

she said. 




